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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Section I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1-1. Purpose are considered to be inclusive of periods of limited
visibility and night operations. Except as statedThis manual provides doctrinal guidance for the
herein, the armored brigade directs and controlsemployment of the divisional armored brigade
tactical operations on a 24 hour a day basis. De-and the separate armored brigade.
tailed implementation of night/limited visibility
operations is accomplished by subordinate units

1-2. Scope of the brigade and is discussed in FM 17-1.

a. This manual covers the capabilities, limita- f. This manual is in consonance with the follow-
tions, command, planning, operations, intelligence, ing International Standardization Agreements
and training that are particularly applicable to which are identified by type of agreement and
the combat, combat support, and combat service number at the beginning of each appropriate
support elements employed by the armored bri- chapter in the manual:

[gade. ad NATO CENTO SEATO ABCA
STANAG STANAGSEASTAG SOLOG

b. The procedures described herein are intended Relief of Combat Troops__ 2082 2082 2082 49R
as a guide reflecting current Department of the Battlefield Illumination___ 2088 2088 108
Army doctrine and are not to be considered in- Friendly Nuclear Warning

flexible. Each situation in combat must be resolved to Armed Forces Oper-ating on Land __.__.__ 2104 2104 130
by an intelligent interpretation and application
of the doctrine set forth herein. g. Users of this manual are encouraged to sub-

mit recommended changes or comments to im-
c. This manual is designed to be used in con- prove the manual. Comments should be keyed to

junction with FM 17-1 and FM 61-100. Other the specific page, paragraph, and line of the text
appropriate manuals are listed in the appendix. in which the change is recommended. Reasons

d. Unless otherwise specified, the material pre- should be provided for each comment to insure
sented herein is applicable without modification complete understanding and evaluation. Comments
to: should be prepared using DA Form 2028 (Recom-

mended changes to Publications) and forwarded
(1) General war, to include a consideration direct to the Commanding Officer, U.S. Army

for the employment of, and protection from, Combat Developments Command, Armor Agency,
Combat Developments Command, Armor Agency,

nuclear munitions and chemical, biological, and Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121. Originators of pro-
radiological agents; and operations in nuclear, posed changes which would constitute a significant
chemical, or biological environments. modification of approved army doctrine may send

(2) Limited war. an information copy, through command channels,
to the Commanding General, U.S. Army Combat(3) Cold war, to include stability operations. to the Commanding General, U.S. Army Combat
Developments Command, Fort Belvoir, Virginia

e. Tactical operations as discussed in this manual 22060, to facilitate review and followup.

AGO 20024A 1-1!-I
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Section II. GENERAL

1-3. Mission b. Accepting or releasing attached elements on

The mission of the brigade headquarters is to short notice.
command and control assigned and attached corn- c. Conducting brigade operations on a sustained
bat, combat support, and combat service support basis.
elements in both training and tactical operations

d Supervising the movement and security ofindependently or as part of a larger force. attached or supporting administrative elements.
attached or supporting administrative elements.

1-4. Brigade Headquarters e. Establishing liaison with higher and adjacent

The divisional brigade headquarters is a tactical headquarters.
headquarters. The separate brigade headquarters f. Supervising tactical training of attached ele-
is both a tactical and administrative headquarters. ments.
Chapter 3 discusses the separate brigade's or-
ganization and functions in detail. g. Acting as an emergency alternate operational

headquarters for the division in event of destruc-

1-5. Capabilities tion of division headquarters.

a. Commanding attached elements of the divi- h. The brigade headquarters and headquarters
sion's combat and combat support elements in sus- company is capable of controlling up to five
tained offensive and defensive combat operations. maneuver battalions for extended operations.

Section III. ORGANIZATION

1-6. General port of the brigade, depending on the circum-
stances of employment. In most situations, theyThe divisional brigade has no organic units other
are placed in support. When the divisional brigadethan the brigade headquarters and headquarters
is organized for independent or semi-independentcompany. The separate brigade has an organic

brigade base which is discussed in chapter 3.
Higher headquarters determine the composition of d. The brigade organizes its combat, combat
the brigade after the requirements of the specific support, and/or combat service support elements
brigade mission have been determined; that is, for combat by combining these elements to accom-
combat, combat support, and combat service sup- plish certain tasks. The major headquarters
port elements are attached to, or are placed in around which the brigade organizes for combat
support of, each brigade as necessary. During are the battalion headquarters, normally resulting
operations, the initial brigade organization for in the creation of battalion task forces. The task
combat is modified as required. forces normally are organized with not less than

two and not more than five major subordinatea. Attachments to the brigade are made by
higher headquarters to provide the brigade the units as mutually supporting combined arms
means to accomplish assigned missions. In rapidly teams.
moving situations, changes in the organizational
structure of the brigade may be made frequently 1-7. Organization for Combat
and on short notice. The brigade commander and a. Organization of the brigade for combat is
his staff develop standing operating procedures based upon the mission, enemy, terrain and
(SOP) and operational techniques which permit weather, and troops available (METT), as well as
attachments and detachments to be made ex- time and space. The adopted command relation-
peditiously and efficiently. ship imposed by a higher headquarters is guided

b. Combat units are normally attached but may by consideration of the most effective employ-
be placed under operational control if dictated by ment.
the situation. b. The brigade commander usually organizes

c. Combat support and combat service support attached tank and mechanized infantry battalions
units may be attached to or placed in direct sup- into task forces, each grouping under one com-

1-2 AGO 20024A
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mander, formed to carry out a specific operation in support of, the brigade for this purpose. When-
or mission. However, the factors of METT may ever the brigade is employed in a separate or in-
dictate the use of pure tank or mechanized in- dependent role, necessary combat support and
fantry battalions without attachments. combat service support elements are normally

(1) Field artillery support is provided attached.
battalion task forces by field artillery units placed (2) The nondivisional (separate) brigade is
in direct support of, or attached to, the divisional organized on a more permanent basis. Whether
brigade; and by the separate brigade's organic such a brigade consists basically of organic maneu-
field artillery battalion. Supporting field artillery ver battalions or includes other organic combat
provides liaison officers to brigade and battalions support and combat service support units depends
(or task forces), and forward observers to each upon its mission and the proximity of required
committed company. See chapter 5 for a discussion support. In these events, the brigade commander
of fire planning. and staff become responsible for combat service

support operations for all assigned or attached(2) Engineer support is normally provided units. The separate brigade is discussed in chapterfor the battalion task forces from an engineer
unit assigned to (in the case of the separate
armored brigade) or placed in direct support of d. Field artillery support is provided by placing

artillery in direct support of, or attached to, thethe brigade. Engineer support usually consists of
one engineer platoon per maneuver battalion (task organic artillery battalion. In nuclear warfare,
force). The engineer unit should be disposed well

forward so as to be immediately available for attachment of field artillery units to the brigadeforward so as to be immediately available for
may be necessary due to dispersal of forces. Theessential tasks that enable the brigade to main-
commander of the direct support, attached, ortain the momentum of its attack.

tam The moetumiof itaskfors atorganic field artillery is the fire support coordina-
(3) The battalion task forces are provided tor (FSCOORD) for the brigade who is respon-

Army aviation support from the brigade aviation sibe for the preparation of the brigade fire sup-
section or from aviation elements of higher head- port plan.

port plan.quarters.
e. Air defense for the brigade is provided by the

(4) Armored cavalry and air cavalry units area air defense system, the divisional Chaparral/
assigned or attached to the brigade are employed Vulcan battalion, Redeye sections organic to the
in accordance with FM 17-36 and FM 17-37. mVuaneuver battalions and they e separate brigathde

maneuver battalions and the separate brigade
(5) Air defense units, when attached to the headquarters company, or by attached or support-

brigade, are normally retained under brigade con- ing air defense artillery units. The commander of
trol and are employed in an air defense role based the attached or supporting air defense elements is
on appropriate priorities. Vulcan fire units may be the air defense advisor for the brigade who is
used in a ground fire support role when enemy air responsible for preparation of the brigade air
threats are miinimal or nonexistent. defense plan.

(6) Maintenance, rmedical, and supply sup- f. Engineer support for the brigade is normally
port are provided to divisional armored brigades
by the support command. Chapter 3 provides in-
by the support command. Chapter 3 provides in- support of, or attached to, the divisional brigade
formation on combat service support organic to and by the separate brigade's organic engineerthe separate armored brigade. For details con-

company. The commander of the divisional en-cerning the employment of combat service support
gineer company serves in the capacity of engineer
staff officer for the brigade. The separate brigade

c. Tactical versus administrative roles. has an engineer section organic to its headquar-
(1) The divisional brigade is basically a ters.

tactical command echelon. The brigade commander g. Brigade trains include elements of the brigade
or his designated representative enters the ad- S4 section, the field trains of the maneuver
ministrative chain of command in a control, co- battalions and combat support units, combat serv-
ordinating, and supervisory role only. Combat and ice support units, and the necessary security
combat support units attached to the brigade forces. The brigade trains are under the tactical
]receive combat service support directly from the control of the brigade S4. For details on brigade
division support command, although units of the trains and the support command operations, see
support command may be attached to, or placed chapter 6 of this manual, FM 17-1, and FM 54-2.

AGO 20024A 1-3
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CHAPTER 2
DIVISIONAL BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND

HEADQUARTERS -COMPANY

Section I. GENERAL

2-1. Functions 2-3. Headquarters
The brigade headquarters of the armored division Brigade headquarters consists of the brigade
brigade is organized to provide command and commander, the executive officer, unit and special
control for the training and combat employment staff officers, and the sergeant major. The com-
of attached units. The brigade headquarters com- position of the brigade staff is shown in figure
pany provides personnel and equipment to operate 2-2. For a complete discussion of staff functions,
and support the brigade headquarters. areas of responsibilities, and interrelationships,

refer to FM 17-1 and FM 101-5.

2-2. Organization
Organization of headquarters and headquarters 2-4. CompanyCommander
company, armored division brigade, is shown in The brigade headquarters company commander
figure 2-1. Organization of the headquarters and exercises normal command authority over person-
headquarters company, separate armored brigade nel assigned to the headquarters and headquarters
is discussed in chapter 3. company except the brigade commander and his

COMOC VEH Comm RIFLEAGO 20024A GO

TACTICA AIR

I CONTROL PARTY

rSTFF i mr;, I
| SEC | SEC SE , NORMALLY ATTACHED i

LU WIRESEC SEC

Figure 2-1. Headquarters and headquarters company, armored division brigade.
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BRIGADE STAFF, ARMORED DIVISION BRIGADE
Figure 2-2. Brigade staff, armored division brigade.

staff officers. He is responsible for their training, quarters and the company. It provides the means
except those aspects related to duty performance for command of the company.
in their staff sections. In addition, he is responsi- 2-6. Staff Section
ble for company administration and training. The staff section contains the personnel and

equipment necessary for brigade command andi
2-5. Company Headquarters staff operations. Operationally, staff section per;

Company headquarters provides administration, sonnel are responsible to the headquarters staff
mess, supply, and maintenance for brigade head- sections to which they are assigned.

2-2 AGO 20024A
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2-7. Liaison Section 2-10. Communication Platoon

IThe duties of the liaison officers are as outlined The communication platoon consists of a platoon
in FM 17-1. The liaison section consists of two headquarters, a message center and wire section,
officers, two drivers, a 1/4-ton truck, an armored and a radio section. It is commanded by a platoon
command and reconnaissance carrier, and essential leader and is under the staff supervision of the
FM radios. It normally operates under the supervi- brigade signal officer. The platoon headquarters
sion of the brigade executive officer. One liaison consists of the platoon leader, a communications
officer, during tactical operations, habitually main- chief, and a messenger. The message center and
tains liaison with division headquarters. The other wire section has personnel and equipment to
liaison officer establishes liaison as directed. Liai- establish and operate the brigade message center,
son officers may be provided aircraft, if available, messenger service, and switchboard. The section
to accomplish their missions. installs and maintains the wire systems within

the brigade command post and the brigade trains,
and installs wire lines to subordinate and attached

2-8. Aviation Section units when time and the tactical situation permit.

The aviation section provides observation helicop- The radio section has the radioteletype equipment
ters and aviators, together with a limited aircraft and operators to operate one RATT station. This
maintenance capability, to support the command, station is the net control station in the brigade
control, communications, liaison, reconnaissance, operations-intelligence net. The communication
and security efforts of the brigade. The helicopters platoon performs organizational maintenance of
may be employed under brigade control in any of the communication equipment of the brigade head-
these functions or they may be placed under quarters and headquarters company only. For de-
operational control of subordinate units of the tails of brigade communication organization and
brigade. employment, see chapter 4.

a. Command and Control. The aviation section
1has the primary mission of providing air trans-
portation to the brigade commander, brigade staff, The rifle platoon is organized into a platoon head-
and subordinate commanders and their staffs for quarters, three rifle squads, and a weapons squad.
the purpose of command and control. Aircraft per- It is commanded by a platoon leader and normally
mit the commanders and their staffs to move moves in four armored personnel carriers. Each
rapidly to areas where their presence is required squad leader, the platoon leader, and the platoon
to influence the action, thereby reducing the re- sergeant have radios for mounted and dismounted
action time to the demands of the battlefield. use. The platoon can perform the following mis-

sions:
b. Liaison. The aircraft in the aviation section

provide a means of rapid transportation to higher, a. Security of the command post and command
lower, and adjacent tactical units. group.

c. Reconnaissance and Security. For a detailed b. Route reconnaissance to, and area reconnais-
discussion of the aviation section in reconnais- sance of, assembly areas or CP locations.
sance and security roles, see FM 1-5 and FM c. Traffic control.
1-100.

d. Provide part of the quartering party.
d. Other Missions. The aviation section may be

used to lift small quantities of men and supplies e. Limited pioneer and demolition work.
and to evacuate wounded on an emergency and f. Chemical detection and radiological monitor-
limited basis. ing and survey.

g. Damage control operations.
2-9. Command Vehicle Section
The command vehicle section is composed of two 2-12. Tactical Air Control Party (TACP)
larmored command and reconnaissance carriers. It The brigade normally will be augmented by the
provides armor-protected transportation for the attachment of a TACP. FM 17-1 discusses the
brigade commander and members of his staff. TACP organization, capabilities, and employment.

AGO 20024A 23
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Section II. COMMAND POSTS

2-13. Brigade Command Post (5) Adequate concealment and cover; firm
and well-drained ground, access roads, and park-

a. General. The brigade command post is the
principal command installation of the brigade and ing area.

(6) Terrain which facilitates both ground andit functions using organic vehicles. It is highly
mobile and capable of rapid and frequent dis-
placement and can operate on a sustained 24-hour d. Security. The S1 has staff responsibility for
basis. It relies heavily on radio communication local security of the command post. The head-
and has the capability for operation while moving. quarters company commander plans and imple-
A typical brigade command post is shown in figure ments the local command post security plan using
2-3. command post personnel and the rifle platoon.

Additional security is gained by placing the com-
b. Composition. The following are normally mand post near combat units of the brigade, by

located at, or operate from, the brigade command using other personnel attached to the brigade,

post: and in exceptional circumstances, by using squads
(1) Brigade commander. or platoons from attached maneuver battalions.

(2) Brigade executive officer. e. Displacement.

(3) Brigade unit staff members with their (1) Rapid and efficient displacement of the
respective sections, except the S1 and S4 sections. main command post is accomplished by-
The S1 and S4 usually operate from the command (a) Thorough understanding by all con-
post, but most of the personnel from their sections cerned of the brigade SOP for command post
are usually located in the brigade trains area. displacement.

(4) Brigade special staff. (b) Effective coordination.
(c) Use of radio and motor messengers to

(5) FSCOORD or his representative and rep- maintain contact with key personnel during the
resentatives of other combat support units. move.

(6) Company headquarters of the brigade (2) Brigade headquarters is not large enough
headquarters and headquarters company. to establish two command posts and establish

security at two locations at the same time. Since
the brigade has the capability of operating while

(8) The TACP. moving, there is no necessity to displace in two
echelons. In addition, the brigade commander and

c. Location. The brigade S3 recommends the the command group will normally be out during
general location of the command post after co- the movement of the command post so as to
ordination with the signal officer and other ap- preclude loss of contact or control. At this time,
propriate staff officers. The S1, in conjunction with the command group is, in effect, the forward
the headquarters company commander and the command post
signal officer, selects the actual site and plans the
internal arrangements of command post elements.
The primary considerations in command post
location are the ability to command and control A command group is a command and control
the brigade and the brigade's mission. Additional facility consisting of the commander and selected
desirable characteristics for the site include: staff officers, signal means, and a security de-

tachment. This group enables the commander to
(1) Optimum conditions for efficient com- operate away from his command post to obtain

munication. personal knowledge of the situation, exercise
(2) Proximity to attached combat units and leadership, and closely control the operation dur-

installations for added security. ing critical periods, often utilizing a command and
control aircraft.

(3) An area which has sufficient space for the
proper dispersion of command post elements. 2-15. Alternate Command Post

(4) Sufficient landing space in the vicinity for The limited size of the brigade headquarters and
brigade aircraft. headquarters company precludes organization of

2-4 AGO 20024A
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Figure 2-3. Type armored division brigade command post.
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an alternate command post. Normally, all the (6) Service elements of other units attached
battalion task force command posts will be des- to, or in support of, the brigade.
ignated as alternate brigade command posts in (7) A water point from the division engineer
predetermined sequence. battalion.

b. The general location of the brigade trains is

2-16. Brigade Trains selected by the S4 in coordination with the S3.
The specific location is selected by the assistant

a. Organization. The exact composition of the S4.
brigade trains will vary in accordance with the c. The S4 has staff responsibility for the opera-
tactical situation and the disposition of the tactical

tion, security, and displacement of the brigade
units attached to, or in support of, the brigade.
Normally, the brigade trains will include- tras. Generally, brigade trains displace by

echelon.
(1) Field trains of attached maneuver bat- d To facilitate control, the brigade S4 mayd. To facilitate control, the brigade S4 may

talions. establish a brigade trains radio/wire net. Stations
(2) Elements of company headquarters of the in this net should include all elements operating

brigade headquarters and headquarters company. from the brigade trains area. This net will be

(3) Brigade staff section personnel not re- used to assist the S4 in maintaining control while
quired at the command post. the trains are displacing and to enhance control

and security within the brigade trains area. This
(4) Elements of the aviation section. system may also be used to expedite transactions
(5) Elements from the division support com- between support command elements and brigade

mand. units.

2-6 AGO 20024A
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CHAPTER 3

SEPARATE ARMORED BRIGADE

Section I. GENERAL

3-1. Introduction 3-3. Organization
The separate armored brigade can be assigned Unlike the armored division brigade, the sep-
to corps or field army, or it may be employed in- arate armored brigade has assigned to it a con-
dependently as determined by the theater com- siderable number of organic units. The organic
mander. It has sufficient organic combat, combat units are referred to as the brigade base. They
support, and combat service support elements to provide the separate armored brigade with the
conduct independent operations. capability to conduct sustained independent opera-

tions. The brigade base provides the necessary
3-2. Mission and Capabilities of the Separate command and control, combat support, and com-

Armored Brigade. bat service support to sustain operations of up to
five attached combat battalions. The brigade basea. Mission. To destroy enemy military forces

and to control land areas, including populations consists of-
and resources. a. Headquarters and headquarters company.

b. Capabilities. The separate armored brigade b. Support battalion.
has the organic capability to- c. Armored cavalry troop.

(1) Command and control attached maneuver d. Engineer company.
battalions in independent offensive and defensive e. Field artillery battalion.operations in nuclear and nonnuclear warfare.

(2) Engage in sustained combat operations Figure 3-1 illustrates the separate brigade base.
against any type of opposing ground forces in
areas where a military force of less than division 3-4. Brigade Headquarters and Headquarters
size is required, or as part of a larger force. Company

(3) Engage in mobile offensive operations a. General. The brigade headquarters is orga-
characterized by rapid movement and wide dis- nized to command and control assigned and at-
persion to include deep penetration, exploitation, tached combat, combat support, and combat serv-
and pursuit. ice support units in both training and operations.

The brigade headquarters company provides per-(4) Engage in operations requiring armor
shielding against small arms, tanks, artillery, and sonnel and equipment to operate, transport, and

~~~~nuclear fires. ~protect brigade headquarters. Figure 3-2 illus-
trates the headquarters and headquarters com-

(5) Operate as part of a larger force in pany, separate armored brigade.
covering force operations or to serve as a mobile b. Brigade Headquarters. The brigade head-
counterattack force. quarters consists of the commander, the unit

(6) Engage in operations as part of a joint staff, and the special staff. The functions, pro-
amphibious force. cedures, authority, and responsibilities of 'the

staff are the same as those shown for the brigade
and armored cavalry regiment in FM 17-1.

(8) Restore order. Briefly, the headquarters includes-
(9) Be attached to, and operate as part of, a (1) Command section. The separate armored

division. brigade is commanded by a brigadier general. His

AGO 20024A 3-1
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Figure S-1. Separate brigade base.

principal assistant is his deputy commander who artillery liaison section who advise the commander
performs tasks assigned to him by the brigade on artillery matters. The artillery officer com-
commander and acts for the brigade commander mands the organic field artillery battalion and is
in his absence. The command section also includes the fire support coordinator (FSCOORD) for the
the brigade sergeant major, the commander's brigade. He is responsible for the preparation of
personal staff, drivers, and the necessary equip- the brigade fire support plan.
ment and vehicles to support the section. (5) Aviation section. The aviation section

(2) Executive officer section. This section includes the brigade aviation officer who advises
includes the executive officer and two liaison the commander on aviation matters. He also com-
officers. The executive officer has essentially the mands the organic command aviation section.
same functions as the executive officer of the (6) Engineer section. This section includes
armored division brigade, except that in the sep- the brigade engineer and an enlisted assistant.
arate armored brigade he is not second in com- The brigade engineer advises the commander on
mand. engineer matters but does not command the or-

(3) S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 sections. These ganic engineer company.
staff sections are organized in a manner similar (7) Adjutant general section. This section
to the armored division brigade staff. The func- consists of the brigade adjutant general who ad-
tions and duties of personnel, intelligence, opera- vises the commander on personnel, administrative,
tions, logistics, and civil-military operations are and related matters. He is assigned to the ad-
the same as in the armored division brigade, and ministration company.
are discussed in detail in FM 17-1 and FM 101-5. (8) Signal section. The signal section includes

(4) Artillery section. The artillery section the brigade signal officer who advises the com-
consists of the brigade artillery officer and an mander on signal matters and controls and co-
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ordinates brigade signal activities. A warrant c. Brigade Headquarters Company. The brigade
officer is assigned to the section as a crypto headquarters company contains the necessary per-
technician. sonnel and equipment to support the brigade

(9) Finance section. This section consists of headquarters and the headquarters company. The
the brigade finance officer who controls and super- headquarters company is composed of-
vises the finance activities of the brigade. He is (1) Company headquarters. Company head-
assigned to the administration company. quarters includes the company commander, com-

(10) Chemical section. This section includes pany executive officer, first sergeant, and other
the brigade chemical officer and his enlisted as- enlisted personnel required for control, adminis-
sistants. The chemical officer advises the com- tration, and supply of the headquarters company.
mander on chemical, biological, and radiological (2) Maintenance section. This section con-
(CBR) operations. In coordination with appro- tains the necessary personnel and equipment to
priate staff sections, he supervises CBR training maintain the vehicles assigned to the headquarters
and operations to insure that units and individuals company.
of the brigade meet the standards of proficiency
set forth in FM 21-40. When conditions require (3) Mess section. The mess section contains
the operation of a CBR center, the chemical officer the personnel and equipment to feed the brigade
is responsible for its operation. headquarters and headquarters company.

(11) Surgeon section. The surgeon section (4) Military police platoon. This platoon con-
includes the brigade surgeon who plans, advises, tains the necessary personnel and equipment to
supervises, and coordinates medical matters for provide the brigade an organic means for enforce-
the brigade. He is assisted by a preventive medi- ment of law and order, traffic control, operation
cine officer. of the brigade PW collecting point, operation of

the brigade CP dismount point, and security for
(12) Provost marshal section. This section the brigade operations center., and security for

includes the brigade provost marshal who enforces
the commander's policies with regard to law and (5) Communication platoon. This platoon4
order in areas not assigned to subordinate com- contains the required personnel and equipment to
manders and advises in matters pertaining to law establish and maintain brigade headquarters com-
and order, traffic control, enemy prisoners of war munication with subordinate units and communi-
and civilian internees, and temporary confinement cation within the brigade headquarters.
facilities. (6) Medical platoon. This platoon contains

(13) Chaplain section. The chaplain section the necessary personnel and equipment to operate
includes the brigade chaplain who advises and an aid station and limited medical evacuation for
assists the commander on religious matters. the brigade headquarters and headquarters com-

(14) Judge advocate section. This section pany.
consists of the brigade staff judge advocate who (7) Command aviation section. This section
advises the commander on legal matters and provides helicopters and aviators, together with a
supervises the administration of military justice limited aircraft maintenance capability, to sup-
in the brigade. He is assigned to the administra- port the command, control, liaison, and recon-
tion company. naissance efforts of the brigade. Its primary mis-

sion is to provide air transportation to the brigade
(15) Information section. The information sion is to provide air transportation to the brigade

section consists of the brigade information officer commander and the brigade staff. The avia
who advises the commander in troop information, tion officer.
public information, and public relations matters.
He is assigned to the administration company. (8) Air defense section. This section provides

(16) Inspector general section. This section defense against enemy air attack for the brigade
includes the brigade inspector general who in- headquarters and for brigade units not provided

an organic Redeye section. FM 17-1 describes thequires into and reports upon matters by con-
ducting inspections, investigations, surveys, and
studies as directed by the brigade commander and (9) Rifle platoon. This platoon contains the,
as prescribed by law and Army regulations. He necessary personnel and equipment to provide for
is assigned to the administration company. the security of the brigade headquarters area. In
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addition, it comprises the headquarters area ready 3-8. Field Artillery Battalion
kreaction force. The separate armored brigade has one 155mm

(SP) field artillery battalion. The field artillery
3-5. Armored Cavalry Troop battalion has minor differences in its headquarters
The principal reconnaissance and security unit and headquarters battery in that it has an organic
of the brigade is its organic armored cavalry meteorological section and a surveillance radar
troop. It is designed to provide security and per- section. Otherwise, it is organized similarly to the
form reconnaissance for the brigade or unit to field artillery battalion, 155mm (SP) of the
which it may be attached. It can be used in offen- armored division artillery. Forward observers are
sive, defensive, and delaying actions, or in an organic to batteries of the battalion.
economy of force role. Its organization is the
same as that of the armored cavalry troop of the 3-9. Combat Battalions
armored division cavalry squadron. Employment
of the armored cavalry troop is discussed in FM The separate armored brigade base is organized
17-36. and equipped to provide command and control,

combat support, and combat service support for up
to five combat battalions. Combat battalions may be

3-6. Engineer Company assigned or attached in any combination of tank,
The engineer company provides the brigade with mechanized infantry, and armored cavalry units
fixed and floating assault bridging, field water as required by the mission. However, the majority
purification, and combat engineer support. The of the combat battalions will normally be tank
engineer company can also fight as infantry when battalions.
required.

a. The company organization includes a combat 3-10. Signal Communication
engineer vehicle section, a bridge platoon, and

a. The separate armored brigade will organize
three combat engineer platoonsits internal signal communications similar to the

(1) The vehicle section has two combat engi- armored division brigade. Multichannel systems
neer tracked vehicles. and a high frequency communication link to

(2) The bridge platoon is organized with higher headquarters and adjacent units must be
either two bridge sections (equipped with M4T6 provided by the higher headquarters. The amount
or class 60 bridge) or two heavy raft sections, and type of equipment and net organization will
one armored vehicle launched bridge section, and depend upon the support provided and the re-
a platoon headquarters. quirements of the next higher headquarters.

(3) The combat engineer platoons contain b. The headquarters and headquarters detach-
three engineer squads. ment, support battalion, is provided internal FM

radio and RATT communication by the communi-b. The company can provide atomic demolitions radio and RATT communication by the communi-
(ADM) support when reinforced with an ADM cation section; however, it must rely on support-

team or when the TOE has been modified by an ing army communication elements for RATT andteam or when the TOE has been modified by an
MTOE authorizing organic ADM personnel VHF communication to higher logistical head-

quarters, i.e., Army logistical net and Army area
c. The employment of the engineer company is communications systems.

discussed in FM 5-142. c. Control between the brigade command post
and brigade trains is established by FM radio;

3-7. Support Battalion however, if the intervening distances become too
great, the brigade may require additional army

The separate armored brigade has an oranic signal support in the brigade trains area to main-
support battalion which provides brigade level tain RATT communication.
supply, direct support maintenance, medical serv-
ices, and miscellaneous services for all elements d. A typical separate armored brigade com-
of the brigade, organic or attached. The support munication system is shown in figure 3-9. Further
battalion is discussed in detail in paragraphs 3-11 details on signal communication are contained in
through 3-14. chapter 4.
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Section II. COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT

3-11. Separate Armored Brigade Combat d. The brigade maintenance officer, who is a
Service Support member of the maintenance company of the sup-

port battalion, is also a special staff officer.
The separate armored brigade has its own direct
support supply, maintenance, medical, and mili-
tary police support capabilities. It does not have 3-13. Support Battalion
a direct support maintenance capability for air- The support battalion provides separate brigade
craft. It has an administration company for direct level (DS category) supply, direct support main-
support level personnel services support. tenance, medical services, and miscellaneous serv-

ices for all elements of the brigade, organic or
attached. To accomplish its missions and func-

3-12. Combat Service Support Personnel tions, the support battalion is organized as shown

The organization of the staff in the separate in figure 3-3 and as discussed below.
armored brigade is very similar to that of the a. Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment.
armored division brigade. Differences found in This detachment is designed to provide command
the separate armored brigade are summarized and control of all brigade level combat service
below. support units for a brigade consisting of from

two to five maneuver battalions and normal sup-
a. There are surgeon, provost marshal, and porting units. The battalion commander has the

chaplain sections in the brigade headquarters. same responsibilities (for example, combat serv-

b. The adjutant general, finance officer, staff ice support, rear area security, and area damage
judge advocate, and inspector general are mem- control) as a support command commander of a
bers of the administration company but function division. In addition, the same relationship exists
as special staff officers to the brigade commander. between the support battalion commander and the

brigade S4 -as exists between the support com-
e. There is a brigade ammunition section and mand commander and the G4 of an armored divi-

brigade supply office in the headquarters and sion. The battalion commander has the usual unit
headquarters detachment of the support battalion. staff; however, the S1 must double as the detach-

SPT

HQ & HQ DET l l | MED CO MAINT CO

ADMIN CO SUP & TRANS CO

Figure 3-3. Support battalion, separate armored brigade.
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ment commandei. In addition, the commander has c. Medical Company. The medical company is
a brigade ammunition section and a brigade organized with a company headquarters, one am-
supply office that accomplish the same functions bulance platoon, and a clearing platoon to provide
as the ammunition section and supply office at division-type medical service in a separate brigade
division level. The detachment is not administra- by evacuating casualties from organic and at-
tively self-sufficient and must satellite itself to tached units; receiving, sorting, treating patients;
another battalion element for messing. The ele- and returning them to duty or preparing them for
ments of the communication section provide the further evacuation. Specifically, this company pro-
detachment with internal FM and RATT com- vides short-term medical and surgical treatment
munication, but must rely on supporting army for 120 patients. Figure 3-6 illustrates the or-
communication elements for RATT and VHF ganization of the medical company.
communications to higher logistical headquarters.
Figure 3-4 illustrates the headquarters and head- d. Supply and Transport Company. The supply
quarters detachment. and transport company supports the brigade and

b. Administration Company. The administra- attached units by providing all classes of supply
tion company serves as a carrier unit that pro- except Class V, medical supplies, repair parts, and
vides support for certain elements of the special aircraft parts and supplies. It provides graves
staff. It provides the necessary personnel and ad- registration service, clothing exchange and bath
ministrative support to sustain brigade operations, service, map supply service, and classification and
including a centralized personnel service for all disposal of unserviceable equipment. It provides
units attached or organic to the brigade and a and operates ground transportation, as required,
capability of replacement support. The company and unit distribution of supplies when requested
can receive, control, and administratively process and authorized. Additionally, it maintains and
up to 100 individual replacements at any given

transports the brigade reserve of supplies fortime. The unit is dependent upon the support
battalion for communication,,direct support motor which the unit is responsible. It provides trans-
maintenance, and medical care. While located out- pQrtation to supplement transportation means
side of the brigade area, the company is dependent available to other elements of the brigade. It also
upon army communication support to enter the provides unit mess and battalion level miainte-
brigade administration net or area communica- nance for the headquarters and headquarters de-
tion system. Figure 3-5 illustrates the administra- tachment. Figure 3-7 illustrates the supply and
tion company. transport company.

HQ & HQ DET

BN HQ DE HQ H SEC OE AMMO COMM SEC

BDE SUP
OFC

Figure 3-4. Headquarters and headquarters detachment, support battalion, separate
armored brigade.
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ADMIN CO

I

IO HQ SJA SEC ]G SEC INFO SEC FIN SEC

REPL DET

Figure 8-5. Administrative company, support battalion, separate armored brigade.

e. Maintenance Company. The maintenance b. When the brigade is required to echelon the
company provides command, administration, and brigade trains into a brigade trains and brigade
technical supervision of the separate brigade support area, the S4 controls the brigade trains
maintenance activities. It provides direct support area while the support battalion commander con-
maintenance and repair parts supply service- trols the brigade support area. This echelonment
excluding aircraft, medical, cryptographic, and is required only in the event that the brigade is
quartermaster air items-to all elements of the forced to operate beyond the effective support
brigade. Figure 3-8 illustrates the maintenance range of its logistical support or in the event that
company. the brigade desires to reduce the size of the bri-

gade trains elements in a defensive situation.
Whenever echelonment of the trains is proposed,

3-14. Combat Service Support Operations consideration must be given to the added require-
a. During tactical operations, the brigade trains ments for control, security, and communication

normally are controlled by the support battalion for both elements. In this light, the support bat-
commander through his command post which or- talion should be located at the next higher echelon
ganizes and operates a brigade logistical control or within the vicinity of the force following the
point (BLCP). In addition to organizing, secur- brigade. The brigade trains area should be located
ing, and controlling the organic and attached to the rear of the brigade command post and
combat service support units in the brigade trains employed as in the division. Control between the
area, he locates and secures the field trains of two echelons is established by FM communication;
the maneuver battalions. Security is provided however, if the intervening distances become too
principally through disposition of units, provision great, the brigade requires additional army signal
of local security by each separate element of the support in the brigade trains area so that RATT
trains, and coordination with the brigade S3 for communication can be maintained.
combat support in the event the trains are sub-
jected to an enemy attack beyond their defensive c. The provision of combat service support is
capability. The brigade S4 and his staff operate the same as in the division, with the exception
in and from the brigade command post. that the combat maneuver battalions direct their
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MED CO

CO HQ AMB PLAT

Figure 3-6. Medical company, support battalion, separate armored brigade.

SUP AND TRANS CO

I'1L3T GEN TRANS

PF~~~L~AT HO secP SEC

PLAT HO TECH SUP SEC STOR SEC SEC

PLAT HLT CGO SEC MomP

Figure 3-7. Supply and transport company, support battalion, separate armored brigade.
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ElAC PLAT PLAT PLAT

MAINT SEC MAINT SEC MAINT SEC

ST~KCONCO HQSTG SEC

e SA X XrECAR

Figure 8-8. Maintenance company, support battalion, separate armored brigade.

requests, requirements, and reports to the support Provision of combat service support within the
battalion instead of the division support com- combat maneuver units and separate companies
mand. Combat maneuver battalions organize com- is accomplished as discussed in chapter 6.
bat and field trains as appropriate to the situation.
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CHAPTER 4
SIGNAL COMMUNICATION

Section 1. INTRODUCTION

4-1. General artillery units, the attached unit is not required
to maintain communication with its assigneda. The communication system of the armored nt

brigade must satisfy specific communication re-
quirements. It must be planned and organized to (4) Communication between adjacent units
realize the maximum degree of each of the system is established and maintained from left to right,
objectives consistent with the unit mission. The unless otherwise directed by the next higher
system must provide the versatility necessary for commander.
command and control of any conceivable attach- (5) When communication between units is
ment or organization-dictated by the commander's lost or disrupted, each unit involved is responsible
concept and plan. Commanders and their staffs for taking immediate action to restore communi-
must integrate communication considerations into cation.
all aspects of operational planning.

b. This chapter discusses communication re- 4-3. Brigade Communication Platoon
quirements and capabilities of the brigade. The communication platoon is the brigade com-

mander's organic means of discharging communi-
4-2. Responsibility cation responsibilities. Chapter 2 discusses the

a. The brigade commander is responsible for organization and capabilities of the platoon.
the installation, operation, and maintenance of
his communication system and for its efficient 4-4. Signal Battalion Forward Command
operation as a part of the system of the next TerminalTeams
higher headquarters. He is responsible for insur-
ing that adequate means of communication are The divisional signal battalion normally provides
available to all subordinate units for planned the brigades with forward command terminal
operations of the brigade. The brigade commander teams which give the brigades entry into the
is assisted in the discharge of these responsibil- multichannel communication system of higher
ities by the brigade signal officer. headquarters. These teams are tailored to meet

requirements generated by the brigades' missions
b. The responsibility for communication be- and will normally possess sufficient radio equip-

tween units is based on the following principles: ment to establish a multichannel communication
(1) Communication between higher and sub- system including the brigade command post, the

ordinate units is the responsibility of the higher division main and alternate command posts, and
unit. the nearest forward area signal center. The team

(2) A unit supporting another unit estab- operates as part of the division multichannel
lishes communication with the supported unit and communication system which is installed and
maintains communication with its parent unit. operated by the division signal battalion. They

(3) A unit attached to another unit must are normally placed in support of the brigade
operate in the communication system of the unit but remain under the operational control of the
to which it is attached. Except for the air defense division signal officer.
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Section II. BRIGADE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

4-5. Brigade Communication system is shown in figure 4-1. A typical separate
armored brigade system is shown in figure 4-2.a. The brigade headquarters generally operates

in two echelons-a command post, composed of the b. Command and control of units subordinate
commander and members of the staff as required, to the brigade is accomplished primarily by radio
and the brigade trains, where support elements communication.
from division and the field trains of attached and
supporting units of the brigade are located. 4-6. Brigade Radio Nets
Organic communication of the brigade headquar-
ters provides the means for command and control a. Brigade Command Net (FM Voice). This
of these groupings and the combat elements of net is the primary means of command control of
the brigade. A typical brigade communication major subordinate elements of the brigade. The

HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY, ARMORED DIVISION BRIGADE

.... r -_..... · ·
. . . . - a - -JA-- A A

SDE LO BDE Lo COMD VEH SEC BDE $3 BDE COMDR

xo~r ! 6, o ' ; 'i.

NOTE 2

BDE 54 COMM SIG OFF SURG Ho to CP HO CO MAINT

NOTE S NOTE J NOTE 3

SEC COMDOR (3EA) i
DEITNS BDE CP

PLAT LDR RIFLE S0D RIFLE SOD RIFLE 0QD WPN SOD PLAT SGT

NOTE 1: TWO AN/PRC-.25'. ASSIGNED TO STAFF SECTION MAY OE USED AS REQUIRED
NOTE 2: MAY CHANG To THE SPOT REPORT RECEIVER SYSTEM UHNF)
NOTE 3: PROVIDED BY DIVISION SIGNAL BATTALION

Figure 4-1. Type radio net diagram, headquarters and headquarters company, armored division brigade.
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COMM LPAT LDo L O-3 DCO RDE CMDR TO BDE UNITS

,54 ASST 5-4 S COMM PL STS3 COMM PLAT S-2 A 2 53 OP

HA CO COMDR P

HQ CO MAINT S TO SDE UNITS

TO A TCnHD

UNITS

MED PLAT

AVN ENGR SEC (COMM FIAT) 510 SEC SURGO SEC PM SEC

AD TEAM

ARMD CAV TRP
V V y| IF

SEC SQDt, rSC SOD MP SOD MP SOD MP SO SEC o PIA iDR

WPN SOD LAT SQ T RIFLE SOD RIFLE SOD RIFLE SOD PLAT LDR

Pigure 4-2. Type radio net diagram, headquarters and headquarters company,
separate armored brigade.

net control station (NCS) for this net is normally rapidly transmitting hard copy operational and
located in the brigade operations command post intelligence data between the command posts of
vehicle. Brigade staff members also operate in this the brigade and its attached battalions. Equip-
net. Supporting elements of the brigade, such as ment and operating personnel for this net are
field artillery, air defense artillery, engineer, and organic to the brigade headquarters company.
tactical air representatives, will enter this net as

c. Brigade Administrative/Logistical Net (FM
Voice). This net is used to coordinate logistics

b. Brigade Operations/Intelligence Net (SSB- and administrative activities of the brigade. It
RATT). This net provides a secure means of provides a means for handling only high priority
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traffic in this area and must be supplemented by (4) Division air request net (AM). This net
wire and courier for full support of routine is used for requesting preplanned tactical air sup-
operations. The brigade S4 operates the net con- port. Immediate requests are transmitted by tacti-
trol station from the S1/S4 command post vehicle cal air control parties on the Air Force air request
located in the command post. The battalion S1/S4 net. The brigade S3 (Air) operates a station in
sections operate in this net for coordination of the division air request net from the command
high priority administrative or logistical matters post.
as required. (5) Division warning net (SSB-Voice). This

d. Aviation Section Command Net (FM Voice). net is used by the division to transmit emergency
warnings of enemy air attack; enemy and friendlyThis net provides for internal command and con-
chemical, biological, and radiological (CBR) at-trol of both ground and flight operations of the tack warnings; effective wind messages; fallout

aviation section. Normally, the NCS is in thevia soun. No , the Nsin in predictions; and similar messages of an urgentvehicular ground station. The section command-
er's aircraft will habitually monitor the brigade operational nature. The brigade S3 (Air) and

comman net(FMVoe. each subordinate S3 (Air) operate receivers in
command net (FM Voice). this net.

(6) Division command net (SSB-Voice).
4-7. Communication to Higher Headquarters This net is used for command and control pur-

a. General. The brigade maintains communica- poses by the division commander and staff. The
tion to higher and adjacent headquarters by brigade stations in this net include the brigade
operating subordinate stations in division radio commander and the operations center. Equipment
nets, and over telephone and teletypewriter cir- required to operate these stations is organic to
cuits of the division multichannel communications the headquarters and headquarters company.
system installed and operated by the division (7) Division operations/intelligence net
signal battalion. (FM-Voice). This net is used for the control and

direction of tactical and intelligence functions.
b. Radio. Radio communication facilities con- The brigade station in this net is located in the

sist of- operations center. The radio set used to operate
(1) Division operations/intelligence net this station is organic to the headquarters and

(SSB-RATT). This net is used to receive orders headquarters company.
from, and exchange secure hard copy operational c. Wire and Radio Relay. Telephone and tele-
and intelligence information with, the division typewriter communication between the brigade
tactical operations center. When authorized, it and the echelons of division headquarters is con-
may be used for communications with other bri- ducted over the multichannel communication
gade headquarters, division artillery, and other system installed by the division signal bationsystem installed by the division signal battalion.
divisional units in the net. Personnel and equip- A forward command terminal team of the signal
ment to operate the brigade station in this net battalion forward communications company is
are provided by the division signal battalion. placed in support of the brigade. This team con-

(2) Division administrative/logistics net nects the brigade command post into division
(SSB-RATT). This net is used for processing main and alternate over the division multichannel
administrative and logistical traffic between the communication system. In addition, this team
brigade trains area and the support command, establishes one twelve-channel system to the
the division main command post, and the division nearest forward area signal center to provide the
rear command post. Personnel and equipment to brigade command post a secondary link into the
operate the brigade station in this net are pro- division multichannel communication system. A
vided by the division signal battalion. forward area signal center is normally located

(3) Division general purpose net (SSB- in the vicinity of the brigade trains area. The
RATT). This net is used for processing general brigade trains are furnished entry into the divi-
purpose traffic, to include overflow traffic from the sion multichannel communication system through,
division operations/intelligence net and the divi- the facilities of this signal center.
sion administrative/logistics net. The brigade
station in this net is located in the command post 4-8. Supplemental Communications
area. Personnel and equipment to operate it are Use of wire, messenger, visual, and sound means
provided by the division signal battalion. of communication must be employed to supple-
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ment and complement each other to provide the Direct support maintenance of cryptographic
desired degree of reliability. equipment is performed by the division signal bat-

talion. All cryptographic material requiring DS
4-9. Signal Maintenance and Supply maintenance should be evacuated to the nearest

a. The brigade communication platoon performs forward area signal center.
organizational maintenance of communication b. A supply section of the maintenance battalion
equipment assigned to the brigade headquarters forward support company performs direct ex-
and headquarters company. A forward support change and signal repair parts supply functions for
company of the division maintenance battalion the supported divisional brigade. Supply of other
is normally placed in support of each brigade and signal items (except cryptographic) is provided
moves as a part of the brigade trains. The same by the forward support section of the supply and
support is provided to the separate armored bri- service company. Supply of cryptographic equip-
gade by the maintenance company organic to the ment is a responsibility of the division signal
brigade support battalion. These companies per- battalion. Similar support is provided to the sep-
form direct support maintenance of all brigade arate armored brigade by the maintenance com-
signal equipment except cryptographic equipment. pany organic to the brigade support battalion.
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CHAPTER 5
COMBAT SUPPORT

(NATO STANAG 2104, CENTO STANAG 2104, ABCA SOLOG 130)

Section I. FIRE SUPPORT

5-1. General initial effects of other fires do not destroy agent
cloud buildup prematurely. The use of munitions

a. The brigade commander is responsible for containing quick acting lethal chemical agents
the effective employment of all available firepower should be considered for attacking selected per-
and maneuver elements under his direct control sonnel targets and those in the buffer zone of a
or in support of his unit, and for the coordination nuclear weapon attack. Munitions containing per-
of supporting fires with the plan of maneuver.of supportine g fires with the plan of maneuver, sistent chemical agents should be considered for
He integrates the plan of fire support with the use on targets or key terrain which are not in the
scheme of maneuver to insure that each comple- path of friendly maneuver and which the com-

ments and supports the othermander wants to bypass and/or restrict from
b. The most flexible and responsive fire support enemy use. The use of munitions containing in-

available to the brigade is furnished by an artil- capacitating chemical or biological agents pro-
lery battalion normally attached to or placed vides an additional means of neutralizing enemy
in direct support of it. The fires of this battalion forces with minimum loss of life. They are par-
are augmented by other division and corps artil- ticularly well suited for situations where the
lery units, tactical air, naval gunfire, and direct enemy is intermingled with, or in close proximity
aerial fire support delivered by Army armed/at- to, friendly or neutral forces or populations. FM
tack helicopters. FM 6-20-1 and FM 6-20-2 con- 3-10 contains detailed information concerning the
tain details of artillery fire support. employment of chemical and biological agents.

c. Nonnuclear fires may be used to attack close-
5-2. Integration of Nuclear and Nonnuclear in targets which escape damage from nuclear

Fires attack, to prevent or delay reorganization in areas
a. The brigade commander insures that non- of lesser damage, and to increase the damage

nuclear fires are completely integrated with the caused by nuclear fires. They may be placed to
nuclear fires used in his planned operations. He interdict enemy routes of reinforcement and
does this whether the nuclear fires are specifically withdrawal. They may also be the sole means
controlled or requested by him or are planned and employed against a target area.
directed by higher headquarters.

d. In planning the integration of fires, the bri-
b. The capabilities of nuclear and nonnuclear gade commander considers the possibility that the

fires must be carefully considered to insure their planned nuclear fires may not achieve the ex-
most effective use. The decision to use nuclear or
nonnuclear fires, or both, is the result of the ec tcommander's e e of th s i w. t. because of operational or technical conditions. Ascommander's estimate of the situation which takes
into consideration the mission, scheme of maneu- far as possible, he plans other courses of action
ver, characteristics of weapons and targets, and for these eventualities. The success of the overall
availability of munitions. Nuclear and nonnuclear operation plan cannot be based solely on the
fires are most effective when employed to com- availability and employment of certain nuclear
plement each other. Nonnuclear fires include fires. The brigade commander will alter, revise, or
chemical and biological fires. When chemical or discard the plan entirely if the nuclear fires are
biological munitions are included in the fire plan, not employed. He prepares to make these changes
close coordination is required to insure that the rapidly or make specific recommendations to
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higher headquarters concerning alternate courses Commanders authorized to release nuclear strikes
of action. affecting the safety of adjacent units or other

commands must coordinate with those command-
5-3. Special Nuclear Considerations ers in sufficient time to permit dissemination of

warnings to force personnel and-the taking of
a. In nuclear warfare, conditions and restriction

protective measures. However, warning' of im-of employment of nuclear weapons are announced protective measures. However, warning of im-
by division and higher headquarters. Within the pending strikes will be initiated no earlier thanby division and higher headquarters. Within the

framework of- their operational guidance and
existing SOP for nuclear weapons employment, (1) Any available means of communication-

land lines if possible-Will be utilized to insure
commanders may employ them. Commanders who that all force personnel requiring warning are

have the authority to fire nuclear weapons must
notified.

consider the tactical advantages or disadvantages
that result from the radioactive fallout of surface :(2). Subordinate and adjacent headquarters
or subsurface bursts. whose units are likely to be affected by the strike

will be warned. The brigade's next higher head-
b. Division or higher headquarters normally quarters will be warned when units not under

allocates nuclear weapons to the brigade for plan- the command of the releasing commander are
ning. In exceptional circumstances, for, example, likely to be affected by the strike. Each unit must
when-a battalion task force is operating under notify its next lower element of the protective
division control, an allocation of nuclear weapons measures to be taken.
may be made directly to a maneuver battalion. (3) Any conflicts pertaining to troop safety

c. Nuclear fires fall into two general categories: arising from the nuclear strike warning must be
targets of opportunity and planned fires. Planned submitted to the next higher commander for
fires are either scheduled or on-call. The frequency resolution.
with which planned fires are used may be limited
by the availability of intelligence concerning 5-4. Selection of Nuclear Weapons
suitable targets. Targets selected for scheduled

a. In determining what nuclear weapons to use,nuclear fires must be kepl under constant sur-
the commander considers the number, type, andveillance to insure necessary adjustment or can-
characteristics of the available weapons; availablecellation of the fires. Nuclear fires are included in characteristics of the available weapons; available

the fire support plan. Priorities are assigned to delivery meas; extent of damage desired; troop
nuclear fires according to their relative impor- safety requirements; permanence of target; and
tance to the accomplishment of the mission, and
to avoid delay in delivery of fire. b. The number and type of weapons available

to the brigade are determined by higher echelonsd. The target analysis and weapon delivery of command. This does not preclude requests fordata, exclusive of employment time, are calculated of command. This does not preclude requests for
for on-call fires and included in the fire support specific weaponsnot included in such allocations.
plan. On-call fires may be planned for areas where From the weapons allocated to him, the brigade
suitable targets are likely to develop, such as pos- commander must make best use of available war-

sible enemy reserve assembly areas or known heads by proper target analysis, selectivity in the
unoccupied defensearveassembly areas. orknochoice of targets, and maximum exploitation of

the effects of the strikes.
e. Targets of opportunity are analyzed and the

employment data calculated as rapidly as possibie c. Army nuclear delivery system are generally
consistent with the need for accuracy and the time preferred because of their greater accuracy, all-consistent with the need for accuracy and the time

available. In planning nuclear fires on targets of weather capability, and responsiveness to the will
opportunity, the fastest means of delivery con- of the supported commander. Air delivery, if
sistent with troop safety and maximum contribu- properly planned, permits a fuller use of a nuclear

tion to the accomplishment of the mission should weapon's potential in some situations. Such sit-tion to the accomplishment of the mission should
be utilized. Nonnuclear fires may be used to fix uations arise when the supported unit is beyond

tinuclear fires can be em- the range of ground delivery units, when enemy
pfleeting targets until nuclear fires can be em- action prevents ground units from deliveringployed.

fire, or when ground delivery means within range
f. The responsibility for issuing a nuclear strike of the target are inadequate because of yield or

warning rests with the executing commander. other limitations.
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d. The commander who plans or requests nu- chemical agents may be employed in minefields
clear fires determines the extent of damage re- and barriers to contaminate and restrict enemy
quired. This is normally an SOP item. To establish use of important terrain features such as cross-
the amount of damage desired, he considers his roads, bridges, and defiles. Chemical and/or bio-
mission, the enemy situation (to include state of logical munitions may be employed when delayed
combat training and defenses against nuclear casualty effects are desirable and/or acceptable,
weapons)-, the terrain and weather, and troop for example, in advance of amphibious, airborne
safety. His decision constitutes the basis for or airmobile operations, or in retrograde opera-
weapons planning. tions if sufficient planning is conducted pertinent

e. Troop safety is 'a prime consideration in to friendly entry or reentry into any contaminated
planning the employment of nuclear weapons and area.
is normally SOP. The commander determines the C. There are generally no restrictions on the
safety criteria desired for each nuclear strike, initial employment of chemical agents such as
and informs the nuclear weapons employment flame, smoke, and tactical riot control agents.
officers and other operational planners during theapabe of estabishing smoke
planning stage. d. Artillery is capable of establishing smoke

screens, blinding enemy observation posts, and
f. The fleeting nature of a target may preclude signalling by means of smoke ammunition.

the use of a nuclear weapon. Intelligence proc-
essing and confirmation of reports concerning the e. The division engineers furnish technical ad-
target are expedited to the maximum. vice and assistance to the division in laying and

clearing composite minefields which include chem-
g. A linear target is usually less remunerative ical landmines.

to a single weapon attack than is a circular target.
The use of more than' one small-yield nuclear f. Maneuver units can deliver lethal and in-The use f more thanone small-yield nuclear capacitating chemical agents, flame, smoke, and
weapon may provide better result .than a single irritantchemical agents, and can emplace chemi-
large-yield weapon against a linear target. cal landmines.

,h.,,To deny the enemy an area (which;will not g. Chemical and/or biological agents can be
be occupied subsequently by friendly forces), a delivered by artillery units, by naval gunfire, or
surface or subsurface burst may be used to con- by'aircraft;
taminate the area with residual radiation when
the area of predicted fallout is within the bri- 5-'6. Fire Support Annexgade's area of responsibility. This may be par-
ticularly useful in areas where'routes for move- a. The fire support annex to the brigade opera-
ment are few or pass through defiles. Wind tions.order (OPORD) implements the command-
velocity and direction with respect to the loca- er's concept for the employment of supporting fire
tion of friendly forces are critical to a decision to and contains the details required for the coordina-
employ a surface or subsurface burst. The au- tion, integration, and delivery of fire. It may con-
thority to employ surface or subsurface bursts is sist of, a single document with details of air,
normally retained at higher headquarters. artillery (to include ADA in the ground fire

support role), chemical, and naval gunfire in-
5-5. Clhemical/Biological (CB) Fires cluded in appropriate paragraphs, or it may have

appendixes for some or all of the weapons fire
a. Regardless of the echelon delegated fire aut- plans.

thority, when use of CB fires is probable, the
brigade initiates and coordinates planning an~d . b. The fire support annex is prepared by the
recommendations for the integration of these fire support coordinator (FSCOORD), who is the
fires with other fires and with the scheme of supporting artillery commander. In his absence,
maneuver, the artillery liaison officer prepares the fire sup-

port plan. The S3 has staff. responsibility for
b. Chemical and biological agents are partic- integrating the fire support plan with the scheme

ularly suitable against hard, dug-in targets and of maneuver or defense plan. The representatives
ill-defined targets. In both offensive and defensive of all fire support means and the S3 work jointly
operations, quick acting chemical agents may be to insure this integration. The basis of the fire
employed to produce rapid casualties among per- support plan is the commander's guidance and
sonnel. In defensive operations, persistent type concept of operation. In both, he includes a state-
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ment of his desired employment of supporting fires supporting artillery battalion. Artillery fire re-
and specifies (in general terms) general target quests orginating at battalion and brigade are
areas, scheduling of fires, and priorities of fires. sent directly to the direct support artillery bat-
His guidance on nuclear employment specifies the talion FDC. This FDC will request any additional
results he expects to achieve with nuclear fires, fires required from a reinforcing artillery unit,
the results he does not want, troop safety, and if appropriate, or from the FDC of the next
the way these fires are to be integrated with his higher echelon. Figure 5-2 illustrates conventional
plan of maneuver. artillery and armed/attack helicopter fire request

c. The exchange of fire support planning data channels.
between attached maneuver units and the brigade b. Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Fires.
and between brigade and division must be timely When their use has been authorized, decisions to
and continuous. Figure 5-1 illustrates fire plan- employ these fires rest with the commander to
ning channels. whom the weapons are allocated. Authority to

employ fallout-producing bursts is normally re-
5-7. Artillery Fire Planning tained at division level. Authority to employ

a. The artillery fire plan for the brigade is chemical agents normally is delegated to the low-
prepared by the artillery battalion attached to or est commander whose area of operations can be
in direct support of the brigade. It is based on expected to encompass the probable area of pre-
requirements for planned fires- dicted contamination to include the downwind

hazard. Requests for fires are processed through
(1) Submitted by the brigade commander command channels to the next higher command.

and staff. Procedures are designed to insure rapid trans-

(2) Submitted by brigade maneuver units. mission and delivery of requests to the com-

(3) Imposed by higher headquarters, e.g., to mander or his representative authorized to act
support an attack by an adjacent brigade. on the request. Notification of the request may

also be sent through fire support channels to alert
b. Requirements for nuclear, chemical (except the fire direction center and to insure prompt

nonpersistent CS), and biological fires to be de- delivery by using a concurrent transmission
livered by artillery units are processed through through fire support channels. Figure 5-3 illus-
command channels. The commander with approv- trates nuclear, biological, and chemical fire request
ing authority will, if he approves the request, channels. Nonpersistent CS delivered by mortars,
refer it to his fire support element (FSE) in the artillery, or air should be cleared directly by
tactical operations center (TOC) for implementa- brigade with the unit having the delivery system.
tion. If the brigade commander has authority to Maneuver units employing nonpersistent CS mu-
approve the request, and does so, he passes the fire nitions such as hand grenades, grenade launchers,
request to his FSCOORD and notifies higher head- and mortars should not be required to obtain
quarters through command channels. clearance, because these munitions will normally

c. The completed brigade artillery fire plan be employed against targets of a fleeting nature.

becomes the approved artillery fire support ap- If a chemical attack against enemy entrench-
becomesndix to the approved artilleryde fire support annex and is ments is to be followed by high explosive fires
pendix to the brigade fire support annex and is
immediately in effect. A copy of the appendix is from mortars, artillery, or tactical air strikes, a

forwarded to the division artillery fire direction sufficient pause-approximately three minutes-
center for coordination with the division artillery should be allowed prior to the start of these fires

to enable the enemy to leave his positions in an
fire support plan. The separate brigade, or a divi- to enable the enemy to leave his positions in an
sional brigade on a separate mission, will forward
the appendix to the next higher headquarter's c. Close Air Support Requests.
FSE. (1) Any level can initate requests for close

air support (CAS). These requests may be either
5-8. Fire Support Requests immediate or preplanned.

a. Conventional Artillery Fires. Calls for con- (2) Requests for preplanned CAS missions
ventional artillery fires are planned by the for- are submitted through command channels to the
ward observer and approved by the committed TOC at division and higher echelons or to the
company commander. They are then transmitted FSCC at battalion and brigade level. They form
directly to the fire direction center (FDC) of the the basis for the air fire plan. The TOC and FSCC
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at each level of command evaluate, consolidate, cal air support element (TASE) of the TOC at
and, if approved, assign a priority, and forward field army level normally makes the final consoli-
the requests to the next higher echelon. The tacti- dation and obtains approval of the requests. Upon

TACC
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Figure 5-4. Immediate close air support request channels.
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approval, the TASE passes the requests to the d. Naval Gunfire. Requests from combat units
Air Force tactical air control center (TACC) for for naval gunfire are submitted through naval
execution and notifies the originator of the ap- gunfire liaison personnel attached to the division.
proval through channels. If the request is dis- When naval gunfire is employed to attack a target,
approved at any echelon, the requestor is notified it is fired by direct or general support ships using
through channels. naval gunfire procedures.

(3) Immediate requests below battalion level e. Armned/Attack Helicopter Fire Support Re-
are forwarded to the battalion command post by quests.
the most rapid means available. At battalion level, (1) Any level can initiate requests for
requests are validated by the commander or his armed/attack helicopter fire support. These re-
representative and passed to the tactical air con- quests are either immediate or preplanned.
trol party (TACP). The TACP transmits the re-
quests directly to the direct air support center (2) Requests for preplanned armed/attack
(DASC) normally collocated with corps tactical helicopter fire support are submitted to the fire
operations center (CTOC). TACP's at inter- support coordination center at battalion and bri-
mediate headquarters monitor the request and gade level or the tactical operations center at
may acknowledge receipt. Normally, acknowledg- division and higher echelons. They form the basis
ment of the request or silence by intermediate for the armed/attack helicopter fire support plan.
TACP's indicates approval by the associated Requests are satisfied at the lowest echelon pos-
headquarters; unless, within a specified period of sessing the organic, attached, or supporting air-
time, a disapproval is transmitted. If a commander craft capable of fulfilling the requestor's needs.
desires that approval be stated by specific trans- If the requests are not within the capability of
mission, the procedure is normally contained in aerial resources immediately available, requests
the unit SOP. The DASC passes the requests to are consolidated, assigned a priority, and for-
the corps TACP's for coordination. Meanwhile, warded to the next command echelon.
the intermediate TASE pass the requests to the (3) Immediate requests below battalion level
associated headquarters for action and coordiha-
tion. All echelons coordinate simultaneously. If the most rapid means available. At battalion
any echelon above the initiating level disapproves level, requests are satisfied with supporting air-level, requests are satisfied with supporting air-
a request, the TACP at the disapproving head- craft resources or validated by the commander
quarters notifies the DASC and the initiating or his representative and forwarded to brigadeTACP, and the request is canceled. If headquar-
ters where the DASC is located or a higher head- or division. Brigade or division satisfies the re-ters where the DASC is located or a higher head- quest from organic or supporting aircraft re-quarters disapproves the request, the DASC noti-quertthe orignatrora the request'e i.scanc . I sources or forwards the request to the next higherfies the originator and the request is canceled. If echelon
the request is approved by the commander at the
DASC level, the DASC orders the mission to be (4) These procedures do not apply to armed/
flown from allocated sorties. If all allocated sorties attack helicopters of air cavalry units. These heli-
are committed, the DASC obtains additional copters habitually operate under the direct control
sorties or forwards the request to the TACC of the unit to which assigned or attached.
supporting the field army for completion.

(4) Requests may be forwarded directly from 5-9. Air Defense
company level to the DASC if a forward air con- a. The divisional air defense artillery battalion,a. The divisional air defense artillery battalion,
troller (FAC) with adequate communications is Chaparral/Vulcan, consists of a headquarters and
present. If this occurs, the battalion TACP func- headquarters battery, two Vulcan batteries, and
tions in the same manner as the TASE of inter- two Chaparral batteries. Vulcan fire units are
mediate headquarters described above. employed to provide local air defense and direct

(5) The supported ground commander or ground fire support for units and installations
his representative approves or disapproves all re- throughout the division zone. Chaparral fire units
quests. Members of the TACP providing CAS are employed to provide area air defense to units

and installations throughout the division zone.act in an advisory capacity.
The battalion is normally retained under division

(6) Figure 5-4 illustrates immediate close control. If an element of the battalion is attached
air support request channels. to or placed in support of the brigade, the at-
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tached or supporting unit commander becomes battalion contains an organic Redeye section to
the air defense coordinator for the brigade corn- provide defense against low altitude air attack.
mander and prepares the air defense plan. FM

c. Brigade and subordinate commanders must44-1 and FM 44-3 describe the principles govern- plan for the integration of nonair defense weaponsing Chaparral/Vulcan employment. employed in the air defense role, as discussed in
b. Each maneuver battalion and tube artillery FM 17-1.

Section II. INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT

5-10. General capability is limited to visual reconnaissance and
Intelligence is a basic requirement for the success- battle area illumination for night reconnaissance.
ful planning and conduct of military operations. Photography (day and night), infrared, and radar
The intelligence capabilities of the brigade are capabilities are organic at corps and higher levels
supplemented by intelligence agencies of higher and may be made available through the procedures
headquarters. Detailed intelligence procedures are outlined above. Helicopters extend the range of
prescribed in FM 30-5. Information regarding patrols by moving them to their starting points

* military intelligence support for the separate and picking them up at prearranged locations.
armored brigade is found in FM 30-9. (2) Tactical Air Force. The reconnaissance

wings of the tactical Air Force include reconais-
5-11. Reconnaissance and Surveillance sance-type aircraft. These aircraft provide photo-

a. Ground Reconnaissance graphic, electronic, weather, and limited visual
(1) Each maneuver unit attached to the bri- reconnaissance information.

gade has an organic ground reconnaissance and
surveillance capability. Aggressive ground recon-
naissance is a positive means of determining
disposition and identification of enemy forces. The a. Effective counterintelligence increases the
greater the dispersion of the battlefield, the security of the brigade and aids in the achieve-
greater is the requirement for reconnaissance ment of surprise by denying information to the
and the more rapidly patrols can penetrate and enemy through active and passive measures. Ac-
develop enemy positions. tive counterintelligence measures are designed to

(2) The armored cavalry squadron is the block the enemy's attempts to gain information,
principal division reconnaissance unit. Normally and they include counterreconnaissance, challenge
this unit is employed under division control, but and password systems, and air and ground recon-
the squadron (or its elements) may be attached naissance to detect and expose the enemy's intelli-
to or in support of the brigade. The separate gence effort. Passive measures conceal informa-
brigade utilizes its organic cavalry troop for re- tion from the enemy. They include censorship,
connaissance. secrecy discipline, security of classified documents

b. Air Reconnaissance. Air reconnaissance and materiel, signal communications security,
should be continuous and coordinated with ground movement control, use of concealment, camouflage,
reconnaissance. The brigade commander (through electronic countermeasures, and control of civil
the S2) must exploit the capabilities of army populations. Brigade efforts in these areas will
aviation. Requests for air reconnaissance missions be assisted by higher headquarters military in-
from subordinate units are processed by the bri- telligence and army security agency personnel.
gade assistant S2 to the division G2 air. Request
that cannot be accomplished by organic or at- b. The brigade assistant S2 usually is designated
tached air reconnaissance units are forwarded as the brigade counterintelligence officer.
to higher headquarters. Figure 5-5 illustrates air
reconnaissance request channels.

(1) Army aviation. Army aviation may be
used in a primary air reconnaissance role or in The S2 is responsible for intelligence exploitation
support of ground reconnaissance elements. The of captured enemy materiel in accordance with
division aviation unit's organic aerial surveillance command policy and FM 30-5.
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5-14. Intelligence Support of Tactical Cover deployed with each committed brigade as deter-
and Deception Operations mined by the division G2.

Planning of tactical cover and deception opera- (2) Interrogation operations. Interrogation
tions is primarily an S3 responsibility. The intel- personnel are normally located at the division
ligence aspects of these operations, however, must forward prisoner of war collecting point located
be coordinated with the S2. Although planning in the brigade trains area. In addition to inter-
and supervision of tactical cover and deception rogation, these personnel can also provide limited
operations are normally accomplished by division screening of enemy documents.
and higher echelons, the brigade plays a major (3) Stability operations. Due to the nature of
role in executing such plans. Close coordination stability operations, interrogator and counterin-
between the brigade S2 and S3 and the division telligence personnel are frequently employed down
G2 and G3 is essential to insure successful execu- to battalion and company level.
tion of tactical cover and deception operations.
FM 31-40 describes these operations in detail. b. Separate Armored Brigade. Military intelli-

gence support to the separate armored brigade is
5-15. Military Intelligence Specialist Support provided by the military intelligence detachment,

separate brigade. This detachment provides order
a. Divisional Brigade. of battle specialists who are integrated into the

(1) General. A military intelligence detach- brigade's S2 section; imagery interpretation per-
ment (MID) normally is attached to the division sonnel equipped with a tactical imagery inter-
and provides the division with four basic intelli- pretation facility (TIIF) and operating under the
gence support services, i.e., order of battle, staff supervision of the assistant S2 (Air); and
prisoner of war interrogation, imagery interpre- interrogator and counterintelligence personnel
tation, and counterintelligence. Interrogator and with operating functions similar to those of the
counterintelligence personnel of this unit are divisional brigade.

Section III. SUPPORT FROM OTHER UNITS

5-16. Aviation (2) CBR survey and reconnaissance to in-
clude radiological surveys.a. With the exception of the air cavalry troop,

the armored division's aviation effort is primarily (3) Servicing of flame weapons.
directed to support in a command and control and
limited air reconnaissance role. (5) Chemical technical intelligence.

(6) Mechanized flame operations.
b. Helicopters for tactical lift of troops and (7) Tactical employment of riot control

equipment will be provided in general support agents.
on a task basis to the division from the aviation (8) Herbicide operations.
resources of higher headquarters (corps) orresources of higher headquarters (corps) or b. The initial source of chemical supply, main-placed in direct support, or under the operational tenance, and service is provided by elements ofcontrol of the division. The brigade will in turn srthe division support command and the supportbe provided a lift capability through direct sup- battalion of the separate brigade. This supportport of aviation units or elements, be given opera- ma be supplemented by units of the field army.
tional control of aviation units/elements, or be
supported on a mission basis as the tactical situa- 5-18. Signal Communication
tion requires. a. The forward communication company of the

division signal battalion establishes signal centers
5-17. Chemical in the forward area of the division. These signal
Chemical units are provided by field army and centers provide message center, motor messenger,
may operate under division control. These units cryptographic, teletype, telephone, and radio (ex-
may be further attached or placed in support of cluding internal radio nets) service for all units
the brigade. in the vicinity to supplement organic facilities. A

a. These units have the capability of providing signal center is normally located in the area of
the following types of support. the brigade trains.

(1) Smoke operations. b. Multichannel communication links (radio
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relay and/or cable) interconnect the signal center to or in support of the divisional brigade func-
with brigade headquarters. In addition, radio/ tions as the brigade engineer.
wire integration facilities are provided in each
forward signal center to interconnect mobile FM 5-20. Military Police
radio stations with the signal center. This pro- The military police company under the opera-
vides a means of communicating between an FM tional control of the division provost marshal pro-
radio station and other elements of the division vides military police support to the division. A
connected to the signal center by telephone. military police platoon from the divisional MP

company is normally employed in support of each
committed brigade to provide support on an area

a. One engineer company from the division basis. The brigade S1 coordinates military police
engineer battalion is normally placed in direct support in the brigade. The separate armored bri-
support of the divisional armored brigade, but gade has a military police platoon organic to the
may be attached when distances or the tactical headquarters and headquarters company.
situation preclude centralized engineer control.
This unit may be reinforced by additional division 5-21. Psychological Operations and Civil
engineer units or equipment. Special engineer Affairs
units and equipment support the brigade when it Psychological operations/civil affairs elements
is employed in river-crossing operations and am- normally are attached to or placed in support of
phibious operations. The separate armored brigade the divisional brigade when it is engaged in sta-
has an engineer company permanently assigned. bility operations. The separate brigade has an

b. The commander of the engineer unit attached assigned S5 section.
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CHAPTER 6
COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT

Section I. LOGISTICAL SUPPORT

6-1. Introduction maneuver units attached to the brigade and the
The brigade S4 is the principal member of the FASCT elements normally operate under the
brigade staff involved with logistical support control of their parent battalions. Figure 6-1
His role is that of a coordinator between. the illustrates a typical organization of the brigade
maneuver battalions and the support command. trains area.
The separate armored brigade S4 is a coordinator, (1) Coordinating element in the divisional
planner, and supervisor as discussed in chapter armored brigade trains. The brigade S4 is respon-
3. The S4 of the armored brigade fiust keep the sible for the operation of the brigade trains. He
brigade commander advised at all times regard- establishes a brigade logistical coordination point
ing logistical requirements and capabilities within (BLCP) in the trains area which functions as the
the brigade. trains command post. It is composed of personnel

of St and S4 sections and supporting communi-
6-2. General cations personnel and equipment. It is normally
Brigades of the division are tactical echelons and located at a point where traffic entering the trains
enter combat service support channels only in a area can be properly controlled. The brigade S4
control and coordinating role to insure that sup- is assisted by the FASCO in all matters concern-
port is coordinated and adequate to support the ing FASCT elements. The BLCP-
brigade tactical plan. Elements of the division (a) Establishes communication and secu-
support command in support of a brigade provide rity with and between the units in brigade trains.
area support and remain under the command of
their parent unit. Brigade may recommend changes (b) Provides a logistics information center(b) Provides a logistics information center

in organization, mission, or location of service
support elements to support command headquar- (c) Designates general sites for location of
ters, if required. During independent operations units in brigade trains.
of the divisional armored brigade, support com-
mand elements are attached. The brigade head- (d) Disseminates instructions
quarters then commands the attached elements
and supervises their operations. Under these (e) Coordinates combat service support
circumstances, the brigade S4 and S1 are service operations between FASCT elements and the ma-
support operators. neuver battalions.

(f) Monitors logistical reports from at-6-3. Divisional Armored Brigade Trains tach battalions.tach battalions.
a. Composition. The brigade trains usually con-

sist of a brigade S4 representative, the forward (g) Provides RATT communications capa-
area support coordination team (FASCT) of the bility for operation in division nets.
division support command, field trains of attached (2) Brigade trains normally displace under
units, and a water supply point. The FASCT in- control of the brigade S4. The brigade S4 con-
cludes those elements of the division support com- tinually studies the tactical situation and makes
mand which are normally located in the brigade recommendations to the commander for movement
trains area to provide combat service support to of brigade trains to facilitate support of tactical
the brigade. The division support command operations. Upon receiving movement instruc-
usually provides, in addition, a forward area sup- tions, the brigade S4 coordinates with the brigade
port coordination officer (FASCO) to assist the S3 and reconnoiters routes to the new area, as-
brigade S4 representative in coordinating the signs areas to the units being moved, and issues
operations of the FASCT. The field trains of the order for movement. This order is usually oral.
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b. Operation. requires careful coordination by the division staff
(1) Although the brigade S4 coordinates the and the brigades.

activity and displacement of the brigade trains (2) Defense. In defensive action, trains are
and supervises the local security of the entire usually held farther to the rear than in offensive
trains area, he does not have the staff nor is it operations. The bulk of battalion trains are or-
his mission to control all support activities in the ganized as field trains and normally are located in
brigade trains area. Combat battalions deal di- the brigade trains area where they will not inter-
rectly with support command elements in the bri- fere with tactical operations.
gade trains area for supply, maintenance, and (a) Mobile defense. In the mobile defense,
services. The brigade S4 keeps abreast of theservices. .The brigade . 4 keeps abreast of the brigade trains are located in a position that per-
logistical situation and may establish priorities mits maximum support and minimum interference
when necessary. However, activities of the bat- with tactical operations. The fluid nature of the
talion field trains are normally performed by the mobile defense normally dictates that brigadebattalions without going through or being underbattalions without going through or being under trains will be farther to the rear than in the area

defense. The nature of the terrain, enemy situa-
(2) Each battalion support platoon leader, tion, size of the defensive sector, security of the

in his capacity as battalion assistant S4, keeps the trains, and scheme of maneuver for this type of
brigade S4 informed of the general battalion lo- operation influence the positioning of the brigade
gistical situation. He also keeps the brigade S4 trains. For protection, the trains may be located
informed of the number of trucks in battalion field near elements of the reserve. Supply convoys
trains and the loads on the trucks. often require tactical protection. The logistical

(3) Logistical reports of attached battalions support plan for the mobile defense is designed
and separate units are submitted to the brigade to permit quick change from support of a defen-
S4. He forwards them without consolidation to sive operation to support of a full scale offensive.
the division G4 or support command. The division (b) Area defense. In the area defense, the
administrative/logistics net is normally used for brigade trains are located well to the rear, but
this purpose. not as far rearward as in the mobile defense, and

c. Employment. normally out of range of enemy light artillery.
In this type of defense, where the situation is

forward as practicable. They move by bounds to relatively stable, the combat battalions can nor-forward as practicable. They move by bounds to
support the combat elements. Part of the brigade mally carry sufficient supplies to permit replenish-

ment during periods of reduced visibility only.trains must perform organizational and direct
support maintenance of equipment, cook rations, (3) Retrograde operations. A retrograde
and operate a division clearing station as well as movement requires detailed tactical and logistical
other functions that are best performed when support plans whose execution is carefully con-
stationary. Each move must be evaluated to insure trolled and supervised by each responsible com-
that it will improve, rather than impair, support mander. The size of the combat trains with the
of combat elements. ombat units is held to a minimum. The location

(a) In fast moving situations such'as an and movement of logistical support units are
exploitation, the brigade trains follow the combat planned carefully so as not to interfere with
elements as closely as possible. If the brigade movements of the combat units.
attacks on two or more axes, the bulk of brigade (a) Withdrawal. Whenever possible, bri-
trains normally remains centrally located, with gade trains displace to the rear before the combat
work parties from the maintenance battalion for- elements begin their rearward movement.
ward support company and battalion field Itrains (b) Delaying action. Protection and con-
displacing along appropriate axes. The medical trol are particularly important in the delaying
company in support of the brigade is capable of action. Brigade trains normally are positioned to
establishing two clearing stations, if necessary. the rear of the next contemplated brigade delay
Control is vital in this type of operation. i position and withdraw as the brigade delays,

(b) If brigades are moving in column, the preferably during hours of darkness. Stockpiling
tactical elements of a following or trailing bri- on positions helps provide adequate supply. Dur-
gade often have road priority over the trains ing this type of operation, brigade trains are very
of the leading brigade. This restricts the !!move- large, and the brigade S4 insures that sufficient
ment of the trains in the leading brigade and road space is allotted to move the trains. When
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brigade trains are not moving, they are dispersed are not attached to brigades except for independ-
to reduce vulnerability to nuclear attack. ent brigade operations. The company provides

(c) Retirement. The logistical support for direct support maintenance for engineer, ord-
a retirement is identical to that normally provided nance, and signal equipment. The forward sup-
for a tactical march. As in the withdrawal, the port company arranges for evacuation and sub-
brigade trains normally displace to the rear in sequent repair of quartermaster and chemical
advance of the combat elements. equipment to the headquarters and main support

company of the maintenance battalion. It receives,
6-4. Elements Normally Found in the Divisional stores, and issues repair parts for the mission

Brigade Trains operations of the company and provides repair
The support command normally positions portions parts supply service to supported elements. It
of its elements in brigade trains locations. It also establishes and operates a division maintenance
positions a team to control and coordinate these collecting point in support of the brigade and
elements. This is done to facilitate coordination arranges for evacuation of disabled equipment
and expedite service. These elements normally from the brigade area. It has a limited machine
include the following: shop capability.

a. Medical. A medical company is placed in sup- c. Supply and Services. A forward supply sec-
port of the brigade and is normally located in tion from the supply and transport battalion
the brigade trains area. In addition to supporting operates class I and III forward distributing
the brigade, the medical company provides area points in each brigade trains area and a graves
support throughout the brigade area of responsi- registration collecting point. The class I distribu-
bility. When deployed in support of a brigade, a tion point in the brigade trains area can process
medical company provides the following services: other classes of supply to a limited degree. The

(1) Operation of a division clearing sta- supply and transport battalion also operates a
tion. salvage collection point in each brigade trains

(2) Evacuation of patients from unit aid area.
stations. d. Bath and Clothing Exchange Service. The

divisional supply and transport battalion and the(3) Medical supply and organizational
maintenance of medical materiel and equipment. separate armored brigade support battalion pro-

vide bath facilities for the brigade. When arrange-
(4) Emergency dental treatment. ments are made for additional operating person-
(5) Limited psychiatric service. nel and clothing stocks, these units may establish

b. Maintenance. Normally, a forward support a clothing exchange service at each bath point.
company from the maintenance battalion is placed A bath point is normally established in each bri-
in support of each brigade and moves as a part gade trains area. Water is provided by supporting
of the brigade trains. Forward support companies engineer water points.

Section II. ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

6-5. Brigade Level ing, awards and decorations, and all administra-
Administrative services at the brigade level gen- tive matters not assigned to other staff officers.
erally parallel those at battalion level. The in- For a discussion of administrative services in the
volvement of the divisional brigade S1 is some- separate brigade, see chapter 3.
what less than that of the battalion S1; however, a. Personnel Management. The brigade S1 as-
it must be remembered that the brigade is a sists the brigade commander and the headquarters
tactical headquarters and enters into the admin- commandant by supervising such procedures as
istrative field only when necessary. The separate classification, assignment, reassignment, appoint-
brigade S1 and AG enter fully into the admin- ment, promotion, reduction, reclassification, trans-
istrative service function. The brigade S1 has staff fer, elimination, retirement, separation, and
responsibility for personnel management, message rotation within the brigade headquarters. As in
center operations, publication and distribution the case of the battalion, the records for all per-
of orders and directives (except combat orders), sonnel assigned to the divisional brigade are
supply and requisition of blank forms, postal maintained by the adjutant general section of the
services, special service activities, casualty report- division administration company. The personnel
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staff NCO assists the Si in accomplishing as many ters company commander. The brigade S1 moni-
of the administrative services as possible, espe- tors replacement support of separate units attached
cially personnel management. As at battalion to the brigade. Units attached to the brigade for
level, the S1 is responsible for all records, docu- operations submit information copies of all re-
ments, correspondence, and personnel statistics quests and/or reports concerning replacements to
that are not maintained by the division admin- the brigade S1 to facilitate monitoring of this
istration company. function.

b. Awards and Decorations. The brigade S1
has staff responsibility for an effective awards 6-7. Chaplain Service
and decorations program. In this area, he is of The brigade is responsible for providing chaplain
significant assistance to the commander and in- service on an area basis. The brigade chaplain
sures that effective, complete instructions for the is the senior chaplain assigned to the brigade.
awards. program exist. He functions under the staff supervision of the

c. Requisition and Supply of Blank Forms and S1. He coordinates activities and provides assist-c. Requisition and Supply of Blank Forms and
Publications. The brigade S1 insures that blank ance as necessary to insure adequate religious
forms and publications are requested and distrib- coverage of all units located in the brigade area.
uted for the brigade headquarters and the head- 6-8. Legal Service
quarters company. Upon receipt, he distributes
quarters company. Upon receipt, he diustributes Legal service in the brigade is provided in much
the forms and publications per the requests. He is the
carries sufficient forms and publications for im-
mediate needs (normally a 30-day supply). Forms responsibility of the divisional armored brigade
and publications are requested as the need arises. S to coordinate with the staff judge advocate

at division; or the separate brigade JA section to
d. Message Center Operations. The messaged. Message Center Operations. The message provide service to members of the brigade as re-

center at the brigade is organic to the communica- quirede
tions platoon of the headquarters company. It
operates under staff supervision of the brigade 6-9. Military Police
S1. It provides messenger service and transmittal a. Elements of the division military police com-a. Elements of the division military police com-
of incoming and outgoing messages by appropri- pany are usually attached to or placed in support
ate communication means. of each committed brigade. Attachment is the

e. Publication and Distribution of Orders and normal role when the brigade is operating inae-
Directives. The brigade S1 is responsible for pub- pendently. This force usually consists of one mili-
lishing orders and directives as required. Distri- tary police platoon, but may be larger or smaller
bution is made in accordance with a distribution depending upon brigade requirements.
schedule to personnel or agencies concerned. The b. Normally, the primary effort is devoted to
brigade may or may not publish a daily special ground traffic control operations to facilitate the
order. Directives are published as required by the movement of combat, combat support, and combat
commander and will be distributed in accordance service support elements in keeping with thewith the distribution schedule.with the distribution schedule. scheme of maneuver. In addition to traffic control

f. Postal Service. The brigade S1 is responsible operations, and to the extent of its capabilities,
for postal service to the brigade. He formulates the platoon performs, as required, the following
plans for the service within the brigade. Mail for functions:
members of the brigade is normally distributed (1) Operation of a division forward prisoner
with rations. of war collecting point and limited evacuation of

prisoners to the division central collecting point.
(2) Circulation control of individuals.

Replacements are assigned to the divisional (3) Escort and/or security of critical or key
armored brigade headquarters and headquarters materiel, facilities, movements, and personnel.
company from the division replacement detach- (4) Enforcement of military laws, orders,
ment. The morning report of the unit serves as and regulations in conjunction with other opera-
the requisition. Replacements are assigned against tions.
current TOE vacancies. It is the staff responsi- (5) Assisting in rear area security opera-

i bility of the brigade S1 to insure that replacement tions.
operations are conducted through close liaison (6) Collection and disposition of stragglers.
with the personnel staff NCO and the headquar- (7) Collection of police intelligence.
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(8) Refugee control and displacement. c. The military police platoon which is organic
(9) Convoy escort and security. to the separate armored brigade has the same
(10) Route security. capabilities and is employed in a similar manner.
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CHAPTER 7
OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS

(NATO STANAG 2088, CENTO STANAG 2088, ABCA SOLOG 108)

Section I. INTRODUCTION

7-1. General friendly forces. In nonnuclear warfare, the ar-
mored brigade seeks to attack the enemy at weaka. The armored brigade is organized, equipped,. T ao , e d and vulnerable points. In nuclear warfare, enemyand trained to conduct highly mobile ground war- strength can be sufficiently neutralized to permitfare, primarily offensive in nature, and is char- strength can be sufficiently neutralized to permitan armor attack where the enemy initially isacterized by a predominance of mounted combat. disposed in strength. In the offense, te brigadedisposed in strength. In the offense, the brigade

b. The purpose of offensive operations is to masses its firepower and its strength against the
accomplish one or more of the following: enemy, overrunning his defenses quickly and

(1) Develop the situation. reaching his rear area where his complete dis-
(2) Destroy enemy forces. organization and subsequent destruction are ac-
(3) Secure territory or terrain. complished. In the rear of the enemy positions,
(4) Deprive the enemy of required resources. the brigade seeks to attain a high degree of
(5) Divert the enemy's attention from other freedom of action and to create a maximum of

areas. confusion by disrupting enemy communication;
destroying command posts, nuclear delivery

7-2. Concept of the Offense means, reserves and supplies; and threatening the
integrity of the entire enemy defense.Once an offensive operation is begun, the brigade

attempts to accomplish its assigned mission in
the shortest possible time by applying continuous
offensive pressure against the enemy. The phi- There are five basic types of offensive operations
losophy of the employment of the brigade is that -the movement to contact, the reconnaissance in
bold, aggressive action, capitalizing to the maxi- force, the coordinated attack, the exploitation, and
mum on the characteristics of armor, gains the the pursuit. The types of offensive operations are
most effective results with the least losses to discussed in paragraphs 7-23 through 7-50.

Section II. PLANNING FOR OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS

7-4. Basic Considerations mander commits all necessary resources and
a. Combat power in the offense is attained by demands the ultimate effort from his troops. Pres-

organizing responsive, combined arms forces that sure applied day and night against a weakening
can move rapidly, deliver accurate fire, and main- enemy denies him respite from battle, the chance
tain continuous communication. to recoup losses, and the opportunity to gain the

initiative. Failure to capitalize on opportunities
b. The attack is planned carefully and executed may result in slow, inconclusive attacks in which

aggressively. Plans must provide for the exploita- the attacker suffers heavy losses.
tion of any favorable advantage that develops c. After the enemy has been located, there are
during the attack. This may require the com- three principal tasks in the attack-holding the
mander to retain a mobile reserve of troops and enemy in position, maneuvering to gain an ad-
fire support to exploit successes. When an oppor- vantage, and delivering an overwhelming attack
tunity for decisive action presents itself, the com- at the decisive time.
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d. Once the attack is launched, the commander attacks increase the probability of achieving sur-
exploits all available means to accomplish his prise.
mission in the shortest possible time.mission in the shortest possible time. k. An aggressive attack inherently provides

e. Every effort is made to disrupt and neu- security by not allowing the enemy sufficient time
tralize enemy support and reinforcement actions. to react to it.

f. Successful offensive action requires the con- 1. The brigade commander insures that the at-
centration of superior combat power at the deci- tacks of his subordinate units are coordinated and
sive point and time. This requires that the brigade contribute to the brigade's mission by assigning
mission be analyzed and, if possible, translated tasks, allocating means, and applying other con-
into specific objectives which, when secured, trols.
permit control of the area or facilitate destruction

of the enemy force. When it can be determined m. Forces are dispersed to reduce vulnerability
of the e y fo . W n to enemy attack, but only to the extent that the

that the securing of a single objective contributes
most to the accomplishment of the brigade mis-
sion, this objective is called the decisive objective. n. Electronic warfare is an integral part of
The brigade 'main attack is directed against it. offensive, defensive, and retrograde operations
The main attack is given priority in the allocation planning.
of both maneuver and fire support units. Designa-
tion of a main and supporting attack is not man- 7-5. Plans for Offensive Operations
datory when there is no decisive objective. This
occurs infrequently. Supporting attacks, when a. Before any offensive operation, the brigadecommander must develop a plan of attack. The
designated, are normally designed to enhance the plan of attack consists of the scheme of maneuversuccess of the main attack. and the plan of fire support, to include special

g. Fire superiority is gained early and main- fires. The proper integration of firepower and
tained throughout the attack, permitting freedom maneuver is important. The brigade commander
of maneuver without prohibitive loss of friendly may consider special fires as additional firepower
maneuver units. The effects of fire should be to complement other available fire support for
exploited. maneuvering forces, or he may adjust his ma-

neuver plan to his planned special fires; however,h. The attacker maneuvers to exploit the effects the success of his mission must not depend en-of his fire and to close with and destroy the enemy
by assault. Maneuver may force the enemy to tirely on his special fires. When the commanderby assault. Maneuver may force the enemy to

fight on unfavorable terrain or may lure him into uses special weapons, he should rapidly exploit
the advantages gained. Section III discusses formscreating a target suitable for destruction by fire. the advantages gained. Section III discusses formsof maneuver. Chapter 5 discusses fire planning.

i. Terrain is important in offensive combat and
provides advantages that can be exploited. Opera- b In developing his plan of attack, the brigade

commander considers his mission and futuretions often are directed toward the early control
operations; the strength, composition, disposition,or neutralization of key terrain features. This is

done to- and capabilities of the enemy forces; how he can
best use the terrain on which he will operate;

(1) Gain an advantage in observation. the direction in which the attack will be oriented;
(2) Provide cover and concealment. and the combat power at his disposal. The bri-
(3) Obtain better fields of fire. gade commander considers the desirability of at-
(4) Enhance maneuver and support. tacking over less favorable avenues of approach
(5) Secure routes used by friendly forces. and/or attacking at night to achieve surprise. He
(6) Allow freedom of movement. must include orders to subordinates as to action
(7) Afford additional security. to be taken upon reaching objectives.
(8) Gain control of routes useful to the c. Normal troop leading procedures are followed

enemy. in preparing for brigade offensive operations.
j. Surprise is always sought. It can be gained When orders are issued, time should be allowed

by deceiving the enemy defense and by choosing for commanders of subordinate units, to the
an unexpected time, place, direction, and form of lowest level, to make estimates, reconnaissance,
maneuver. Cover and deception operations aid in plans, and to issue orders. Additional orders or
achieving surprise. Night and limited visibility changes in the initial plan are issued in the form
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of fragmentary orders. Supervision and personal c. Brigade in Column.
leadership are exercised by all commanders from (1) A column of battalion task forces may
the start of planning through the completion of be adopted for the initial attack when terrain
the operation. For additional planning techniques, or enemy defenses force the brigade to attack on
see FM 17-1 and FM 61-100. a narrow front. In certain situations, the strength,

composition, and location of enemy reserves may
7-6. Characteristics of Conduct of Offensive be such as to require the brigade to adopt this

Operations formation to provide the depth necessary for sus-

a. Attacks by the armored brigade are made taied attack.
(2) The column formation is usually adopted

violently and aggressively, employing in full meas- (2) The column formation is usually adopted
ure the firepower, mobility, and shock effect that nitially when the brigade must penetrate orga-
characterize armor operations. In nuclear war- nized enemy positions. This formation providesdepth to the attack. It facilitates retention of the
fare, massed fire support is provided by both
nuclear and nonnuclear weapons. Supporting ele- initiative and permits flexibility because the fol-
ments and reserves are employed to exploit suc- lowing battalion task forces are in position to

move through or around the leading elements to
cess, and provide for the security of the co maintain the momentum of the attack This for-

attack, and provide for the security of the com-
mad Tebrgd cmane epos vilbe mation also provides a degree of security because

reserves when such action promises favorable re- the following battalion task forces are in positionreserves when such action promises favorable re-
sults. The attack is pushed aggressively until the to counter a threat from either flank and thereby
mission is accomplished. Rapid changes in plans support the uninterrupted advance of the leading
may be required to maintain the advance. The troops. With this degree of security, leading
momentum of the attack must not be permitted troops are also provided freedom to react with

to decrease until the objective has been reached, speed to developments to their immediate front.
overrun, and secured. The brigade will apply Passage of the brigade through a given area
overrun, and secured. The brigade will apply
pressure through day and night attacks to retain using this formation requires more time than

tits momentum. The brigade commander locates
himself where he can best control and influence d. Brigade on Line With a Reserve.
the action. (1) When two or more battalion task forces

b. Control measures are employed by the bri- of the brigade are on line, the remaining battalion
gade commander for the orderly development and task force or forces may be designated as the
conduct of tactical operations. Minimum control brigade reserve. The brigade reserve, which fol-
measures are imposed on subordinate commanders lows the leading battalion task forces, provides
to preserve as much freedom of action and exercise flexibility and security as it provides a major
of initiative by subordinate commanders as prac- force that can exploit the success or assume the
ticable. Control measures are discussed in FM mission of a leading task force and counter enemy
17-1 and FM 61-100. threats to the accomplishment of the brigade mis-

sion.

7-7. Brigade Formations for Offensive Action (2) In nuclear warfare, a formation with
two or more armor battalion task forces abreast

a. General. A study of the mission; terrain and and a reserve may be adopted in the attack when
weather; enemy situation; friendly situation, with successful penetrations have been created by other
particular reference to troops available; and rules forces or by nuclear fires, when the enemy is
of engagement will indicate the initial attack overextended, or when the brigade is executing
formation that offers the best chance for success. an envelopment. This formation allows the bri-
After commitment, the brigade is capable of gade to attack on a broader front.
rapidly altering its formation and organization (3) In nonnuclear warfare, this formation
for combat to conform to the changing situation. may be employed against defensive positions in

b. Formations in Offensive Operations. The bri- situations when great depth in the attack is not
gade may employ any of several basic formations required, such as in a limited-objective attack.
in offensive operations. It may attack with bat- Also it may be uised in the initial attack against
talion task forces in column; in line, with or an enemy position which is known to be thin
[without reserves; in echelon; or in variations and weak and which can be ruptured by an at-
thereof. Figure 7-1 illustrates the basic forma- tack on a relatively wide front. In the envelop-
tions normally employed by the brigade. ment, this formation can be used when the assail-
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able flank is of such extent that the brigade can tails on assembly areas are given in FM 17-1
envelop on a broad front. and FM 61-100.

e. Brigade on Line With No Reserve. b. Brigade attack positions are not employed.
(1) Normally, the brigade commander will However, brigades may designate the general

retain some degree of flexibility in his initial at- locations of attack positions for subordinate units
tack by withholding part of his force in reserve. to facilitate deployment of assault elements. To
However, in a situation when the requirement for minimize vulnerability to nuclear fires and to
speed outweighs that of security, a formation avoid delay, armor units do not normally halt in
with two or more task forces abreast without a attack positions. They move into them, deploy
reserve may be used successfully. into the prescribed formation, and proceed with

(2) In nuclear warfare, an initial attack the attack without halting.
employing two or more task forces abreast may
be used to exploit the effects of friendly nuclear 7-9. Selection of the Objective
fires on an extended front. This enables the bri- Normally, brigades are assigned only the divi-Normally, brigades are assigned only the divi-gade to immediately follow up the massive de- sion objective or a part thereof. An intermediate
structive effects of the nuclear fires; and by ad- objective may be assigned to or by a brigadevancing on a broad front, vulnerability to enemy when its capture is essential to the accomplish-nuclear retaliation is reduced; however, terrainpermit the ment of the division or brigade's mission. Themust permit the adoption of this formation, and seizure of any objective should have a decisive
the enemy situation must not initially necessitate and favorable effect on friendly operations.a reserve.

(3) In nonnuclear warfare, the fundamental
consideration in the use of this formation is 7-10. Intellgence
whether the mission dictates a rapid advance on The principles governing collection, processing,
a broad front. Prerequisites are adequate maneu- and use of intelligence in offensive operations,
ver room and avenues of approach, sufficient gaps which are covered in FM 17-1, apply generally

lor weak spots in the enemy line caused by over- to brigade level operations. Full use is made of
extension or friendly offensive action, and the the brigade's organic aircraft, the battalion task
capability of delaying decisive action by enemy force scout platoons, and attached reconnaissance
reserves through the employment of fire support, units in this effort. Chapter 5 discusses intelli-
screening forces, or appropriate maneuver. gence support of tactical operations.

f. Brigade in Echelon. The brigade may advance
with its task forces echeloned to a flank when the 7-11. Tactical Air Support
brigade commander considers the flank in question During the attack, air support may be provided
vulnerable to enemy attack. This formation in- by the tactical air force by attacking enemy rein-
creases the flank security of the brigade and is forcements and other located enemy targets. Tac-
essentially a variation of the line formation tical air control parties operate with brigades
adopted to enhance security. and battalion task forces for close-in control of

air strikes. The provision of column-cover air-
7-8. Assembly Areas and Attack Positions craft during daylight hours for attacking units

of the brigade should be normal. Air support ina. An assembly area is an area in which acommAndis assemblydareapinareaty in w thic the form of both day and night visual and photo-command is assembled preparatory to further
action. irders are mssued, and maintenance and graphic reconnaissance is available on request.
supply are accomplished according to the time
available. Assembly areas close to forces in con-
tact should be avoided. The armored brigade must Chemical munitions in the offense are used to in-
be prepared to launch its attack from widely crease the effectiveness of supporting fires. Their
dispersed battalion assembly areas well to the use should be preplanned and integrated into the
rear of the line of contact to reduce the vulnera- fire plan. Principal uses of chemical munitions in
bility of the command to nuclear attack. When armor offensive operations are to hinder the
such areas are far enough to the rear to require movement of enemy reserves, deny key terrain to
fueling before launching the attack, forward fuel- the enemy, soften up the enemy area selected for
ing areas or points will be designated. Units move a penetration, and assist in holding the flanks of
by direct routes to attack positions. Further de- the gaps created by the armor attack. Smoke can
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be effectively employed to screen the deployment c. The fundamentals involved in night and
of attacking units. For additional information on limited visibility attacks' are the same as those
the employment of chemical munition in the for any other attack. However, greater stress,
offense, see chapter 5 and FM 3-10. must be placed on simplicity of plans; careful

preparation, including training and rehearsals;
7-13. Night and Limited Visibility Attacks use of secrecy, feints, and ruses; surprise, day-

light reconnaissance, well-defined an easily identi-
a. Night and limited visibility combat fre- fiable objectives; and carefully prepared fire plans.

quently offers exceptional opportunities for suc- Maneuvei must be simple. Control must be
cess because of the possibility of achieving surprise stressed and centralized. It is imperative that
and capitalizing on the psychological effects of the communication plan be kept simple and work-
darkness or poor visibility. In the exploitation, able.
or operations against strongly defended objec- d. All available means of battlefield illumina-tives, the armor commander may well employ a tion, including organic searchlights and night
night or limited visibility'"attack to maintain the tion, including organic searchlights and night
momentum of his advance, achieve success, andmomentum of hie s advance, achieve successand to provide illumination and control for the attack-complete the enemy's destruction. ing units. However, sufficient time must be

b. Night and limited visibility combat is appli- allowed to prepare illumination plans and to inte-
cable to all types of operations. The brigade grate them with maneuver and fire plans. Further
undertakes it to exploit a success, to gain impor- consideration must be givehn to loss of surprise,
tant terrain for further operations, to avoid secrecy, and concealment. Battlefield illumination
heavy losses, to press a disorganized enemy, to is a command responsibility which should be pro-
achieve surprise and psychological superiority, vided to a supported' unit without interruption
to use concealment afforded by conditions of dark- until the need for illumination is satisfied. Illu-
ness or limited visibility, arid to compensate for mination should be provided by the highest level
lack of friendly air superiority. In conducting practicable in order to conserve the illuminants
continuous day and night operations, considera- at lower'echelons. See FM 17-1, FM 20-60, FM I
tion must be given to the rotation of leading 31-36 (TEST), and FM 61-100 for a detailed
elements to provide time for 'rest'and mainte- discussion of battlefield illumination and night
nance. operations.

Section III. FORMS AND MANEUVER

7-14. General forces, installations, and control means; and to
Forms of maneuver are the configurations that secure objectives to break up the continuity of

his defenses.- This maneuver divides the enemy'sa commander gives to the movement of his troops
in offensive operations to place them and their forces, allows them to be defeated in detail, andnormally creates a situation permitting exploita-fires in a better location with respect to the normally creates a situation permitting exploita-tion by friendly forces deep into the enemy's rearenemy. The three basic forms of maneuver are
the penetration, the frontal attack, and the areas Figure 7-2 illustrates a brigade making
envelopment. The primary forms used by the br'i- a division penetration.

b. Frontal Attack. An attacking force utilizes
A double envelopment and ad turning movement. a frontal attack as a form of maneuver by employ-
are variations of the envelopment, and normally ing the most direct route to strike the enemy's en-are variations of the envelopment, and normally
are not employed by the brigade except as part tire front within the zone of the attacking force.
of a larger force. Infiltration is a technique of The zone of the attacking force is defined as that
movement. For a detailed discussion of the forms area physically occupied at a given point in time by
mof maneuver, see FM 17-1. detaileddiscussionofththe attacking force and may be equal to or smaller

than the assigned zone of action. The purpose of
a. Penetration. An attacking force utilizes a 'he frontal attack is to overrun and destroy or

penetration as a form of maneuver to break capture a weaken enemy in position or to fix an
through an enemy's position on a narrow front enemy force in position to support another at-
and to widen the created gap. The purpose of the tack. This is the least desirable form of maneuver
penetration is to destroy or neutralize the enemy's at brigade level.
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Figure 7-2. A brigade making a division penetration.
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c. The Envelopment. The envelopment is nor- ver at brigade level.
mally undertaken to cause the enemy to fight from b. The Enemy. Lack of enemy intelligence orother than his primary orientation or position, enemy reaction to the brigade's attack will nor-and when permitted by the tactical situation it mally necessitate the employment of additionalmally necessitate the employment of additionalis preferred by armor units to the penetration.
An attacking force utilizes a ground envelopment quirement to alter the planned form of maneuverquirement to alter the planned form of maneuveras a form of maneuver to direct its main attack as a result of enemy action must be visualized toagainst an assailable flank of the enemy. Anagainst an assailable flank isofe th cabe a kenemy. An accomplish the brigade commander's basic intent.

assailable flank is one that can be attacked with- Consequently, all echelons within the brigade must
out fighting a decisive engagement. Normally, an be prepared to change rapidly and repeatedlyenvelopment is employed in conjunction with a from one form of maneuver to another and suc-

supporting attack. The purpose of the envelop- cessfully adapt to the changing tactical situation.ment is to avoid the enemy's main defensive
strength; seize objectives in his rear that cut his c. Zone of Attacking Force. The zone of an
escape routes; disrupt his communications; and attacking force is that area physically occupied
subject him to destruction in position. A second at a given point in time by an attacking force as
form of the envelopment is the vertical envelop- an attack unfolds; it may be equal to or smaller
ment. In the vertical envelopment, the attacking than an assigned zone of action. It is an attack-
force passes over the enemy force utilizing air- ing force's movement in this zone that determines
mobile operations. The vertical envelopment ac- the form of maneuver being employed. The basic
complishes the same purpose as the ground intent of attacking unit commanders remains the
envelopment. The double envelopment and the desire to attack the enemy at his weakest point.
turning movement are variation of the envelop- In planning an offensive operation, the brigade
ment and are discussed in FM 17-1. Figure 7-3 commander takes cognizance of his subordinate
illustrates a brigade utilizing the envelopment as commander's basic intent and visualizes the pro-
a form of maneuver. vision of sufficient maneuver room in the assigned

zone of action to allow subordinate commanders
7-15. Planning to change the zone of their attacking forces as the

tactical situation develops and utilize the mostIn planning for the conduct of offensive opera- favorable forms of maneuver. This allocation oftions, the brigade commander visualizes the move- maneuver room to subordinate units will normallyment of his forces utilizing one or more of the maneuver room to subordinate units will normally
preclude utilization of the frontal attack as aforms of maneuver. Once one or more forms of

maneuver have been selected, they normally ap-
pear in the concept of the operations portion of
the brigade plan or operations order. They may
also appear in the mission statements for subor- a. In executing offensive operations, the brigade
dinate units. While considering the forms of commander maintains the brigade's orientation on
maneuver, the brigade commander employs the the accomplishment of assigned missions. In plan-
factors of METT. Additionally, consideration is ning the employment of forms of maneuver by
given to the following: the brigade's subordinate elements, the brigade

a. The Commander's Intent. The type offensive commander considers his intent, the enemy, and
operation, the assigned mission, and the tactical zones of attacking forces. Due to mobility, fire-
situation determine the commander's intent. Fre- power, and shock effect, which are inherent capa-
quently, the distinction between the forms of bilities of armored units, the brigade is well
maneuver will exist in the intent of the brigade adapted to their incorporation into the execution
commander. Normally it will be the basic intent of offensive operations. Figure 7-4 depicts an
of the brigade commander to attack the enemy at armored brigade progressing through a coordi-
his weakest point to force the enemy to fight from nated attack employing the forms of maneuver.
other than his primary orientation or position. b. FM 17-1 contains further detailed discussion
This basic intent normally will eliminate the of the basic forms of maneuver, their variations,

,frontal attack from selection as a form of maneu- and the technique of infiltration.
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THE COMMANDER VISUALIZES USE OF AN ENVELOPMENT
TO SECURE A DIVISION ASSIGNED OBJECTIVE. NUCLEAR
WEAPONS WILL BE USED TO CREATE AN ASSAILABLE

FLANK. A SUPPORTING ATTACK WILL BE CONDUCTED.

Figure 7-4. Type coordinated attack.
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IN EXECUTING THE MAIN ATTACK, AN ENEMY FORCE NOT
PREVIOUSLY DETECTED STOPS THE ATTACKING FORCE AND
ITS FORM OF MANEUVER TEMPORARILY CHANGES TO A
FRONTAL ATTACK. THE SUPPORTING ATTACK HAS BEEN
SUCCESSFUL AND SECURED ITS OBJECTIVE.

Figure 7-4-Continued
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THE BRIGADE, UNABLE TO OVERRUN OR BYPASS THE ENEMY,
ALTERS THE.MAIN ATTACK FORM OF MANEUVER FROM THE
FRONTAL ATTACK TO THE ENVELOPMENT. THE SUPPORTING
ATTACK FORCE, HAVING ACCOMPLISHED ITS MISSION, IS
ORDERED TO EXPLOIT ITS SUCCESS AND PROCEED TO THE
MAIN OBJECTIVE.

Figure 7-4-Continued
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Section IV. MEETING ENGAGEMENTS

7-17. Introduction engagement is to seize and retain the initiative.,
By retaining the initiative, a commander can

a. A meeting engagement is the combat actionthat occurs when a moving force, incompletely subsequently adopt the best course of action tothat occurs when a moving force, incompletely accomplish his mission.
deployed for battle, engages an enemy force,
static or in motion, concerning which it has in- b. The following actions assist the commander
adequate intelligence. The action ceases to be a in retaining the initiative:
meeting engagement when the enemy's situation (1) Make a rapid estimate of the situation
is developed and subsequent planned and coordi- and issue fragmentary orders.
nated operations are undertaken. (2) Commit units to forms of maneuver

from march column.b. Meeting engagements may occur at all eche- from march column.(3) Organize the advance guard with mobileIons of the brigade in both offensive and defensive (3) Organlze the advance guard with mobileforces capable of reconnaissance by fire, rapidsituations; however, they occur most frequently
when performing a movement to contact. deployment, and speed the attack.(4) Intersperse artillery in the column to

c. The principal characteristics of meeting en- insure supporting fires during the initial action.
gagements are a limited knowledge of the enemy
and limited time for the commander to develop and aggressively. Flanking movements generally
the situation and to formulate and execute plans. will disclose the enemy's configuration morewill disclose the enemy's configuration more

rapidly than will frontal movements and will give
more opportunity for tactical surprise and deci-

a. The basic principle in conducting a meeting sive results.

Section V. MOVEMENT TO CONTACT

7-19. Introduction and main body. These groupings provide for:
(1) Rapid and uninterrupted advance of thea. Movement to contact is a means of gaining Rapid and uninterrupted advance of the

contact or of reestablishing lost contact with the brigade.
enemy. Its purpose is the early development of (2) Adequate all-round security and the early
the situation to provide an advantage prior to development of the situation.
decisive engagement. The brigade conducts its

power uncommitted during movement to facilitateown movement to contact , of a larger force. rapid employment when contact is made with
ment to contact as part of a larger force.

enemy forces.
b. The preferred method of movement is to

advance on a broad front using the techniques c. Any of the basic formations or combinations
of the tactical column and approach march. Fig- of formations may be used. Normally, movement
ure 7-5 illustrates a type organization for this is conducted in multiple columns. Subordinate
type of offensive operation. The movement to combat units adopt formations or variations of
contact is characterized by decentralized con- these formations to accomplish their assigned
trol and piecemeal commitment of forces. It ter- missions.
minates when determined enemy resistance re- d. Imminence of contact and the terrain largely
quires the deployment and coordinated effort of determine the degree of control required. Control
the brigade. must permit rapid response by subordinate units

to changes in mission, march procedures, organi-
7-20. Basic Considerations zation, and control measures.

a. Primary emphasis is placed on the best use e. Nuclear and chemical munitions permit more
of the road net and terrain. Provisions are made rapid movement because they allow the covering
to overcome obstacles and for rapid passage of force to eliminate enemy resistance which other-
defiles. wise might require the deployment of sizable

b. Primary components are the covering force, elements. Nuclear fires, to include use of fallout,
advance guard, flank and rear security forces, can provide security by blocking enemy avenues
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Figure 7-5. Type movement to contact.

of approach or by restricting enemy access to ter- 7-21. Security Forces
rain essential to the advance. Persistent chemical
agents can be used in a similar manner. The brigade employs security forces. The fundamen-
vagueness of the enemy situation normally re- tbrigade employ s security forces. The fundamrn-
quires that the bulk of nuclear fires be on-call. forces are contained in FM 17-1 and FM 61-100.forces are contained in FM 17-1 and FM 61-100.

f. Tactical air support aircraft perform recon- The brigade security forces normally consist of:
naissance missions to assist army aircraft in de-
tecting enemy units, obstacles, ambushes, or a. The Covering Force. .hen the brigade con-
movement into the area, and to provide informa- ducts its own movement t, contact, the brigade
tion on the terrain to be traversed. Tactical air- covering force normally o erates well forward
craft reinforce frontal and flank security efforts. and under the control of t; e brigade. When the
The use of column cover or air alert aircraft is brigade marches as part o1 a larger force, the
habitual when contact is imminent, covering force may be furnished and controlled

g. Airborne and airmobile forces, when avail- by the higher headquarters. The brigade advance
guard is then the contact force between the bri-able, secure key terrain essential to the uninter-

rupted advance of the command. The provision gade and the covering forces. Section X discusses
of air mobility increases the responsiveness of the brigade acting as a covering force.
the reserve to varying situations. b. The Advance Guard. The advance guard is
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organized to insure the uninterrupted movement permit maximum flexibility for employment dur-
of the main body. Combat support, such as engi- ing movement or after contact with the main
neer and artillery, is integrated into the advance enemy force has been made.
guard.

c. Flank and Rear Security Forces. The rear 7-23. AirDefenses
and flank guards are similar to the advance guard Air defense must be established over both the
in strength and composition. They must be strong forward ground combat forces and the main body.
enough to defeat minor enemy forces or to delay This is accomplished by placing air defense ele-
strong enemy attack until the main body can ments along the routes of march and employing
deploy. Their purpose is to protect the main body air defense elements within the moving column
from ground observation and surprise attack. to provide low altitude air defense. High and

medium altitude coverage is furnished by higher

7-22. The Main Body air defense command echelons. Due to the poten-
tially rapid movement inherent in the movement

The main body comprises the bulk of the brigade's to contact, air defense units may be attached to
combat power. It is immediately available to at- the brigade and further placed in support of task
tack major enemy forces or the brigade objective. forces. FM 44-1 and FM 44-3 contain a detailed
Units of the main body are organized for combat discussion of air defense procedure applicable to
and are positioned in the advancing column to this type of offensive operation.

Section VI. RECONNAISSANCE IN FORCE

7-24. Introduction force is planned and executed as an attack with a
limited objective. The objective should be of suchThe reconnaissance in force is an attack to dis- importance that, when threatened, it will forcecover and test the enemy's position and strength

or to develop other intelligence. Although its the enemy to react. If the enemy situation alonga front is to be developed, the force conductingprimary aim is reconnaissance, it may discoverpiaryes ai renna diss e . the reconnaissance advances along its front em-weaknesses in the enemy disposition which, if ploying strong aggressive probes to determine thepromptly exploited, would permit tactical success.
enemy situation at critical points. Securing aThe reconnaissance in force may be part of either

defensive or offensive operations. The brigade terrain obective is not in itself the purpose ofdefe e o. the reconnaissance in force. Rather, the operationcommander may conduct his own reconnaissance the e .
in force, or conduct a reconnaissance in force at g ing maximum

tion of the enemy. The depth of any terrain ob-
jective assigned depends on the purpose of the
reconnaissance in force.

7-25. Basic Considerations
c. The reconnoitering force must be of such size

ael. The inforeconatisan e rapinlfoe ino l m- and composition as to cause the enemy to reactvelops information more rapidly and in more
detail than other reconnaissance methods. In ar- strongly y

closing his locations, dispositions, strength, plan-riving at a decision to reconnoiter in force, the
~commander considers- ~ned fires, and planned use of reserves. The sizecommander considers--

of the force depends on the mission and the situa-(1) His knowledge of the enemy situation.
(2) HfThe urgency and importance of addi- tion. The brigade commander may use a company
(2)tional information. andimportanceofad team or a task force; or he may use the bulk oftional information.
(3) The efficiency and speed of other intelli- the brigade, retaining sufficient reserves to exploit

enemy weakness.gence collection agencies.
(4) The extent to which his plan of action d. The brigade may employ several forces

may be divulged by the reconnaissance in force. simultaneously or staggered in time and at widely
(5) The possibility that the reconnaissance separated points. Such action keeps the enemy

may lead to a general engagement under unfavor- off balance, discloses his dispositions over a broad
able conditions. area, and may develop the location and planned

b. When the commander desires information use of his reserve. Multiple reconnaissances in
about a particular area, the reconnaissance in force are favored by operations on a wide front,
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friendly superiority in armor and mobility, and and/or chemical munitions is authorized, they are
an inexperienced enemy or an enemy who has employed against suitable targets discovered by
weak control and communications. attacking forces. The destruction of these targets

is completed during local exploitation by the re-

7-26. Conduct of the Reconnaissance in Force connoitering force.
c. The brigade commander assists in the dis-

a. Although a reconnaissance in force is a type en ement of the connaissance force if it be-
of offensive action, restrictions may be placed on
commanders to avoid actions that might precipi- comes closely engaged.
tate a general engagement. If the reconnoitering d. If engaged upon completion of its reconnais-
force makes a penetration, it disrupts and de- sance, the force may remain in contact with the
stroys all possible enemy rear installations and enemy or it may withdraw. If the reconnaissance
prepares to render all possible assistance to any is to be followed by further attack, other units
exploiting force. pass through or around the reconnoitering force

in the attack, or the reconnoitering force may
b. The brigade commander exploits the success continue the attack.

gained by a.reconnaissance in force primarily to
continue the attack or to retain control of terrain e. Figure 7-6 depicts a brigade conducting a
seized by the force. When the use of nuclear reconnaissance in force.

Section VII. COORDINATED ATTACK

7-27. Introduction destroyed or penetrated, a coordinated attack is
normally required.

a. A coordinated attack is a planned attack
designed to destroy or capture the enemy or to d. This type of offensive operation requires the
secure key terrain by a combination of fire, ma- maximum application of the principles of war;
neuver, and close combat. strict adherence to the fundamentals of offensive

b. A coordinated attack is planned in detail. operations; thorough, detailed planning; and posi-
The two types of offensive operations discussed tive, aggressive leadership at all command eche-
previously-movement to contact and reconnais-
sance in force-are preliminary operations. They e. Such attacks occur frequently in either
are conducted either to gain contact with the nuclear or nonnuclear warfare. In warfare in-
enemy or develop the situation. The coordinated volving use of nuclear or chemical munitions,
attack is the next logical step; however, move- reducing vulnerability and the period of risk of
ment to contact and reconnaissance in force are friendly elements are major considerations during
not required before every coordinated attack. the preparation and massing of the attacking

force. In a nuclear environment, plans must be
c. The coordinated attack is the offensive opera-

tion most frequently referred to, or thought of, developed for rapd dispersal of forces mmed-
when the term "attack" is used. to rtogto, ately after they accomplish the mission. Mobilitywhen the term "attack" is used. is essential in the nuclear environment to ac-

complish rapid assembly, movement to the ob-
7-28. Basic Considerations jective, speedy dispersion, and reassembly to

a. The coordinated attack is undertaken after counter enemy threats.
thorough reconnaissance, methodical evaluation of
relative combat power, acquisition and develop- attack to allow for thorough planng, careful
ment of targets, and systematic analysis of all reconnaissance, and detailed evaluation.
other factors affecting the situation.

b. A coordinated attack may be made before, 7-29. Organization for Combat
after, or in conjunction with other offensive op-after, or in conjunction with other offensive op- The coordinated attack requires a combined armserations.

force that is organized to provide maximum com-
e. A coordinated attack normally involves over- bat power. The factors of METT influence each

coming major enemy resistance. When a highly situation in which a coordinated attack must be
organized, well-fortified enemy position must be made, and prevent development of a type or
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FEBA

MISSION OF RECONNAISSANCE IN FORCE:

1. Secure Obiective
2. Exploit Success
3. Withdraw on Brigade Order

PURPOSE OF RECONNAISSANCE IN FORCE:

1. Determine Nature of Enemy Positions
in Objective Area

2. Determine Enemy Plans for Employment
of Reserves and Reaction Times

3. Determine Location of Enemy Defensive Fires

Figure 7-6. Type reconnaissance in force.
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standard organization for combat. Each situation jective, and take up overwatching positions on
is different. The commander must consider the the perimeter while the following infantry mops
recommendations of his staff, apply the principles up. If antitank opposition remains strong, the
contained ih this chapter, and use his judgment infantry leads the final assault with the tanks
to develop the best combat organization for each supporting by direct fire. In a situation where
tactical situation requiring a coordinated attack. there is limited enemy resistance, mechanized

infantry may assault while mounted. The decision
7-30. Conduct of the Coordinated Attack to keep the infantry mounted rests with the local

a. Considerations, affecting the conduct of the commander and can rarely be planned in advance.
coordinated attack include the factors of METT, In a situation where it is impossible for the tankscoordinated attack include the factors of METT,

as well as time and space. to join in the assault, e.g., when an unfordable
river separates them from the objective and deep

b. Immediately preceding the attack, a prepara- water fording kits are not available, it may be
tion may be delivered. The preparation is coordi- necessary for the tanks to support by fire while
nated with the movement of attacking units. All the infantry assaults under the protection of these
units are employed to make the best use of avail- and other supporting fires. Nuclear and chemical
able combat power. fires may make the assault unnecessary or reduce

c. Attacking units move rapidly from dispersed the friendly casualties during the assault. The
locations under cover of preparatory fires and assault is a short, well-coordinated effort that

overruns or destroys forces on the objective.fires in support of the attack. In nuclear conflict, overruns or destroys forces o the objective.
these units maintain their dispersed formations Supporting fires continue to the last possible
until required to mass to achieve sufficient power and then are shifted to the flanks
to overcome enemy resistance. Once the mission and rear of the enemy position. Following the
that required the concentration of the force is assault, attacking units disperse as rapidly as
completed, units again take up dispersed forma-
tions. and continue the attack or prepare for other op-tions.

erations.
d. The attack plan is vigorously executed and f.. The reserve is kept dispersed but ready for

all favorable developments are exploited, regard- instant employment. Reduction of the reserve's
less of the time of day in which they occur. If vulnerability to nuclear attack through dispersion
the attack lags in one portion of the zone, the must be evaluated against the requirement for
weight of the attack is shifted to another portion immediate availability. The reserve moves within
offering a greater opportunity for success. The the overall formation of the brigade and is posi-
progress of the attack is not delayed to preserve tioned to permit rapid movement to the point of
the alinement of units or to adhere to the original probable employment and to provide security by
plan of attack. Attacking units do not become its presence. When conditions dictate its use, the
involved in indecisive action. Follow and support reserve is committed without hesitation. The
units reduce isolated enemy resistance and mop decision to commit the entire reserve or a portion
up as necessary. thereof depends on the situation. With the com-

e. The attack may be a single rapid advance pression of time and distance factors inherent in
and assault until the brigade objective is secured, the mobility of the armored brigade, combined
neutralized, destroyed, or overrun, or it may be a arms teams of the reserve can be assigned a
series of rapid advances and assaults to obtain specific short-term mission and the reserve quickly
the same results. Between areas of opposition, reconstituted. Displacement of fire support means
attacking forces move rapidly in a partly deployed is executed to maintain continuous fire capabilities
formation; infantry and tanks may move forward throughout the attack.
separately, together, or one may lead the other; g. The brigade commander keeps himself in-
mechanized infantry normally remain in their formed of the progress of the attack, the status
carriers until forced to dismount. As enemy resist- of his units,, and the enemy situation. Depending
ance is encountered, the attacking echelons con- on the battle, he is prepared to alter the organi-
verge, under or following close behind their sup- zation for combat, maneuver his forces, reallocate
porting fires, until they are within assaulting and shift fires, or use his reserve. Decentralization
distance of the hostile position. If these fires have of control and mission-type orders are normal.
neutralized effective antitank opposition, the During the attack, the brigade commander moves
tanks normally lead the assault, overrun the ob- where he can best control and influence his forces.
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h. During continuous day and night operations, support must be an integral part of the attack
leading elements of the brigade are rotated to plan.
provide time for rest and maintenance. This rota-
tion can be accomplished by changing the brigade 7-32. Discontinuance of the Attack
organization for combat and by standing operat- a. Contingencies may require the attack to be
ing procedures within brigades. halted. The commander must anticipate halts and

prepare orders to include the time or circum-
7-31. Continuation of the Attack stances of the halt, missions and locations of

a. Upon securing the brigade objective, reor- subordinate units, and command and control
ganization is accomplished rapidly, and all means measures. To prevent congestion, some units may
are used to continue the attack if so ordered. be diverted into assembly areas prior to the halt
Maximum use of supporting fire is made during of the entire brigade.
this critical period. Minimum forces normally b. The brigade commander may have freedom
retain control of objectives and remaining units of choice in discontinuing the attack. In this
disperse to defend themselves and the objective, event, rear positions are planned to aid defense,
prepare to continue the attack, and block enemy to minimize vulnerability to attack, and to facili-
avenues of approach, if required. Ground mobile tate renewal of the attack.
or airmobile units maintain contact with the c. Brigade actions when discontinuing the at-
enemy, keep him off balance, and obtain informa- tack include:
tion. (1) Establishing a counterreconnaissance

b. Continuation of the attack, a new direction screen and necessary local security.
of attack, or exploitation by the reserve may re- (2) Maintaining contact with the enemy and
quire a passage of lines or a relief in place. developing information required to plan future

actions.
c. The continuation of the attack frequently (3) Redeploying forces based on probable

depends on the ability to resupply attacking future employment.
forces. Large quantities of ammunition, class III, (4) Maintaining contact with adjacent units.
and equipment expended during the attack may (5) Accomplishing reorganization and supply
have to be replenished. Provision for this logistical concurrently with the above.

Section VIII. EXPLOITATION

7-33. Introduction 7-34. Basic Considerations
a. Exploitation is the following up of previous a. Exploiting forces can have the mission of

gains to take full advantage of success in battle. securing objectives deep in the enemy rear, cut-
It is a phase of the offensive that destroys the ting lines of communications, surrounding and
enemy's ability to reorganize a defense or to con- destroying enemy forces, denying escape routes
duct an orderly withdrawal in the face of to an encircled force, and destroying enemy re-
threatened destruction or capture. serves.

b. The exploitation is initiated when an enemy b. Exploiting forces require speed and combat
force is having recognizable difficulty in maintain- power. Tanks, mechanized infantry, and cavalry
ing its position. Although local exploitations may normally make up the forward elements. Engineer
appear insignificant, their cumulative effects can support is provided to overcome obstacles.
be decisive. c. Preparation for the exploitation entails plan-

ning, warning orders, grouping of exploiting
c. Depending upon the situation and its task forces, planning for combat service support, and

organization, the brigade can exploit its own suc- establishing communications.
cess; it can be utilized as an exploiting force for d. The commander must be ready at all times
a higher echelon; or it can follow and support to exploit opportunities afforded by the enemy for
another exploiting force. The armored brigade's exploitation as indicated by an increase in pris-
inherent mobility, firepower, and shock effect oners captured; an increase in abandoned mate-
make it an ideal exploiting force. riel; and the overrunning of artillery, command
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facilities, signal installations, and supply dumps. equipment abandoned. The transition from other
The transition from the coordinated attack to the operations to the exploitation may occur gradually

I exploitation may be so gradual that it is hardly as the attack progresses; or it may occur rapidly
distinguishable, or it may be abrupt. The abrupt because of the employment of nuclear weapons or
transition occurs most frequently when nuclear reserves. After transition to the exploitation,
and/or chemical munitions are used. every effort is made to continue the advance with-

e. With adequate nuclear or chemical support, out halting, bypassing enemy resistance when
the exploitation can be launched with the initial possible, and using available fire support to the
assault or at any time thereafter depending on maximum when appropriate targets are presented.
the effects of the fires and the desires of the Following and supporting units clear the over-
commander. run area of pockets of resistance and expand the

f. Once the exploitation is begun, it is carried zone of exploitation.
out without letup to the final objective. The enemy
is given no relief from offensive pressure. 7-36. Characteristics

g. Decentralized execution is characteristic of It is in the exploitation that the armored brigade
the exploitation. However, the commander main- attains full use of its characteristics of armor-
tains sufficient control to prevent overextension of protected firepower, shock effect, and mobility.
the command. Minimum control measures are The armored brigade is able to disrupt enemy
used. Combat service support and combat support rear areas by destroying enemy command posts,
plans are flexible. Combat service support opera- communication, logistic installations, and nuclear
tions are normally decentralized. delivery capabilities. Whenever possible, the bri-

h. In the exploitation, special and conventional gade should be employed in tactical situations
munitions are used principally on targets of op- that will permit it to exploit previous success so
portunity. These munitions are used to eliminate as to maintain momentum and relentless pressure
pockets of resistance, destroy hostile reserves, against crumbling resistance.
seal enemy escape routes, and destroy enemy
nuclear delivery means. 7-37. Scheme of Maneuver

i. Tactical reconnaissance and Army aircraft The brigade in the exploitation advances on a
maintain contact with the enemy, locate enemy wide front-the terrain and the road net permit-
movements, and keep the command advised of ting-retaining only those reserves that are nec-
enemy activities. essary to insure flexibility, momentum, and

j. Close air support aircraft and armed/attack security.
helicopters inflict maximum damage by attacking
enemy reserves and withdrawing columns. 7-38. Column of Battalion Task Force in the

k. Petroleum consumption rates are high; there- Exploitation
fore, provision for rapid resupply is essential. The column formation has the same advantages
Security of ground supply columns must be con- and disadvantages in the exploitation as those
sidered since forward elements may be operating discussed in paragraph 7-7. When forced by the
to the rear of bypassed enemy forces. Aerial terrain and the enemy situation, the brigade may
resupply may be necessary. advance in a column formation in the exploitation.

1. Adequate air defense must be provided to the In this formation, neither the leading battalion
exploiting force. The principles outlined for the task force nor those following are restricted to
movement to contact are applicable to this type the same route within the brigade axis of advance.
of offensive operation. FM 44-1 and FM 44-3 Generally, use of a column formation in the
contain detailed procedures, exploitation unduly emphasizes flexibility and

security at the expense of the prime consideration
7-35. Anticipation of Exploitation of speed and the placement of maximum firepower

forward.
Entrance into the exploitation type of operation
can usually be anticipated well in advance by 7-39. Battalion Task Force Abreast in the
certain indications; i.e., decisive gains made by Exploitation
friendly forces; lessening of enemy resistance,
particularly supporting fires; and increase in the a. Two or More Task Forces Abreast Without
number of prisoners captured and amount of a Reserve. Under suitable circumstances, the
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formation of two or more task forces abreast ployed against enemy forces when such forces are
without a reserve may be employed. This forma- in a position to threaten the accomplishment of
tion is normally used when the situation demands the mission. The leading elements of the brigade
an approach to objectives on as wide a front as habitually attack from march column to reduce
possible, for example, in attempting to secure roadblocks and small pockets of resistance and
crossing sites over a major river. It is also used to perform the reconnaissance necessary to de-
against sporadic and weakening resistance and velop the situation. Actions are characterized by
when the enemy capability of interfering with aggressiveness, prompt use of firepower, and
major reserves is lacking or can be blocked by rapid and unhesitating employment of uncom-
means other than the employment of a reserve. mitted units.
In spite of the lack of a constituted reserve, b. During the exploitation, a leading brigade
action can be influenced by the effective employ- bypasses or blocks enemy forces which are of
ment of nuclear fires and the maneuver of com- insufficient strength to jeopardize the brigade or
bat elements. higher command mission. Bypassed forces are

b. Two or More Task Forces Abreast with a reported to the higher commander. Enemy forces
Reserve. A formation of two or more task forces Ahat interfere, or can interfere, with the brigade
abreast with a reserve in the exploitation allows mission are blocked and bypassed or destroyed.
the brigade to advance on a reasonably wide front If the enemy resistance is such that the brigade
with the bulk of the brigade's direct firepower cannot block and bypass or destroy it, the brigade
forward. This formation facilitates the rapid reports the situation to its higher headquarters
development of gaps in enemy defenses. While the and initiates a coordinated attack to develop the
bulk of the brigade is committed, a battalion task situation.
force appropriately organized for its contemplated
employment is held in reserve to exploit the 7-41. Follow and Support Units in the
success of the attacking elements, assume the Exploitation
mission of attacking elements, or to counter Follow and support units are assigned missions
enemy threats as they develop. to assist exploiting forces by relieving them of

tasks that would slow their advance, such as pre-
7-40. Conduct of the Exploitation venting the enemy from closing the gap in a

penetration and securing key terrain gaineda. In the exploitation, the brigade is assigned during a penetration or envelopment. As the ex-
an objective deep in the enemy rear to cut his ploiting brigade advances farther into the enemy
lines of communication and disrupt his command rear areas, the follow and support units secure
and control. The exploitation is pushed as vigor- lines of communication and supply, support the
ously as possible to arrive at the objective in the exploiting elements of the brigade, destroy pockets
shortest time and to secure the objective against of bypassed enemy, and expand the area of
enemy efforts to retake it. Maximum use should exploitation from the brigade axis. The follow
be made of airmobile infantry or airborne forces, and support units should be mechanized or motor-
if available, to secure key terrain features. Enemy ized, giving them the capability to keep up with
troops encountered are not engaged unless they the exploiting force. They relieve brigade elements
can interfere with the brigade or cannot be by- blocking or containing enemy pockets, or protect-
passed. The decision to bypass or engage en- ing areas or installations, thereby enabling these
countered enemy forces rests with the brigade elements to rejoin the exploiting force. Liaison
commander, who may delegate this authority to must be maintained between lead units and follow
the commanders of the battalion task forces. and support units to facilitate coordination. Ele-
Normally, freedom of action is delegated to com- ments of the follow and support units may be
manders in the exploitation. Nuclear weapons attached to the brigade to insure unity of com-
and nonpersistent chemical agents may be em- mand.

Section IX. PURSUIT

7-42. Introduction main force. As a successful exploitation develops
The pursuit is normally the final phase of the and the enemy begins to lose his ability to influ-
exploitation. Its goal is to annihilate the hostile ence the situation, the brigade may be ordered
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to execute the pursuit. The pursuit differs from riel, particularly transportation, and stocks of
the exploitation in that in the exploitation the pri- supplies.
mary objective of the attack is generally a deci-
sive, physical objective deep in the enemy's rear. the enemy's inability to react effectively, and the
To secure this objective, the brigade avoids, by- dispersion of forces.
passes, or breaks through enemy resistance, con-
centrating only upon seizure of the assigned g. The armored brigade may conduct an inde-
objective. In the pursuit, while the brigade may pendent pursuit operation. However, it usually
still point its advance toward a physical objective, operates in a coordinated effort as part of a larger
the mission is the destruction of the enemy main force in the pursuit. Figure 7-7 illustrates a type
force. pursuit.

h. Army aircraft provide significant assistance
in the pursuit. Reconnaissance aircraft continu-

a. A force in the exploitation is alert to indica- ously observe vital areas in the enemy's rear,
tions of enemy collapse which enables pursuit. It attempting with other forces to determine the
prepares for pursuit by issuing warning orders, enemy's zone of retreat, to maintain contact with
regrouping forces, and providing for additional retreating columns, to locate movement of hostile
logistical support, particularly class III and V. reinforcements, and to keep commanders in-

formed of the hostile activities and movementsb. The attacker uses all possible means to main- formed of the hosti vities and movements
tain the continuity of the attack. He launches his
attack when the enemy can no longer maintain organic and supporting aircraft. The air cavalry
his positions and seeks to escape. The primary troop of the armored cavalry squadron is espe-
objective of the attacking forces in the pursuit cially effective for this. FM 17-36 contains details
is the destruction of the enemy forces. Prompt on employment of the air cavalry troop.
exploitation of nuclear fires may permit the pur- i. Tactical air support inflicts maximum damage
suit to be launched as an initial offensive opera- on the retreating enemy. This support concen-
tion. trates on critical points along the enemy route

c. Successful pursuit requires unrelenting pres- of withdrawal (especially defiles), on his retreat-
sure against the enemy to prevent reorganization ing columns, and on hostile reserves endeavoring

to reconstitute the defense. Because of the fluid
and preparation of defenses. Friendly troops and nature of pursuit operations, coordination of tac-
equipment are pushed to the limit of their endur- nature of pical air support op era tions, coordination of tac-
ance. Commanders are located well forward to tical air support and maneuver units is vitally
insure that the impetus of advance is not lost, important to insure maximum damage to fleeting
Greater risks can be taken by commanders in the enemy targets without danger to rapidly moving
pursuit than in other types of offensive operations friendly troops.
to achieve decisive results. j. Air transportation may be required to furnish

d. When the brigade conducts pursuit opera- air delivered supplies, particularly class III and
tions, a direct pressure force of sufficient size V, allowing the brigade commander to maintain
and composition to maintain continuous pressure the momentum of the pursuit and to maintain
on the enemy is organized. The encircling force relentless pressure on the enemy.
must have mobility equal or superior to that of k. Nuclear weapons are used in the pursuit
the enemy and must be organized for a semi- primarily on targets of opportunity and escape
independent operation. The enemy's inability to routes. These weapons are employed to eliminate
react effectively reduces the need for mutual sup- pockets of resistance, destroy hostile reserves,
port. Direct pressure and encircling forces require and, with careful planning, to seal off enemy
engineer units to clear obstacles to enable ad- escape routes in critical localities such as defiles.
vancing columns to move rapidly. Adequate signal Conduct of the pursuit should not be slowed in
communication support must be provided. order to employ nuclear weapons unless markedly

e. Adequate preparation is made for logistical favorable effects will result.
support. Fuel, lubricant, and ammunition con- 1. Air defense must be provided during the
sumption is particularly high. Air transportation pursuit. Air defense is provided in much the same
can deliver supplies promptly to forward units. manner as for the movement to contact. Enemy
Maximum use is made of captured enemy mate- capabilities will determine the amount of air
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defense required. Normally, a higher percentage d. The forces engaged in direct pressure and
of air defense artillery automatic weapons are in encircling actions are controlled by the assign-
employed in the ground fire support role. Due to rment of deep objectives and broad missions, axes
the rapid rate of advance anticipated, air defense of advance, and zones of action. Maximum lati-
units may be attached to the brigade. FM 44-3 tude for initiative is given subordinate com-
contains a detailed discussion of air defense manders. Decentralization of control of fire sup-
techniques applicable to the pursuit. port and administrative means may be required.

7-44. Launching the Pursuit 7-46. Direct-Pressure Force
When the enemy is having difficulty maintaining a. The mission of the direct-pressure force is
his position, the commander maintains the con- to attack continuously to prevent enemy disen-
tinuity of the attack and exerts relentless pres- gagement and subsequent reconstitution of his
sure. The pursuit is ordered when the enemy is defense and to inflict maximum casualties. The
no longer able to maintain his position and en- direct-pressure force is constituted to provide
deavors to escape. At this time, the emphasis of relentless attack, day and night.
the brigade attack shifts to the destruction of the

enemy.. .mp n i n b. No opportunity is given the enemy to re-enemy. Important indications of a weakening
enemy are the continued advance in a decisive organize his forces for defense. Under no cir-enemy are the continued advance in a decisive cumstances is he allowed to break contact. Thedirection without strong enemy reaction, the cap- leading elements of the direct-pressure force pushture of critical objectives; the increased number fast moving columns along all available roads.of captured prisoners, abandoned weapons, and They bypass small pockets of resistance. Follow-unburied dead; diminution or cessation of hostile ing and supporting infantry mop up these pockets.artillery fire, and the lack of other hostile counter-
measuresry fireDuring the night, units continue their attack tomeasures.

keep the enemy off balance. The direct-pressure
force also attempts, by maneuver, to cut off the
retreat and destroy segments of the enemy when

a. The pursuit is conducted on as broad a front such actions will not jeopardize the force's pri-
as possible. Direct pressure against the retreating mary mission.
forces is maintained relentlessly while an en-
circling force cuts the enemy's lines of retreat. 7-47. The Encircling Force
Double envelopment of the retreating main force
Dor its separate elements is attempted whenever a. The mission of the encircling force is to blockor its separate elements is attempted whenever the retreat of the defeated enemy so that he mayconditions permit and the necessary superiority

be destroyed between the direct-pressure and theof force is present.
encircling forces. When means are available,

b. The advance in the decisive direction must vertical envelopment may be used with great
be maintained. Hostile rear guards or forces on effectiveness, in conjunction with the armor en-
flank positions are not permitted to divert the circling force, to fix the enemy and cut his escape
main force from advancing in the decisive direc- routes. The encircling force consists of a highly
tion. If an attempt to cut the enemy's retreat is mobile force designed to cut off the retreating
unsuccessful, a new encircling force is quickly enemy.
constituted.

b. The brigade in the encircling maneuver ad-
c. When the enemy main force succeeds in vances along routes paralleling the enemy's line

establishing itself in a position from which it of retreat, attempting to reach defiles, bridges,
cannot be dislodged quickly, the commander and other key points before the enemy main force.
launches an attack immediately, using forces as When the encircling forces cannot outdistance
they become available and all other available the enemy, they engage the enemy's main forces
nieans, including nuclear weapons. on the flank.
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Section X. COVERING FORCE

7-48. Introduction 7-50. Conduct of Covering Force Action
a. A covering force is a tactically self-contained a. The brigade operates at an extended distance

security force that operates a considerable dis- from the main body. It may have up to three task
tance to the front, flank, or rear of a moving or forces abreast.
stationary force. Its mission is to develop the b. Tank-heavy battalion task forces usually leadsituation early; defeat hostile forces if possible; the advance. Engineers are kept well forward
and deceive, delay, and disorganize enemy forces with the task forces. Artillery, including nuclear
until the main force can cope with the situation.

b. The brigade may participate in a covering fire support, is normally attached to the brigade.b. The brigade may participate in a covering
force mission as part of an armored division that c. Small tank-heavy reserves may be maintained
is in turn the covering force for a corps, or as at both battalion task force level and brigade to
a complete covering force for a division or corps. provide for influencing local actions.
Figure 7-8 shows the brigade serving as the d. Nuclear weapons are used to damage orcovering force for a division in the movement

destroy targets of opportunity, to block enemyto contact. avenues of approach, and to deny the enemy use
of key terrain. Atomic demolition munitions

7-49. Control (ADM) may be effectively employed to block
Because the brigade as a covering force will be avenues of approach and deny key terrain to the
operating on a broad front, a well-prepared, co- enemy. Persistent chemicals should also be con-
ordinated plan is required. It must reflect cen- sidered for use in assisting the covering force
tralized, coordinated planning and decentralized by restricting the enemy's use of key terrain.
execution. Control measures governing the rate
and direction of movement are specified. The rate e. Covering force actions are characterized by
of movement is controlled by successive march speed and aggressiveness-especially in recon-
objectives, checkpoints, and phase lines. The di- naissance-by developing situations rapidly with
rection of advance or withdrawal may be con- strength, by unhesitating commitment of reserves,
trolled by establishment of boundaries between and by keeping the enemy off balance. The brigade
brigades and between battalion task forces. Radio concentrates its attention against enemy forces
communication provides the immediate means of that are of sufficient size to threaten the main
control at all levels. Army aircraft may be used force. Minor resistance is bypassed. Every action
to provide auxiliary communication, liaison, and is directed toward insuring the uninterrupted
other controls between commands. advance of the main body.
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Figure 7-8. Brigade as division covering force in movement to contact.
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CHAPTER 8
DEFENSIVE OPERATIONS

Section I. INTRODUCTION

8-1. Introduction front or in great depth will normally require
highly mobile forward defense forces, and a tank-

the defensive i t ar a meae aopei. heavy reserve with a counterattack mission. Whenuntil the defensive force can assume the offensive.
the enemy possesses the capability for high-speedDefensive operations resist, repulse, and/or de-

stroy enemy attacking forces. The defender under- armored operations, the forward defense forcestaoysenemydattacking forces.Theedefenderlunder- >should contain sufficient tank and other antitanktakes the defense to develop more favorable con-
ditions for subsequent offensive operations, to weapons strength to repel or canalize the attacker,ditions for subsequent offensive operations, to or develop the situation, whichever is desired. Theeconomize forces in one area in order to apply

decisive force elsewhere, to compel an enemy force reserves are positioned and prepared to strlkethe enemy's flanks and exploit friendly nuclearto mass, to destroy or trap a hostile force, to
deny an enemy entrance to an area, or to reduce fires without delay. In nonnuclear warfare, thedeny an enemy entrance to an area, or to reduce same principles apply. The application of thesethe enemy's capability with minimum losses to principles apply. The application of the

~~friendly forces. ~principles may be modified depending on the
threat and mobility of the defending unit. This

b. Relief operations may be conducted in con- concept envisions capitalizing on mobility, fire-
junction with defensive operations and are dis- power, and offensive action to establish a resilient
cussed in chapter 9. defense aimed at retaining the defender's initia-

c. FM 61-100 and FM 17-1 provide additional tive, denying the enemy his decisive objectives
information concerning defensive operations. without the defender himself becoming fixed and

destroyed, and ultimately destroying the attacking
8-2. Purpose enemy by fire and maneuver.

During conduct of the defense, the defender b. This concept of offensive action, combined
strives to gain and maintain the initiative. The with a properly organized forward defense area,
attacker is continually harassed by fires and is designed to defend successfully against a well-
offensive maneuver when appropriate. The de- equipped and numerically superior enemy. The
fender uses all means available to detect enemy nature of the operation demands adequate maneu-
weaknesses and maintains sufficient flexibility in ver room and mobility. Against a numerically
his planning to exploit those that occur. All re- superior enemy, penetrations must be expected.
sources are employed to inflict maximum destruc- To counter these penetrations, a resilient defense
tion on the enemy force. in depth is essential.

c. The prerequisites to successful application of8-3. Doctrine of Defense this concept are-
Defensive concepts contemplate the use of security (1) Retention of a strong, mobile, tank-heavy
forces to detect the time, direction, and size of an reserve.
enemy attack and to delay and disorganize the (2) Adequate tank strength in the forward
attack; the selection and organization of a for- defense force to provide antitank defense in co-
ward defensive area to repel or canalize the at- ordination with other antitank weapons.
tacker and force him to mass; and the use of a (3) Adequate and timely intelligence.
reserve to eject or to destroy the attacker by (4) Reliable and rapid means of control.
offensive action. (5) Close timing and careful selection of

a. Defense on the nuclear battlefield must be goals in planning the offensive parts of the opera-
based on the principle that a defense on a wide tion.
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(6) Mobility equal to, or greater than, the ployed. Security forces gain time for the prep-
enemy's. aration of the brigade defensive positions; furnish

(7) Adequate fire support. information of the enemy; delay, deceive, and
(8) Aggressive and able leadership coupled disrupt him as much as possible; and provide a

with individual initiative. counterreconnaissance screen. These forces also
may have the mission of locating and developing

8-4. Forms of Defense targets for special munitions. Forces operating
in the security area may include elements froma. The fundamental forms of defense are theT: fhigher echelons, such as covering forces and

mobile defense and the area defense. The bri-mobile defense and the area defense. The br- units providing air surveillance and flank security.
gade is capable of conducting the area defense grigade forces in the security area may consist
either independently or as part of a larger force. of combat outpost elements (COP), observationof combat outpost elements (COP), observation
The brigade normally participates in the mobile and listening posts, and patrols. The general out-defense as part of a larger force. post (GOP) is organized and controlled by the

b. The primary purpose of the mobile defense division; however, the brigade may be selected
is the destruction of enemy forces, not the reten- by the division to perform the GOP mission (FM
tion or contrbl of terrain, by utilizing combina- 61-100).
tions of offensive, defensive, and delay operations. b. The forward defense area (FDA) extends
Minimum forces are deployed in the forward from the FEBA to the rear of the area organized
defensive area while a strong mobile reserve is
retained to destroy the attacker. The mobile de- by the forward defense forces. The form of de-

etne oey t. T oi de fense employed strongly influences the composi-fense is normally conducted by division or higher tion of the forward defense forces.
headquarters. Mobility equal to or superior to
that of the enemy is desirable for all elements c. The reserve area extends from the rear
of the defensive force. boundaries of the forward defense forces to the

brigade rear boundary. The reserve forces-those
c. The primary purpose of the area defense is uncommitted forces under brigade control-occupyto retain or control specific terrain for specific brigadepositions in the brigade rear area and add depth

periods of time. The priority and preponderancee position. These forces are the
of combat power is in the forward defense area commander's principal means of influencing the
to defeat the enemy forward of the forward edgeing thedefensive battle and regaining the initiative. Theof the battle area (FEBA) through use of large combat power of the reserve will normally con-volumes of fire. Reserves counterattack to restore o ma

sist of special or conventional fires and maneuverthe integrity of the forward defense area. elements.
d. In the conduct of offensive, defensive, and

retrograde operations, it may become necessary 8-6. Fundamental Considerations in Defense
for the brigade to establish a perimeter to defend
itself. This situation may occur when the brigade Fundamental considerations for planning, organ-
is temporarily halted, or when the brigade secures izing, and conducting the defense are-
an objective. Provisions for security are inherent

a. Proper Use of Terrain. Terrain is a majorin all brigade operations.
factor in selecting the defensive area and dis-
posing defending forces. The defender retains

8-5. Defense Areas control of terrain features essential to observa-
tion, communications, and maneuver of reserves;Defensive areas include the security area, the
he denies the enemy~the use of terrain that mightforward defense area, and the reserve area. Each

of these areas is allocated forces and fires as part jeopardize the success of the defense. The de-
fender uses field fortifications and obstacles to

of the overall defense plan. Defense of a fixed increase the natural strength of the area. He uses
base during stability operations may require obstacles to divert the enemy into areas suitable
establishment of defensive areas which are varia-
tions of those listed above. Defensive areas are for counterattack or destruction by special muni-
tillustrated in figure 8-1above. Defensiveareasar tions. Obstacles in the area bear strongly on the

general defensive scheme, including the disposi-
a. The division security area begins at the tion of forces and the positioning of reserves.

FEBA and extends as far to the front and the The defender should visualize all probable enemy
flanks as elements of the security echelon are em- avenues of approach into the area. An evaluation
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Figure 8-1. Defensive areas.

Of the avenues of approach in conjunction with means to insure early warning and reliable in-
key terrain features serves as the basis for posl- formation of approaching enemy forces. Security
tioning forces as well as for using surveillance measures include placing security elements to the
means and f6r planning fire support. Normally, front in the direction of anticipated enemy ap-
avenues of approach at brigade level are those proach and providing necessary security for the
that will accommodate, as a minimum, an enemy protection of the brigade flanks and rear. All-
battalion. The area selected for defense should round security is essential.
afford good observation, fields of fire, and ade- c. All-Round Defense. Although the defense is
quate cover and concealment to the defending
forces. designed primarily to combat an enemy attack

along the most probable avenues of approach, the
b. Security. The defender must take all necessary enemy can attack from an unexpected or unlikely

steps to avoid tactical surprise. He must provide direction. The enemy can also attack the brigade
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rear by ground envelopment, airmobile or air- h. Integration and Coordination of Defensive
borne attack, or large-scale guerrilla action. The Measures. The overall defense plan involves the
defender should prevent the enemy from gaining careful integration and coordination of all defen-
a decisive advantage by surprise as to direction or sive measures.
location of the enemy attack. The brigade pre- (1) Fire support plans, to include the use of
pares for all-round defense by carefully disposing chemical and nuclear munitions, provide support
forces initially, planning the redisposition of for forward defense elements, control of unoc-
troops, shifting fires, and insuring the preparation cupied areas, cover for barriers, and support for
of all subordinate units for all-round defense. offensive action such as counterattacks. The bri-

d. Defense in Depth. Adequate depth is essential gade integrates planned fires into the overall de-
to the defense. A strong attack supported by special fensive scheme and coordinates fires of all units.
munitions may permit the enemy to penetrate the (2) The brigade supplements natural barriers
forward defense area. Therefore, the defender and obstacles with artificial barriers and obstacles.
must have sufficient depth to the defense to con- These artificial means include minefields, and,
tain or canalize the enemy and to permit execution when authorized, chemical agents and residual
of counterattacks. Shallow defenses are inherently nuclear effects. These obstruction restrict the
vulnerable because the enemy can breach such de- enemy's movement without restricting the friendly
fenses before the defender can contain him or take forces' planned maneuver. The division barrier
effective counteraction. The defender achieves plan supports the scheme of defense. Higher
depth to the defense by proper deployment; echelon requirements become a part of the bri-
maneuver of forces; use of blocking positions, gade barrier plan. Careful coordination insures
field fortifications, and barriers; and proper em- that the plan will accommodate planned maneu-
ployment of fires and reserves. ver, particularly reserve movement.

e. Responsiveness. The defense is organized to i. Mutual Support. The positioning of forces and
permit the shifting of forces and fires to counter the planning of fires laterally and in depth provide
the developing attack. Mobile reserves and nuclear mutual support between forces consistent with the
munitions provide the brigade commander greater accomplishment of the assigned mission. Achieve-
freedom to conduct the defensive battle. ment of mutual support may require forces to

f. Dispersion. The defender disperses units as move and assemble. If gaps exist in the defense,
permitted by the requirements of his mission to re- they present a particular problem in providing
duce vulnerability to special munitions; however, mutual support. The commander controls gaps by
the mission may conflict with the requirement to using surveillance, obstacles, prearranged fires,
disperse. For example, the retention of specific patrols, and elements that physically occupy the
terrain may be essential to the mission but may gaps when the enemy threatens their use. Gaps
permit only limited dispersion. In such cases, the are normally accepted between rather than within
mission is paramount; the degree of risk in accept- battalions.
ing less dispersion is secondary. Dispersion in j. Use of Time Available. Since the defender
depth is better than lateral dispersion because it can examine the terrain in detail and plan its best
avoids frontages that overextend the defense, pro- use, he makes every effort to prepare the defense
vides a larger percentage of a given force as a in advance. The time available for the planning
reserve, avoids lateral movements in the face of and preparation for the defense will influence the
an enemy attack, facilitates detection and destruc- employment of forces, preparation of obstacles,'
tion of infiltrators, and provides a better position coordination of fires, and priority for performance
for launching the counterattack. of tasks. The effectiveness of the defense depends

g. Maximum Use of Offensive Action. In the de- not only on the time available for its planning
fense, the brigade takes every opportunity to regain and preparation but also on its advantageous use
the initiative and to destroy enemy forces. The during the preparation phase. This fundamental
brigade must be prepared to take offensive action also applies after the preparation phase because
whenever the opportunity presents itself. A coun- improvement continues during the conduct of the
terattack or spoiling attack is often the key to defense.
success in the defense. Such action can keep the k. Enemy. In defense, a logical assumption is
enemy off balance and prevent his massing forces, that a superior force opposes the defender. There-
thus permitting the defender to achieve decisive fore, the enemy consideration is dealt with in
results. terms of "how superior." As the enemy's superior-
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Figure 8-2. Division spoiling attack.
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ity increases, the desirability of the mobile defense c. The following considerations affect the use of
tends to increase. With the bulk of the combat the spoiling attack:
power in the reserve, the defense can react to the (1) The spoiling attack delays, disrupts, or
enemy's thrust, moving at the critical time and destroys the enemy capability to launch an offen-
place to destroy the enemy. FM 30-5 contains a sive.
detailed discussion of the effects of enemy capa- (2) The objective of the spoiling attack is
bilities and indications on defense operations. destruction of enemy personnel and equipment,

8-7. Spoiling Attack not the seizure of terrain or other physical objec-
8-7. Spoiling Attack tives.

a. Plans for defense may include spoiling at- (3) The objectives selected must facilitate the
tacks to prevent or delay enemy attacks. Figure accomplishment of the defensive mission of the
8-2 illustrates the spoiling attack, which is nor- unit.
mally launched against enemy forces that are
forming or assembling for an attack. (4) The next higher commander may limit

b. Commanders make and coordinate plans for the size of the force that may be used for a spoil-
the spoiling attack with the same degree of care ing attack.
afforded a coordinated attack as discussed in chap- (5) The mobility of forces available for the
ter 5. spoiling attack.

Section II. MOBILE DEFENSE

8-8. General posts (LP), patrols, flank guard, and rear area
security forces. Additional doctrine and tech-a. Mobile defense is defense in an area or on niques for the employment of these forces is con-

a series of positions disposed in width and depth niques for the employment of these forces is con-
in which maneuver coordinated with the organi-
zation of fire and the use of terrain is used to
destroy the enemy. The mobile defense does not
seek to defend terrain as such but is conducted Normally, the division organizes and controls the
to maintain the integrity of the defending force, GOP to intercept, engage, delay, disorganize, and
to deny to the enemy his decisive attack objec- deceive the enemy before he can attack. The GOP
tives, and to destroy the attacking enemy force. force normally has the primary.mission of delay-
The mobile defense makes maximum use of the ing the enemy forward of the FEBA for a spe-
mobile combat power of armor units. It is an cified time. In the absence of a specified time for
active defense that employs offensive, delaying, delay, the GOP force will execute a maximum
and screening action, as well as defensive meas- delay. The GOP provides security for a higher
ures, to maintain the offensive capability. headquarters by observation, reconnaissance, at-

b. In general, the division is the smallest unit tack or defense, or any combination of these
capable of providing a sufficiently powerful re- methods. Brigade actions during conduct of a
serve to permit conduct of a mobile defense. In GOP mission are essentially the same as for a
this connection, the armored division, by virtue covering force mission. Unless the outpost is
of its tank strength, is best equipped to perform required to hold for a definite time, it begins its
this mission. The counterattack by the division withdrawal to subsequent positions as soon as it
reserve is the key to the success of the mobile is apparent that a superior enemy force is de-
defense. In the armored division mobile defense, ployed for action, and outposts are likely to be-
the brigade may be employed as the security come decisively engaged. The action upon each
force, the fixing force (forces in the forward successive delaying position is designed to create
defense area), or the reserve (FM 17-1). Figure as great a change as possible in the direction of
8-3 illustrates a type organization for conduct of the enemy attack, and bring about the deploy-

a division mobile defense. ment of the maximum number of hostile units.
In the event that the division has had time to pre-

8-9. Security Forces pare its defense and further time is not needed,
Security forces in the mobile defense may include the GOP force could be given a screening mission
the GOP, COP, observation posts (OP), listening forward of the FEBA.
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Figure 8-3. Type organization for a division mobile defense.

8-11. Combat Outpost area for attack by the division reserve and/or
nuclear weapons. Figure 8-4 illustrates the divi-

The division conducting a mobile defense will not nuclear weapons. Figure 8-4 illustrates the divi-sion in the mobile defense with two brigades act-
always direct that a COP be established due to ing as fixing forces--one brigade in a "delay"
the limited number of maneuver battalions allo- posture and one brigade in a defense posture.

posture and one brigade in a defense posture.
cated to the FDA. Normally, only those units The third brigade has been retained as an armor

given the specific mission to defend will establish
a COP. Units given a mission to delay do not heavy reserve.

(2) When a brigade functions as a fixingestablish a COP, but do employ security elements he
(OP's and LP's) forward of the FEBA. The COP force for the division in a mobile defense, it may

is described further in pardoftagraph 8-15. Tprovide varying degrees of resistance against the
attacker. The degrees of resistance are defend,

8-12. Fixing Forces delay, or screen. Regardless of the degree of
resistance provided by a fixing force brigade, the

a. General. brigade makes every effort to convince the enemy
(1) Fixing forces are those elements of a attacking force that the form of defense is other

command that are located in the forward defensive than the mobile defense. Consequently, the fixing
area of a mobile defense whose mission is to warn force relinquishes ground with reluctance and
of impending attack; delay, disorganize, and in- only under enemy pressure. Such action provides
flict maximum destruction upon the enemy; force higher headquarters additional time to plan for
the enemy to mass by either offensive or defensive and employ the reserve successfully. The enemy
action (or both); and canalize him into a suitable attack force is therefore less likely to identify
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the friendly defense as a mobile defense, thereby advantage of the terrain. Consequently, a thorough
increasing the effectiveness of the counterattack reconnaissance is made of the assigned sectors by
when launched. all commanders. This reconnaissance includes the

(a) The armored brigade acting as a fixing selection of key terrain features controlling possi-
force may be given a mission to defend over the ble enemy avenues of approach, and routes for
entire brigade sector, in which case each of its movement of defending forces between blocking
forward battalions is required to provide a defend positions and within the forward defensive area.
degree of resistance and a significant reserve is Particular emphasis must be placed on iden-
retained at brigade level. In this posture, the bri- tifying potential routes for the division counter-
gade as a unit is employed as in an area defense. attack in order not to interfere with its maneuver.
If assigned this mission, the brigade must be allo- This reconnaissance must be made from the view-
cated sufficient combat power to defend the entire point of meeting an attack by enemy armor. The
width of its sector. brigade commander must therefore visualize the

(b) A fixing force brigade given the mis- organization of the battle area, including the areas
sion to delay in sector will be provided the min- to be occupied and the troops required. Con-
imrum combat power essential to conduct the de- currently, the commander considers the employ-
lay. This brigade will normally have little or no ment of nuclear weapons during the defense and
reserve available. The brigade may be given the the effect of enemy nuclear weapons on his de-
additional mission to occupy certain terrain or fense. All available fire support must be planned
blocking positions, and thereafter with reinforce- and integrated into the defense. Nuclear fires,
ment from division, defend in sector. Such a mis- counterattacks, and use of chemical agents and
sion would be the culmination of the delay, barriers are planned concurrently. Flexibility in
and would establish a firm line of contact for fire support planning is important so that all ele-
counterattack coordination. In some instances, a ments of the defending force receive adequate
brigade ordered to delay in sector may be tasked fire support. Further details on defense planning
to retain certain terrain. A portion of the brigade are contained in FM 17-1 and FM 61-100.
would be ordered to defend that specific location, c. Disposition of Forces. The disposition' em-
while the remainder of the brigade conducts de- ployed by the armored brigade in the fixing force
lay. Given a combination requirement of this sort, will depend on many factors. Among these are
a brigade cannot cover as wide a sector as would the mission, enemy capabilities, nature of the
be expected in a simple delay. Normally, a sector terrain, size of the area to be defended, and
cannot be narrowed; so the increased requirement troops available. One of several dispositions may
must be offset by allocation of additional combat be used.
power to that brigade. (1) The brigade area may be divided into

(3) Fixing forces accomplish their mission by battalion task force sectors. In such a case, cross
establishing observation and listening posts, oc- attachments between tank and mechanized in-
cupying and defending blocking positions, limited fantry units are so made that each contains the
offensive action, and delaying action. Blocking forces necessary to conduct the most efficient
positions are areas organized for all-round de- defense. This will not necessarily result in bal-
fense by elements varying in size from a company anced forces in each battalion task force. Gen-
to a battalion task force. They are located along erally, all such battalion task forces will be
the FEBA and in depth, covering enemy avenues mechanized-infantry heavy but one may have
of approach into the area. Forces occupying a more tanks than another. For example, the terrain
blocking position on the FEBA do not necessarily in one task force sector may be defended more
hold their initial position, but fight offensive and effectively with additional tanks. Because of the
delaying actions to force the enemy to mass and requirement for maximum strength in the division
present a lucrative nuclear target, and to afford reserve, the fixing force commander assigned a
sufficient time for the employment of the division delay mission will normally be allocated only
reserve. Forces from blocking positions not en- minimum forces; and only through judicious dis-
gaged may be used to reinforce the efforts of tribution of his forces will he be able to hold a
other positions. small local reserve. Such a reserve may be re-

quired to add depth to the defense of a particularly
b. Planning Considerations. When the brigade key terrain feature. This local reserve may be

is part of the fixing force in the mobile defense, employed to strengthen blocking positions under
its commander makes plans and organizes to take attack and threatened with capture or destruc-
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Figure 8-4. Brigade as a fixing fprce.

tion, to restore a lost position, or to block while placed in direct support of the battalion task
the division reserve counterattacks. forces to permit responsive employment.

(2) Terrain considerations, such as a barrier (3) Centralized control of artillery is desir-
through the area to be defended, which preclude able to provide flexibility in shifting and massing
the rapid employment of the division reserve may fires to meet a threat from any direction. If the
dictate the establishment of a larger reserve in area is too large to permit the massing of fires,
the brigade sector. In this case, the brigade com- artillery battalions may be attached to the brigade
mander must be allocated sufficient forces to es- occupying the forward defensive area.
tablish a local reserve of adequate strength to per-
mit counterattacks or blocking of penetrations. e. 'Preparation of the Ground. The effectiveness

of the armored brigade in the mobile defense
depends upon its ability to maneuver subordinate

(1) The division commander assigns tank elements rapidly and to bring its massed fire-
and mechanized infantry elements to the brigade power to bear against the enemy. The preparation
in the proportion best suited for the mission. of counterattack routes within and forward of the
Generally, the brigade will be mechanized-infantry defensive area and routes between successive posi-
heavy in the forward defensive area. The brigade tions, together with the improvement of fields of
reserve (if any) is as tank heavy as possible. fire, assume high priority. Defensive positions are
Battalion task forces will be organized to defend strengthened by the construction of obstacles and
blocking positions in designated sectors (F*M minefields; however, care must be taken that no
17-1). . obstacles or minefields are constructed that will

(2) Engineer elements may be attached to interfere with the free movement of the division
the brigade when centralized control is difficult reserve or fixing forces. When authorized, chemi-

because of the size of the area involved. When cal agents may be used to protect flanks or deny
attached to the brigade, engineer units are usually critical areas to the enemy.
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f. Combat Support. The employment of combat (3) The reserve commander prepares de-
support units and provisions of combat service tailed counterattack plans based on division plans
support are discussed in chapters 5 and 6 and FM and in accordance with priorities established by
61-100. the division commander. Depending on the time

g. Conduct of the Fixing Force. available, detailed reconnaissance of routes and
areas of the counterattack will be made by sub-(1) Depending on the specific mission as-

signed by the commander, the fixing force, when ordinate commanders, and rehearsals will be con-
warned by the security forces, prepares to stop ducted by at least the key personnel of the reserve.

or slow the enemy attack. The fires available to Fire plans are prepared to support each counter-or slow the enemy attack. The fires available to
these forces are concentrated on the enemy to attack plan.
disorganize and stop his attack, and to force him
to mass. b. Planning Considerations.

(2) The brigade commander may move (1) The counterattack by the division reserve
troops from blocking positions not affected by the is the key to the success of the mobile defense.
attack to strengthen those under attack. The divi- A separate plan is made to destroy a major pene-
sion commander must be informed promptly of tration by the enemy along each principal avenue
such action. The defense plan may contain the of approach into the defended area. Planning
provision that forces occupying certain blocking guidance for the reserve is provided by division
positions, when attacked; be permitted to with- as soon as the requirement for the mobile defense
draw to alternate positions to permit more effi- is known. This guidance will generally consist of
cient application of a planned counterattack by at least an indication of the areas of anticipated
the division reserve. Forces occupying blocking enemy penetration and the priority of preparation
positions under attack must give the division re- of plans for each anticipated need. The reserve
serve sufficient time to launch its counterattack. brigade prepares detailed counterattack plans.
Forces occupying blocking positions may be di- Control measures contained in these plans include
rected to hold a position to force the enemy to the line of departure, objective, direction of at-
mass and provide a lucrative nuclear target. tack, routes for the movement of the counter-

(3) Reserves held locally at the brigade level attack force to the line of departure, and bound-
may be employed to reinforce blocking positions, aries between units. Routes of movement are as
occupy other positions, or conduct limited-objec- direct as the situation permits and take maximum
tive counterattacks. advantage of cover and concealment afforded by

the terrain. Boundaries are adjusted as necessary

8-13. Division Reserve to control the passage and maneuver of the coun-
terattacking force and to assist in the control of

a. General. fires during the counterattack. Figure 8-5 illu-
(1) The division reserve is the tank-heavy strates a situation in which the counterattacking

part of a command conducting a mobile defense 3d brigade has no territorial responsibilty outside
that is organized to destroy the enemy by offen- the penetration nor any command and control
sive action in front of, within, or behind the over the forward defense area forces. The trace
forward defensive area. The reserve must be pre- of the assumed penetration serves as a boundary
pared to conduct a counterattack whenever the between the 1st brigade and the 3rd brigade.
enemy presents a target. The reserve may be Figure 8-6 illustrates a situation that dictates a
employed against an enemy force forward of the realinement of boundaries and the assignment of
FEBA. When employed in this manner it executes territorial responsibility to the counterattacking
a spoiling attack. brigade. The counterattacking force commander

(2) The division reserve is located for rapid assumes responsibility for the forward defense
movement to any part of the defensive area. Ele- area forces within the new boundary.
ments of the reserve, such as battalion task forces,
are located in dispersed positions to minimize the (2) Priority is established for the prepara-
effects of enemy nuclear weapons, but must be tion of these plans depending on the effect each
capable of assembling rapidly for the counter- penetration will have on the division mission, with
attack. Elements of the reserve may be required due consideration to the factors of METT. Each
to occupy blocking positions to assist in estab- plan will include preparatory orders to the reserve
lishing conditions favorable to the decisive attack to cover the possibility of minor penetrations on
of the bulk of the reserve. other logical avenues of approach that may occur
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NEW BOUNDRY ASSIGNED
FOR UNITY OF EFFORT
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Note: O Elements of 1st brigade are attached to 3d brigade to provide

unity of effort in the counterattack.
Figure 8-6. Brigade counterattack with a boundary change.

simultaneously with a major penetration. This attack and the actual execution by the reserve.
planning is required so that minimum time will Detailed fire support plans are prepared for each
elapse between the decision to launch the counter- counterattack plan. Nuclear fires are planned for
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each likely area of enemy attack in front or feasible, he launches it with the full power of all
in the battle area. Such fires are closely coordi- available resources to insure success. When pos-
nated with the scheme of maneuver. Counter- sible it is launched against the enemy's flanks or
attack plans must be disseminated to all lower rear. The goal is destruction of the enemy, not
echelons in sufficient time to permit a thorough restoration of the position. The reserve concen-
study and detailed reconnaissance by subordinate trates on destroying the enemy formation, com-
commanders. Plans must include furnishing the mand echelons, major fire support units, and
reserve with all enemy information as it becomes administrative support. Surprise, boldness, rapid-
available. ity, and violence are the principal characteristics

of the successful counterattack. Counterattacksc. Organization.
are supported by maximum fires-nuclear and non-

(1) Priority of combat power is given to the nuclear-within the respective ranges of all avail-
reserve when the division is organizing for com- able weapons.
bat. This means that the brigade organization for
the division reserve will be developed at the ex- (2) The counterattack is not normally limited
pense of the division fixing force, if necessary. to the area being defended. The objectives selected
The brigade will be organized with a major share for the counterattack are oriented on identifiable
of the division's tank battalions. Mechanized key terrain features. Seizure of these designated
infantry ig provided as required. Initially, not all objectives should achieve the goal stated above.
reserve elements may be present in the reserve The objectives, as discussed, are only coinciden-
area. Some may be employed initially in the secu- tally related to the positions previously occupied
rity force. Field artillery support will normally in the FDA. The seizure of terrain designed to
be retained under division control. When the re- restore the FEBA is not valid as an objective
serve is committed, designated field artillery is except so far as retaking such positions will con-

attached to or placed in gdirect support of tie tribute to the destruction of the enemy. As a rule,
brigade. Engineers are in general support until the counterattack stays within range of support-the counterattack stays within range of support-
the reserve is committed, at which time they may

be placed in direct support of the brigade. ing artillery. It may be necessary, however, for
artillery units to displace to previously planned

(2) In any case, the reserve is a powerful positions in order to support the counterattack.
tank-heavy formation supported by mechanized Counterattacks supported by nuclear weapons
infantry, artillery, engineers, other tactical sup- against enemy penetrations in the battle area
port elements as needed, and necessary combat must be carefully coordinated to avoid friendly
service support elements. The reserve is organized troop casualties from nuclear weapons.
to provide decisive combat power which is capable (3) The reserve is normally committed as aof reducing a numerically superior enemy.of reducing a numerically superior enemy. whole to strike a decisive blow. Piecemeal commit-

d. Formations. Considerations leading to a de- ment of this force is avoided. When the situation
termination of the formations to be employed favors the commitment of the reserve to destroy
include the mission, terrain, amount of maneuver a threat against the defensive position, the reserve
room, disposition of friendly and enemy forces at commander is given the appropriate mission and
the time the counterattack is launched, size and the necessary means with which to accomplish it.
composition of the reserve, and the restrictions (4) In the event the enemy succeeds in effect-
imposed by control measures. Ordinarily, the re- ing multiple penetrations into the division area,ing multiple penetrations into the division area,
serve will attack with maximum firepower for- it may be necessary to deal with these penetra-
ward, but with sufficient depth to the formation tions simultaneously. In such cases, the major
to maintain the momentum of the attack. Theto maintain the momentum of the attack. The threat should be determined and the reserve com-
considerations governing the formations for the mitted to destroy this threat. To contain second-
offense apply to the reserve.offense apply to the reserve. ary threats, it may be necessary to detach a

portion of the reserve and attach it to another
element of the command, or to allocate nuclear

(1) When the division commander considers weapons, or a combination of both. This reappor-
that the enemy penetration has been sufficiently tionment of the forces to deal with multiple pene-
slowed or disorganized as to make a counterattack trations is not considered piecemeal commitment.
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Section III. AREA DEFENSE

8-14. General c. Distribution of Forces. The brigade com-
mander makes a reconnaissance of the terrain to

The armored brigade will establish an area de- er ofdetermine the likely avenues of enemy approach,
fense when specifically ordered to do so or when
conditions of terrain or mission require this type an selects key terrain that must be held. The
of defense. Figure 8-7 illustrates a type organi- commander then designates defensive areas.

zation for area defense. Boundaries are established between major sub-zation for area defense. ordinate units. These boundaries are extended to
the front to the range limit of those supporting

8-15. Security Forces weapons und6r the command or control of battal-

In the area defense, the armored brigade estab- ions in the FEBA, and to tthe rear to'include the
lishes a combat outpost (COP). The combat out- subordinate 'reserve location. The intervals be-
post is a security element provided and'controlled tween defensive areas are covered by fire and
by the brigade or major subordinate unit assigned obstacles. Fires are coordinated between adjacent
a sector in the forward defense area. Its location units by establishing coordinating points along
provides timely warning of the enemy's approach the boundaries.
and denies the enemy close ground observation d. Organization for Combat. The brigade com-
and direct fires into the forward defense area. Its mander organizes tank and mechanized infantry
location permits support by fire from the FDA. task forces based on his consideration of the
The commander may establish the combat outpost factors of METT. Generally, the bulk of the
by employing elements of the brigade reserve or mechanized infantry secures the key terrain along
by directing the forward battalions to furnish the FEBA, while the majority of the tanks are
appropriate elements. The strength and composi- held in brigade reserve. Cross attachment should
tion of the combat outpost in a battalion sector be such that battalion task forces may, terrain
may range from a reinforced platoon to a rein- permitting, employ-a tank-heavy team, to cover
forced company, depending on the. situation and an avenue of approach which is open and which
strength of the fixing force. The division com- provides long-range fields of fire, or to hold a
mander prescribes the general location of combat tank-heavy team as the reserve. Forces on 'the
outposts when employed to the extent necessary FEBA'are given priority in the brigade organiza-
to insure the provision of security across the divi- tion, put the brigade reserve is strong in tanks.
sion front. The armored brigade may constitute Engineer and artillery units are employed to pro-
all or part of the general outpost (GOP). For vide maximum support.
a discussion of the GOP, see paragraph 8-10 and
FM 61-100. e. Preparation of the Ground. Sectors of re-

sponsibility are assigned to subordinate elements,
so that an enemy avenue of approach and the key

8-16. Forces in the Forward Defensive Area terrain features which control it are assigned to
a. General. The forces in the battle area are a single element. This results in unity of command

charged with the immediate defense of the for- for the defense of such critical localities. Bound-
ward defensive area. They organize a series of aries which designate these sectors are located
defensive areas which provide good observation so that there is no question of responsibility. The
and natural defensive, strength. Each defensive defense qualities of the terrain are improved to
area is organized into a number of positions; the fullest extent possible with the men, weapons,
forces in these positions will be mutually support- materials, and time available. This may include
ing by fire, disposed irregularly in width and the laying of mines and tactical wire, erection of
depth, and organized for their own all-round other artificial obstacles, establishing command
defense. Defensive areas are distributed in depth and observation posts, preparation of alternate
so as to provide mutual support, to limit enemy positions for weapons, construction of dummy
penetrations of forward areas, to diminish the emplacements; improvement of camouflage, fields
effect of hostile fire, to provide continuity to the of fire, and observation; and protection of supply
defense, and to establish bases from which coun- installations.
terattacks can be launched. terattacks can be launched. f. Conduct of Defense. The area defense re-

b. Planning Considerations. Planning considera- quires the retention of terrain for a period of
tions are the same as for the mobile defense. time. After security forces are driven in by the
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enemy, they are assigned other missions in the is a decisive element of defensive combat. The
overall defense. The mission of units in the FDA conduct of the counterattack follows the same
is to stop the enemy forward of the FEBA and principles and procedures as in the mobile defense.
allow no penetration. This is accomplished by However, in the area defense, the counterattack
utilizing the fire of all units and supporting fires will usually be executed within the forward de-
from all available artillery and tactical air. Plan- fensive area to reduce an enemy penetration and
ned fires include nuclear as well as nonnuclear restore the FEBA.
artillery concentrations. If the enemy succeeds in
making a penetration of the FEBA by overrunning 8-17. Brigade as Division Reserve, Area
or bypassing an organized position, his progress Defense
is blocked by other positions organized in depth
or by the employment of local reserves. When the a. General. While forces in the FDA will receive
penetration has been stopped, slowed, or disor- priority of combat power, the reserve brigade of
ganized, the brigade reserve counterattacks with the armored division in the area defense will be
the objective of restoring the FEBA. Forward
positions are vacated only on approval of higher b. Location. The reserve is positioned so that it
headquarters. Since the FEBA is strongly held can execute counterattack plans and contain pene-
in the area defense, counterattack plans must trations from the front or flanks. The reserve
include detailed instructions to cover the contain- insures the continuity of the defense by counter-
ment of an enemy penetration prior to launching attacking enemy penetrations, by reinforcing for-
the counterattack. These plans must visualize the ward elements, or by executing blocking missions.
action of reserves at lower echelons, such as re- c. Conduct of the Counterattack, Area Defense.
serve platoons of company teams and battalion Considerations involved in selecting the exact
task forces. These units have the initial mission of time and place for the counterattack are similar
containing an enemy penetration before any one to those which apply to the mobile defense. Pre-
of them is committed to a local counterattack. As ferably, the counterattack is launched when the
a result, these units usually act as containing enemy has been stopped, slowed, or disorganized
forces and a base of fire while the brigade reserve and before he is able to consolidate gains and
executes the counterattack. The purpose of the reorganize his forces; however, these must not be
counterattack is to destroy or eject the enemy and considered essential criteria. Once launched, the
restore the position. The conduct of the defense counterattack is provided all possible support to
must be aggressive; therefore, the counterattack insure success.

Section IV. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN DEFENSE

8-18. General for maximum effectiveness against an enemy
force attacking with significant tank power.

Effective security requires planning. Regardless
of the brigade's assigned mission, plans must be b. When practicable, enemy armor attacks are
developed to counter the threat of enemy armor, broken up by spoiling attacks and fires-both
airmobile, airborne, guerrilla, or infiltration nuclear and nonnuclear-before they begin. Armor
forces. Enemy action may be designed primarily units are most vulnerable in attack positions and
to harass the brigade forces and reduce their assembly areas.
combat capability. If the threat is of sufficient c. Maximum use is made of natural obstacles
size, it may endanger the brigade's mission to in defense against armor. Minefields and other
the point where the bulk of the brigade's forces artificial obstacles, properly sited, can be effec-
must be employed to counter the threat. tively employed to supplement natural obstacles.

However, the tactical employment of obstacles
must be carefully integrated with the overall tac-
tical plan to be sure the obstacles hinder the

a. The brigade must plan to cover enemy ave- enemy without denying freedom of movement to
nues of armor approach. Normally, the brigade friendly armor units. Atomic demolition muni-
will have a significant enemy armor-defeating tions (ADM) provide an area obstacle when
capability. Disposition of forces must be in depth executed; however, they will not restrict friendly
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movement before execution. See FM 5-26, FM (4) Air defense employment is basically the
17-1, and FM 20-32 for detailed discussion of same in offensive, defensive, or retrograde opera-
minefield, ADM, and other obstacle employment. tions; however, the techniques of employment may

require modification based upon the operational
8-20. Air Defense plan. The commander of the air defense unit must

insure that continuous air defense protection is
a. Active and passive air defense measures are provided the brigade throughout all phases of

employed against enemy air attack. Principal an operation
passive defense measures include camouflage,
cover, and concealment. Active air defense is d. For further discussion of employment of air
direct action taken to destroy or reduce the effec- defense artillery units, see FM 17-1, FM 44-1,
tiveness of an enemy attack and includes such FM 44-3, and FM 61-100. See FM 17-1 for
measures as the firing of small arms, REDEYE, further discussion of passive and active air de-
and crew-served weapons at enemy aircraft. fense measures of armor units to include warning

systems and employment of small arms, crew-
b. Organic air defense means in the divisionalb.. . ~served weapons, and REDEYE.

brigade headquarters are limited to small arms
and crew-served weapons. The attached maneuver
battalions and the separate brigade headquarters 8-21. Defense Against Infiltration
employ the REDEYE in addition to small arms a. In the concept of widely dispersed forces on
and crew-served weapons. the nuclear battlefield, defense against infiltration

becomes a major problem. Infiltration will be used
c. Additional air defense protection for the by the enemy to move behind forward area forces

brigade is provided by the area air defense artil- to harass and destroy small units and interrupt
lery system and the air defense battalion assigned and disorganize communication and combat serv-
to the division. Air defense artillery units may ice support. While the enemy may attempt to
be attached to brigades with the understanding develop large-scale infiltrations into major at-
that their engagements must be conducted in ac- tacks, the principal threat to the brigade is the
cordance with the rules and procedures estab- disruption of combat service support by small
lished by the headquarters attacking them. forces that will diminish, delay, or degrade the

(1) The divisional air defense artillery bat- brigade's combat capability.
talion provides air defense to the brigade by posi- b. Defense against the enemy's infiltration must
tioning units to defend priority targets in the rely upon aggressive use of patrols, air and
brigade area or by attacking a unit to the brigade. ground reconnaissance, surveillance devices, and
When the air defense artillery unit is performing a warning system. Observation posts and listen-
an air defense role, attachment will occur nor- ing posts must be disposed and connected by
mally only when the battalion cannot provide patrols to cover gaps between units and promptly
necessary control and combat service support. alert designated units to cope with the threat.
However, attachment is normal when the air de-
fense artillery unit is in the ground fire support c. When the danger of large-scale infiltration
role. exists, the brigade must plan for and provide a

mobile force to eliminate the threat.
(2) When air defense artillery units are

attached to the brigade in the air defense role, 8-22. DefenseAgainstGuerrillas
they are not normally further attached to bat-
talion task forces. The commander of the air a. Guerrilla activities are generally carried out
defense unit is the air defense advisor *to the by small lightly armed forces to include, as appro-
brigade commander. The brigade commander will priate, paramilitary and regular armed forces
establish the defense priorities and control the which may be using guerrilla tactics, as well as
maneuver of attached air defense artillery units; irregular forces. Such forces normally operate
however, the unit operates under the rules and by stealth using hit and run tactics designed to
procedures established by the division. destroy soft targets in rear areas, disrupt com-

munication and administrative support, and har-
(3) When air defense artillery units are at- ass. While they rarely attack to destroy heavily

tached to the brigade in the ground fire support armored units, guerrilla attack directed at the
role, further attachment to battalion task forces vulnerable parts of the armor brigade must be
may be appropriate. guarded against. Defensive measures include the
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establishment of observation posts and listening d. Army aviation and air cavalry are particu-
posts connected by communication and patrols, larly useful in locating guerrilla forces in areas
thorough initial reconnaissance of the brigade not readily accessible by ground vehicles. When
area, protection of combat service support ele- discovered, ground and airmobile attack elements
ments, and all-round security of the brigade area. must be employed rapidly to prevent the guerrillas

b. When a guerrilla force of significant size is from exfiltrating.
known to exist in the armored division area, a e. Systematic search of large areas for guerrilla
brigade may be assigned the mission to locate forces is not usually feasible since the nature of
and destroy it. When assigned such a mission, the effort will betray itself to the hunted force.
usually the brigade will be organized predomi- The guerrillas then will probably have time to
nantly around mechanized infantry with a sub- evade the search. For this reason, counterguer-
stantial amount of armored cavalry elements,stantial amount of armored cavalry elements, rilla offense must rely heavily on information of
field artillery, engineer, and Army aviation.

specific location of guerrillas, stealth in the ap-
c. Every effort is made to determine from native proach to the guerrilla force, and speed and com-

sources all the information possible of the guer- plete surprise in the attack.
rilla force pertaining to leadership, personalities,
size and condition of force, location, and its equip- f. Offensive actions against guerrillas are dis-
ment and morale. cussed in FM 17-1, FM 31-16, and FM 31-21.

Section V. REAR AREA SECURITY AND AREA DAMAGE CONTROL

8-23. General capabilities and enemy airborne assault and air-
mobile capabilities. Brigade forces are disposedAlthough the support command is normally re- and oriented to these major threats to rear area

sponsible for the rear area security of the division
support area, the brigade, when serving as the security.
division reserve, may be given a contingency mis- c. Based on his reconnaissance and study of the
sion for division rear area security. When the enemy and guerrilla capabilities, together with a
armored division is in corps or army reserve, how- consideration of troops available and the mission,
ever, the division may appropriately be assigned the brigade commander develops his plan.
a rear area security mission. As a major subordi-
nate command, the brigade will normally be as- 8-25. Organization for Combat
signed a sector in the division's area of responsi-
bility or it may be held in reserve. See FM 17-1 a. The brigade will normally be given units for
for a detailed discussion of rear area security. a rear area security mission that will provide a

light, fast-moving force with adequate firepower.

8-24. Planning The brigade will be organized into a combined
arms team of balanced or mechanized infantry-

a. The rear area security mission for the bri- heavy task forces. To these may be added an
gade will be assigned according to a geographical armored cavalry troop, an engineer company, a
area of responsibility. Depending on the troops field artillery battalion, an augmentation to the
available, the brigade may suballocate sectors to brigade aviation section, and necessary combat
subordinate commands. The brigade commander, service support elements. When the brigade sub-
key members of his staff, and subordinate com- allocates its area of responsibility, the subareas
manders and their staffs, reconnoiter assigned will be secured on a battalion task force basis.
areas of responsibility to determine-

(1) Key terrain. b. The division will usually retain a reserve
(2) Critical rear area installations. organized around a tank-heavy battalion task
(3) Extent and condition of the road net. force. When division does not retain a reserve,
(4) Airborne assault drop zones and air- the brigade should retain at least a company-size

mobile landing zones. team, predominantly of tanks, for use in areas
(5) Assembly areas for brigade forces. where additional forces are required to meet the

b. The brigade and subordinate commanders threat. Sufficient forces will not normally be avail-
and staffs familiarize themselves with guerrilla able in the battalion task force to form reserves.
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c. Army aviation will normally be retained reinforcements have arrived in such numbers as
under brigade control. to require a preplanned attack against the threat.

d. Engineer support will normally be employed b. In the case of guerrilla attack, initial protec-
by the brigade to assist task forces according to tion of the installation relies upon local security.
priorities of effort established by brigade. Con- On receipt of information of the guerrilla attack,
centration of engineer effort will normally be on the commander in whose area the attack occurs
road and bridge maintenance and construction of moves reserves or requests assistance from higher
obstacles. headquarters to cope with the threat. Attacks

must frequently be executed from march column

8-26. Deployment to preclude guerrilla ecsape.

Deployment of forces will be oriented toward 8-28. Communication
areas vulnerable to enemy airborne or airmobile An effective and reliable network of communica-
assault and guerrilla attack. Normally, the major tion is essential to the success of the rear area
elements of the brigade will be sited to protect security mission. Primary reliance is placed on
critical rear installations. A system of observa- radio. Wire communication, to include that of
tion posts will be established throughout the area civilian facilities when available, may be used as
to maintain observation over usable airborne drop an alternate means of communication. The com-
and landing zones identified in the initial recon- munication system must be such that it meets
naissance. Reserves are centrally located with the requirements for rapid, reliable, and secure
respect to the vulnerable areas, and are prepared transmission of early warning of a hostile threat.
for rapid employment in any direction. Army
aviation elements maintain air patrols between
ground dispositions, and systematically, although The brigade protects routes of communication
not regularly scheduled, conduct aerial reconnais- throughout its area of responsibility as described
sance missions over the brigade areas of respon- in FM 17-36. The brigade may also be called upon
sibility. Ground elements establish a similar patrol to provide a tactical escort through those por-
system between OP's, LP's, and major concentra- tions of its area where recurring hostile action
tions of forces. Ground elements also secure threatens. Armed escorts should be only of that
communication center in the area to deny their size and composition essential to the mission and
use to guerrilla forces. will not usually include main battle tanks.

Armored cavalry elements and mechanized in-

8-27. Conduct of the Defense fantry are usually adequate. Additional protection
during periods of reasonable visibility may be

a. Successful defense of the rear area is con- gained from using Army aviation to reconnoiter
tingent upon the early warning furnished by unprotected routes of communication.
security elements disposed throughout the area.
The security elements, after promptly reporting 8-30. Area Damage Control
the existence of an enemy threat, engage the When it is employed on a rear area security mis-
enemy. Successful defense against an airborne or sion, the brigade must be prepared to participate
airmobile assault is based upon prompt reinforce- in the area damage control function. To accom-
ment of the security elements in contact by all plish this mission, the brigade will direct task
available means. Every effort is made to attack force level control and assessment teams (CAT)
and reduce the assault in the earliest stages of and rescue squads to conduct area damage con-
the drop and landing operations, when the enemy trol operations. If the mission is beyond their
forces are most vulnerable. Reinforcements are capabilities, the brigade CAT, formed from re-
briefed en route by radio or immediately on arriv- sources within the headquarters and headquarters
ing on the scene. As soon as each force is fa- company, will control the operations of two or
militarized with the situation, it is committed more task force CAT and rescue squads. For
promptly in a decisive direction to eliminate the detailed discussions of area damage control, see
threat. Coordinated plans are developed when FM 17-1 and FM 61-100.
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CHAPTER 9
RETROGRADE AND RELIEF OPERATIONS

Section I. RETROGRADE OPERATIONS

9-1. General c. Retirement. A type of retrograde operation
in which a force not in contact moves away

A retrograde operation is an organized movement from the enemy according to its own plan.
to the rear or away from the enemy. The opera-
tion may be forced by enemy action or it may be
executed voluntarily, but in either case, it must 9-3. Purpose
be approved by the higher commander. A well- Retrograde movements are conducted for one or
planned and well-executed retrograde operation more of the following purposes:
may provide excellent opportunities for inflicting a. To harass, exhaust, inflict punishment on,
heavy damage to enemy troops and materiel, resist, and delay the enemy.
although in only one type of retrograde-the
delaying action-is contact desirable. b. To draw the enemy into an unfavorable posi-

tion.

9-2. Types of Retrograde Operations c. To permit the employment of all or a portion
Retrograde operations are classified as delaying of the command elsewhere.

!action, withdrawal, and retirement. These are d. To avoid combat under undesirable coii
defined as follows: tions.

a. Delaying Action. A type of retrograde opera- avoid fighting a decisive
tion in which a force in contact trades space for
time, while inflicting maximum punishment on
the enemy without becoming decisively engaged. f. To disengage from battle.

b. Withdrawal. A type of retrograde operation g. To conform to movements of other friendly
in which a force in contact disengages from the troops.
enemy either under pressure or not under pres-
sure. h. To shorten lines of communications.

Section II. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS AND, PLANNING FOR
RETROGRADE OPERATIONS

9-4. Terrain and Weather movement. They create artificial obstacles by the
use of mines, atomic and coventional demolitions,

a. Terrain. The delaying force can inflict heavy chemical agents, and nuclear munitions. Barrier
punishment and cause considerable delay to an systems make maximum use of natural barriers
enemy force through the proper use of terrain. and obstacles. Good road nets facilitate control
The force selects positions that provide long-range of the operation and expedite movement. When
observation and fields of fire. This permits possible, use of road nets is denied to the enemy.
friendly forces to engage the enemy at long-range Terrain affording good cross-country trafficability
and to bring him under increasingly heavy fires permits wider dispersion and reduces vulnerabil-

las he maneuvers toward friendly positions. De- ity of enemy air, nuclear, and chemical attacks.
laying forces seek concealment and cover for b. Weather. Clear weather provides good ob-
delaying positions, assembly areas, and routes of servation and assists in attaining maximum re-
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suits from special fires. Unfavorable weather con- (2) Maximum use of civilian police, para-
ditions may limit observation, reduce the effects military units, and other appropriate civilian agen-
of special fires, limit cross-country movements, cies to post refugee evacuation routes, to block
impair efficiency of personnel and equipment, and routes leading into the division sector, and to aid
increase the problem of command and control. in operation of civilian collecting points.
Weather conditions are of special interest in plan- (3) Establishment of civilian collecting points
ning and employing nuclear fallout and persistent as required.
or nonpersistent chemical agents to create ob-
stacles, canalize enemy forces, and disrupt enemy (4) Coordination with adjacent and higher
intentions. headquarters to integrate plans and provide mu-

tual support.

9-5. Control and Coordination
9-6. Reconnaissance and Security

a. The brigade conducting a retrograde opera-
tion is frequently deployed on an extended front. a. In retrograde operations, reconnaissance is
Operations consist of a series of independent unit performed to obtain information for the produc-
actions within the framework of the overall tion of intelligence. All intelligence collection
detail plan. Missions issued to subordinate ele- agencies are used to collect information of the
ments and their sequence of execution are more enemy. Specific route and area reconnaissance
detailed and more restrictive than in other types missions may be assigned to units within their
of operations. However, each subordinate com- assigned sectors.
mander should have freedom of maneuver to per- b. The brigade's intelligence collection plan in-
mit him to exploit any advantages that develop cludes essential elements of information. Exam-
at his level. The enemy should not be permitted ples are:
to bypass or envelop elements of the force, or to
make a penetration that might threaten the over- livery means.
all mission. Detailed control and coordination are
accomplished by the use of phase lines, bound- .(2) Numbers and yields of munitions avail-
aries, checkpoints, delay positions, time and routes able.
for withdrawal, and traffic control. Plans for (3) Direction of enemy movement.
combat service support are detailed and provide
for the disposition of excess supplies and equip- attack force.
ment. Subordinate commanders must be aware of attack Lorce.
the overall concept of operation to insure effective (5) Location of enemy armor.
and intelligent execution. (6) Efforts to impede or block the retrograde

b. Radio communication is used at all echelons movement.
for control and coordination. Careful communica- (7) Enemy use of airborne or airmobile at-
tions planning is essential to preclude premature tack, air attack, amphibious attack, guerrilla ac-
disclosure of the retrograde movement. In assign- tion, or infiltration to interfere with the retro-
ing missions and sectors to subordinate units, the grade operation.
capabilities of unit signal equipment must be con- c. The brigade commander uses the available
sidered. Chapter 4 contains information on signal intelligence to inflict maximum casualties. Early
communication support. intelligence of enemy movement permits the ad-

c. Movement of civilians must not interfere justment of plans to minimize enemy interference
with the tactical operation. Civilian control meas- with the retrograde operation. When decisive
ures must be easily understood and capable of action is indicated, the retrograde force carefully
enforcement with a minimum number of troops. plans and forcefully executes offensive action to
The plan for control of civilians should include- exploit available intelligence.

(1) Early issuance of directions for the over- d. CBR fires, coupled with offensive action and
all plan of civilian control. These directives should other fires, assist in providing security during
specify either a standfast policy or the plan for retrograde operations. Knowledge of the intent
civilian movement. When movement is authorized, to withdraw is denied the enemy for as long as

the civilian population is advised of the hours possible. Strict passive security and deceptivej
during which movement may be made and specific measures are adopted to deprive the enemy of!
routes to be used. knowledge of the move. These measures may in-
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elude radio listening silence for units displacing tions located by reconnaissance aircraft are de-
land the maintenance of a normal radio pattern stroyed by nuclear attack or by other offensive
lin the forward area, maintenance of normal artil- action.
lery and other supporting fires, displacement (3) Army aviation units, when available,
under cover of darkness or under conditions of transport troops, supplies, and equipment; conduct
reduced visibility, and retention of sufficient troops aerial reconnaissance and surveillance; and fur-
in position to indicate the presence of the entire nish aerial fire support. Such units assist the
force, commander in overcoming terrain barriers, shift-

e. Security against CBR attack is provided by ing troops rapidly, supplying units away from the
withdrawing on a broad front, using dispersed main body, evacuating personnel and materiel,
assembly areas, and denying the enemy observa- providing limited direct aerial fire support, pro-
tion and information about the movement. viding security, and collecting intelligence infor-

mation.
f. Positive measures must provide security from

ground and air attack to the front, flanks, and b. Artillery.
rear of the main body. Army aviation, air cavalry, (1) In retrograde operations, field artillery
and supporting tactical air force reconnaissance is employed to bring the enemy under fire at
aircraft are used to locate enemy units and to extreme ranges and to force his early deployment.
maintain surveillance of them. Artillery units are It can interdict enemy avenues of approach, deliver
positioned to support the security elements. harassing fire, destroy enemy concentrations with

g. Planning must consider the defense of rear nuclear or nonnuclear fires, and support the bri-
areas. Security detachments secure the defiles that gade combat elements. Field artillery is prepared
must be traversed by division elements. Air de- to give continuous support during all types of
fense artillery protects such areas from enemy air retrograde operations.
attack. (2) Since a brigade engaged in a retrograde

h. Deceptive measures assist the main body and operation may be numerically weaker than theity forDceps to withdraw wis the minimum enemy enemy force, it is augmented by additional artil-
P ecurity forces to withdraw with minimum enemy lery units, if available, to partially offset this
interference. These measures are also used to trap imbalance in combat power These artillery units
and destroy the enemy. may be attached to the retrogarde force in order

to give the brigade commander maximum freedom
9-7. Combat Support of action in employing his combat power. Al-

a. Air Support. though the dispersion of units and the decen-
tralization of operations may suggest further

(1) Tactical air support aircraft are used attachment of artillery to subordinate maneuver
to attack hostile aircraft and to delay the enemy elements, the need for maximum flexibility and
advance by harassing and interdicting hostile versatility to meet unforeseen tactical contingen-
ground forces at critical locations. Column cover cies usually outweighs any advantages that may
aircraft assist the security forces in accomplish- be accrued through attachment.
ing their mission. Tactical air force aircraft sup-
port counterattacks and other offensive action. (3) Retrograde operation plans provide for
Tactical air control parties (TACP's) are allo- artillery support of the division reserve and other.
cated to security elements and to other elements elements when they are committed. The division
of the brigade in accordance with the overall reserve should have forward observers and liaison
operation plan. Fire support coordination lines officers at the start of the operation so that it can
(FSCL's) are prescribed in operation orders. be committed with minimum delay.
During retrograde operations, the fire support c. Air Defense Artillery. Air defense artillery
coordination line is located closer to friendly units units may be retained under centralized control,
and may be shifted more frequently than during or elements may be attached to subordinate com-
offensive operations. mands. Divisional priorities for air defense nor-

(2) High-performance reconnaissance air- mally will be given to nuclear delivery means,
craft provide distant reconnaissance and informa- critical avenues of low-altitude approach, the

Zion of the location and disposition of enemy support command, and command installations.
forces. These aircraft attempt to detect enemy FM 44-1 and FAV 44-3 discuss the employment
efforts to envelop the flanks. Enemy concentra- of air defense artillery in retrograde operations.
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d. Engineers. ing bridges in his sector. This delegation of au-
(1) Engineers may be placed in direct sup- thority is often subject to specific restrictions by

port of, or attached to, combat units. Execution the higher commander. A demolition firing party
of the division barrier plan, construction of obsta- and a demolition guard party are designated for
cles and rear defensive or delay positions, and each bridge to be destroyed. The guard com-
road maintenance may dictate a centralized engi- mander has the authority to destroy the bridge,
neer effort. Units in contact with the enemy may subject to restrictions of the higher commander.
require the attachment of engineers. Brigades The guard commander has a list of all units that
may place engineers in support of battalion task are to use the bridge. Each unit commander
forces. Unless additional engineer support is fur- notifies the guard commander when his unit has
nished by higher headquarters, the effectiveness cleared. After the main body has crossed, most
of the engineer effort may be decreased because of the bridges in the sector are destroyed. Certain
of the attachment of engineers to combat units. predesignated bridges are retained for the use of

security elements. The demolition guard com-
(2) One of the most important engineer func- mander is responsible for destroying the bridge

tions is to provide advice and assistance for the to prevent its capture by the enemy, but will do
formulation and implementation of the barrier so only in accordance with the demolition plan.
plan. Barriers are used by the retrograde force
commander to delay the enemy or to canalize him e. Signal. Because of the type of support fur-
for destruction with nuclear or nonnuclear fires. nished, signal units are normally retained under
Well-planned and widespread use of barriers, to centralized control. The communications centers
include chemical munitions, assists in gaining of the forward communications company support-
time and in hampering the enemy's advance. ing the brigade supplements the organic com-
Barrier plans are coordinated with higher head- munications means of subordinate units to pro-
quarters to prevent interference with future op- vide an effective signal communications system.
erations. The barrier plan is prepared as an Signal facilities in areas to the rear are prepared
annex to the operation order or plan. well in advance of their occupation by the main

(3) Subsurface or surface nuclear detona- combat elements.
tions may create craters, fallout patterns, and f. Chemical. Mechanized flame units can providecontaminated areas, and slow or impede thecontaminated areas, and slow or impede the mechanized flame support to maneuver units, and

smoke generator units can provide smoke support
(4) Detailed plans are prepared for demoli- for tactical operations. Most chemical service or-

tions along enemy avenues of approach and along ganizations can provide other chemical combat
routes that lead into the division sector. Particu- support as required
lar attention is given to the destruction of bridges
and tunnels. Demolitions are placed in defiles and
on routes traversing natural and artificial ob- 9-8. Combat Service Support
stacles. Demolition plans include- a. Combat service support units are normally

(a) Provisions for placing and firing the retained under centralized control if this pro-
necessary demolitions. cedure provides effective support for major sub-

(b) Adequate guards to prevent premature ordinate units. When brigades operate over ex-
firing of charges or seizure by enemy infiltrators. tended distances, they may require the attachment

(c) Fixed responsibility for the destruction of combat service support units.
of bridges. b. Planning for a retrograde operation includes

(d) Schedules for destroying bridges and the following:
tunnels no longer needed by friendly forces. (1) Adequate support for the operation.

(e) Covering by fire, including nuclear fire, (2) Evacuation of supplies and disabled
those obstacles created by demolition. equipment.

(5) The retrograde force commander is vi- (3) Destruction of supplies and equipment
tally interested in the destruction of bridges. He (except medical) not evacuated.
is careful to insure that bridges are not destroyed
prematurely and that they are not seized intact
by the enemy. To accomplish this, the tactical c. Unnecessary destruction, loss, or hauling of'
commander is given the responsibility for destroy- supplies is avoided by limiting the flow of supplies
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into the forward areas and initiating early evacu- enemy. Every opportunity for successful offensive
ation of excess supplies. Supplyeconomy is rigidly action is seized and the results are disseminated

lenforced. The commander directing a retrograde to nonparticipating units. Nuclear fires employed
operation issues specific instructions authorizing against the enemy and their results are made
the destruction of supplies and equipment that known to all units.
cannot be evacuated and fixing responsibility for
their destruction. During retrograde operations, 9-10. Planning
supplies normally are prepositioned along routes
of withdrawal to reduce the enemy's ability to a. Planning for a retrograde operation must be
interfere with supply operations, to simplify thorough and complete. Plans are closely super-
supply procedures, and to permit early withdrawal vised, effectively controlled, and vigorously exe-
of supply units. cuted.

d. Medical evacuation is expedited during retro- b. Control Measures. Basic control measures for
grade operations. Field army units normally pro- a retrograde operation may include boundaries,
vide aeromedical evacuation service. When such routes of movement, phase lines, checkpoints,
units are not available or cannot evacuate all traffic control posts, and a series of delay posi-
patients, division or corps aircraft provide assist- tions.
ance. Clearing stations are established in the rear
of committed brigades to provide effective sup- (1) A retirement does not visualize orga-
port. Seriously wounded personnel are evacuated nized enemy opposition during its conduct. Con-
direct to mobile army surgical hospitals when trol measures are normally limited to routes of
possible. Air evacuation direct from the battalion movement, phase lines, and traffic control posts.
aid station is used to the maximum. (2) A delaying action will include designated

delay positions, sectors, and routes of movement
e. The forward support companies or separate if road arteries are limited and priority for their

brigade maintenance company repair equipment use is required. The division may confine control
on-site when possible to maintain combat effec- measures to sectors and phase lines with pro-

Stiveness and to reduce evacuation requirements. visions for retention of positions for a specified
Badly damaged materiel is evacuated to the rear period of time or until certain situations occur.
to prevent its capture and to make necessary Under these circumstances, the brigade may sub-

repairs. Equipment, except medical, that cannot divide the sector for control of attached maneuver
be repaired or evacuated is destroyed. units and establish delay positions or phase lines.

f. Combat service support units and installa- (3) Control measures prescribed for a with-
tions are located well to the rear during retro- drawal are based on the situations under which
grade operations to insure uninterrupted service, drawal is expected to occur. When the
maximum protection, and minimum displacement.
Maximum dispersion consistent with control and withdrawal is conducted during periods of reduced
local security is maintained. Combat service sup- visibility with a probability of enemy pressure,
port units are displaced early and normally under highly restrictive control measures are essential.
cover of darkness to reduce traffic congestion If conducted during daylight under enemy pres-
and to avoid interfering with the movement of sure, control measures are generally limited to
combat units. High priority items, such as special those prescribed for a delaying action.
munitions, may require added protection to pre- (4) Designation of control measures must
vent loss, capture, or emergency destruction. FM include the consideration that unnecessary restric-
54-2 contains details on combat service support. tions preclude initiative, flexibility, and improv-tions preclude initiative, flexibility, and improv-

isation on the part of subordinates. Prescribed
9-9. Leadership, Command, and Morale control measures should be limited to those es-

Retrograde operations at all echelons demand per- sential to security, to direct phasing of the
sonal courage and aggressive leadership to main- operation, and to maintain integrity of the com-
tain the offensive spirit. High morale is especially mand.
important during retrograde operations. All
btroops are oriented on the purpose of the opera- c. FM 17-1 and FM 61-100 contain a further
tion. An aggressive, offensive spirit is maintained discussion of planning considerations in retro-
by emphasizing opportunities for destroying the grade action.
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Section III. WITHDRAWAL

9-11. General of such action at division level, brigade will estab4
lish a covering position utilizing the brigade

a. Withdrawals may be executed under enemy reserve. The mission of the detachments left in
pressure or not under enemy pressure. They maypressure or not under enemy pressure. They may contact is to protect the initial movement of the
be executed during daylight or darkness. main body to the rear and to simulate normal

b. Withdrawals not under enemy pressure are activity.
favored over withdrawals under enemy pressure. a. As soon as a concept of operation is reason-
They provide freedom of action because the com- ably firm, the commander issues a sufficiently
mander sefects the time of withdrawal. They detailed warning order to permit reconnaissance
facilitate deception and reduce the effectiveness and planning by subordinate commanders during
of observed enemy fires because the commander daylight hours. Withdrawals not under enemy
can take maximum advantage of darkness and pressure normally occur in three phases. Figures
periods of reduced visibility. 9-1, 9-2, and 9-3 illustrate the three phases.

c. Withdrawals during daylight are avoided b. Time of withdrawal is normally specified in
when possible because observed enemy fires may the division order. If not, the brigade commander
result in heavy casualties and loss of freedom prescribes the time of withdrawal of subordinate
of action. elements. In order to provide the maximum period

d.'Regardless of the type of withdrawal being of darkness for the entire operation, the operation
conducted, physical and/or visual contact is main- should commence early enough to insure comple-
tained with enemy forces. Delaying actions pro- tion before daylight.
vide security and deception for the unit conduct- c. To insure that the withdrawal is accom-
ing the withdrawal and prevent a rapid enemy plished as expeditiously as practicable, elements
advance. When the division conducts a with- not immediately essential to the operation are
drawal, the brigade may be employed as a designated for infiltration to the rear to prevent
covering force to provide security for the re- road congestion when the main force withdrawsa
mainder of the division.

d. Withdrawal plans normally provide for the
e. The withdrawal plan requires subordinate simultaneous withdrawal of the major elements

units to develop contingency plans for both types of all forward committed battalions. Those ele-
of withdrawals. The success of a withdrawal not ments designated as detachments left in contact
under enemy pressure is based on deception. If become, thereafter, a separate force under bri-
conducted at night, the use of illumination is gade control. In designating forces to be left in
planned in the event secrecy' is lost. If this occurs, contact, every effort shoquld be made to provide
the operation is conducted as a withdrawal under mobility superior to that of the enemy.
enemy pressure. A withdrawal under enemy pres-
sure envisions fighting to the rear. If -smoke is e. To insure adequate control of the operation
used or other conditions reduce enemy observa- and provide for orderly movement, elements
tion, it may be based on deception. as in a with- located in the areas of major subordinate units
drawal not under enemy' pressure. are attached to these units prior to initiation of

the withdrawal.
f. Additional considerations for the withdrawal

are discussed in FM 17-1 and FM 61-100. f. Withdrawal of detachment left in contact
should be initiated in sufficient time to permit

9-12. Conduct of a Withdrawal Not Under their withdrawal not under enemy pressure.
Enemy Pressure g. When the headquarters controlling the with-

The brigade commander prescribes the strength drawal provides a covering force, the brigade
and disposition of forces to be left in contact upon reserve is withdrawn prior to movement of the
withdrawal of 'the main force. In addition, he forward elements. Under this condition, the bri-
designates a brigade-level command element to gade reserve starts organization and preparation
control the operation and carry on such com- of positions to be manned by the brigade after
munication traffic as will approximate normal withdrawal. When a covering force is not prod
operations. Under certain circumstances, such as vided from the directing headquarters and tha
anticipated enemy pressure, and in the absence brigade commander considers a covering force
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Figure 9-1. Withdrawal not under enemy pressure, first phase.

necessary, it is constituted from the brigade re- brigade COP. Normally, a portion of the brigade
serve and assumes positions securing the main reserve is left in position to represent the reserve
elements. When the main elements have passed communication system, simulate normal activities
through the covering force, it assumes the mission of a full brigade reserve, and assist withdrawal
of, and conducts the appropriate actions for, a of the detachments left in contact.
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NOTE: Brigade assembly areas are normally not assigned. Battalions move individually to next
position. If move is over extended distance, control points are established for traffic
control ano to allow brigade commanders to regain control.

Figure 9-2. Withdrawal not under enemy pressure, second phase.
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Figure 9-3. Withdrawal not under enemy pressure, third phase.

h. At battalion and lower level, assembly areas pressure. Planning should provide for such a
are frequently designated to insure control of contingency, and all subordinate leaders must be
forces prior to forming a march column. The made aware of the alternate plans.
assembly area is not normally used at brigade
level. 9-13. Conduct of a Withdrawal Under Enemy

i. If the withdrawal not under enemy pressure Pressure
is discovered, the brigade conducts the action A withdrawal under enemy pressure is based on
using the techniques of a withdrawal under enemy elements fighting their way to the rear, using
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Figure 9-4. Withdrawal under enemy pressure, forward defense forces disengage.
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Figure 9-5. Withdrawal under enemy pressure, security forces withdraw
through division covering force.
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delaying tactics. Terrain permitting, this action (2) Availability of time to deploy a covering
is best accomplished, by mechanized and armor force.
elements: A high degree of coordination and skill- (3) Availability of suitable terrain on which
ful employment of obstacles and terrain is essen- to employ a covering force.
tial. Authority for withdrawal should rest with
the lowest echelon of command consistent withn of any covering force provided
the requirements for a coordinated effort. Figures
9-4 and 9-5 illustrate a brigade conducting a (5) Capability of the enemy to attack.
withdrawal under enemy pressure when the divi- the brigade uses its reserve to cover the
sion reserve constitutes a division covering force. withdrawal, it does so in the manner illstratedwithdrawal, it does so in the manner illustrated

a. Control measures used for a withdrawal in figures 9-4 and 9-5. If it does not, then the
under enemy pressure are similar to those for a brigade conducts a delaying action until it has
withdrawal not under enemy pressure. broken contact with the enemy or reached the

new positions.
b. Since higher headquarters may or may not

provide a covering force, the brigade commander ticable, then smultander mus w thdrawal s not prac-
may elect to use his reserve to cover the with- of withdrawal. The decision must be based on
drawal, or. to withdraw without a brigade-level
security element. This decision is based on the determining which plan best preserves the integ-

following considerations: rity of the force and which best contributes to
the accomplishment of the mission. Generally

(1) Availability of forces to constitute a speaking, the least engaged units are withdrawn
covering force. first.

Section IV. DELAYING ACTION

9-14. General mander, subordinate unit commanders are given'
maximum freedom of action. This freedom per-

a. A delaying action is an operation in which mits the exploitation of advantages that may arise
maximum delay and damage are inflicted on an at the small-unit level.
advancing enemy without the delaying force be-
coming decisively engaged in combat. In executing e. Nuclear weapons enable the brigade, while
a delaying action, minimum space is exchanged conducting a delaying action, to inflict severe
for maximum delay. casualties on the enemy. Withdrawals may be

planned to lure the enemy into areas that favor
b. The characteristics of the armored brigade nuclear attack. With the approval of higher head-

enable it to inflict continuous delay on the advanc- quarters, prepositioned atomic demolition muni-
ing enemy. The long-range armor-protectea fire- tions may be left in areas where the enemy can
power available to the brigade is used to force be expected to mass. Such areas are kept under
the enemy to deploy, reconnoiter, maneuver, and observation and the weapon is detonated at the
take other time consuming measures. The enemy appropriate time.
is subjected to continuous fire to slow his advance f. Employment of chemical agents/munitions
and to inflict maximum casualties. should also be considered in the conduct of the

delay. Persistent chemical agents can be used to
c. Normally, delay will be made on and between delay the enemy by forcing him to decontaminate

a series of positions. Delaying forces maintain his personnel and equipment, by restricting the
contact with the enemy at all times and cause him his personnel and equipment, by restricting the
continuous delay. Limited aggressive offensive use of key terrain, and by canalizing the enemy
action is taken when opportunities arise. Similar into a kill zone. Nonpersistenem attack by
action may be required as a means of deception can be used to disrupt the enemy attack byinflicting severe casualties on his attacking force
to seize dominating terrain or to disengage a and reserve.
decisively engaged force.

d. Planning for the overall operation is cen- 9-15. Selection of DelayPosition
tralized and execution is decentralized. Within a. Delay positions are selected and designated
the overall plans announced by the brigade com- by the division and/or brigade commander so as
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to afford the greatest opportunity to destroy the aries are assigned so that terrain features that
advancing enemy as well as inflict delay. Ideally, control fire and observation into a sector are
those positions permit minimum friendly forces assigned to the unit having responsibility for
to be deployed so as to force the enemy to mass that sector. Coordinating points are designated
and thereby present a profitable target. Delay for coordination and for continuity of the posi-
positions are sought that incorporate: tion.

(1) A series of parallel ridges across the c. Natural obstacles are exploited in organizing
axes of hostile advance. delay positions. Artificial obstacles are also used

(2) Unfordable streams, swamps, lakes, and to improve the position with the material, time,
other obstacles to the front and flanks. and manpower available. Although important,

obstacles alone must not be relied on to halt the
(3) Good observation and long-range fields enemy's progress. No terrain is impassable to a

of fire. determined, resourceful, well-trained, and aggres-
(4) Concealed or covered routes of with- sive enemy. He will attempt to gain surprise

drawal. by attacking over ground considered impassable.

(5) A road net or areas providing good All obstacles, both natural and artificial, must
cross-country mobility. be covered by fire to cause him maximum delay.

In massing to overcome such defended obstacles,
b. Delay positions selected by the division or the enemy may present a profitable nuclear target.

brigade commander may be identified by the use In any event, greater delay is inflicted on the
of phase lines. Normally, the division commander enemy when obstacles are covered by fire than
will announce how long the enemy is to be held when they are not.
forward of each delay position he designates. In
executing the operation, the brigade holds the 9-17. Organization for Combat for Delaying
enemy as far forward of each delay position as Action
long as possible without becoming decisively en-
gaged. Based on the positions and time planning a. To conduct a delaying action, the brigade is

, schedule announced by the division, the brigade organized for combat by cross attachment of tank
commander selects delay positions to be occupied and mechanized infantry units in such a way as
by his major elements (`fig. 9-6). It is on and to enable the front line units to organize and man
between these positions that the required con- positions as required, to cover wide frontages,
tinuous delay is accomplished (fig. 9-7). Delay and to take the enemy under fire at long ranges.
positions selected by the brigade commander are This provides the brigade with highly mobile
coordinated with adjacent units. The brigade units that are capable of inflicting maximum delay
commander may also use a stated time to express both on and between delaying positions. The bri-
his concept of time phasing the delaying action, gade commander will normally retain a small
and this in'turnbecomes a mission to his subordi- reserve consisting primarily of tanks. Organiza-
nate elements. tion for delay, as a form of retrograde, differs

from delay as a part of the mobile defense, in
that division allocates maximum feasible combat9-16. Organization of the Ground for Delaying9-16. Organization of the Ground for Delaying power to brigades in contact, holding only a small

Action reserve. The brigade in turn places maximum fea-
a. In planning for a delaying action, definite sible combat power in contact with the advancing

sectors of responsibility are assigned to each enemy.
committed brigade. The limits of each sector are
delineated by boundaries. These boundaries may b. Engineer support is provided to each com-
extend to the rear through the depth of the divi- mitted brigade by the attachment of elements ofthe engineer battalion.sion sector and, as a minimum, must extend
through the next rearward delay position or phase c. Organization for combat of the division artil-
line, and forward to the limits of the effective lery and the division support command is dis-
range of those weapons under the command or cussed in FM 17-1 and FM 61-100.
control of the brigade.

b. When sectors are assigned to subordinate 9-18. Delay on Successive Positions
units, each enemy avenue of approach is given a. Delay on successive positions is the type of
in its entirety to one unit when possible. Bound- delay action most frequently conducted by the bri-
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Figure 9-6. Selection of brigade delay positions.
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Figure 9-7. Conduct of continuous delay-selection of intermediate positions.

gade. When this type delay action is used, the provement and occupation of each natural delay

major part of the brigade is committed in the position. However, delay is inflicted not only on

forward part of the brigade sector. these successive positions, but also between the

b. Delay on successive positions envisions im- positions. Terrain is never given up unnecessarily;
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STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3
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Initial

ENEMY
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Step 1. Elements of delaying force break contact and move
to rear to organize next position.

Step 2. Elements remaining in contact fight to rear maintaining
continuous contact.

Step 3. Elements rejoin parent organizations on next delay
position and continue the delay.

Figure 9-8. Brigade delay on successive positions.
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Step 1. Elements of the brigade organize the initial and second
delay positions.

Step 2. Elements on the initial delay position delay back through
the second position to the third delay position.

Step 3. Elements on the second position pick up the delay.
The third delay position is occupied.

Figure 9-9. Brigade delay on alternate positions.
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instead, every opportunity to cause delay to the part of the command that is occupying the second
enemy is exploited, and minimum terrain is traded prepared position. The commander then employs
for maximum delay. See FM 17-1 and FM 17-15. all available firepower to hold the position as

c. The initial delay position is organized and long as possible. When he is no longer able to
occupied by the major elements of the brigade. hold the position without becoming decisively
In some cases, the initial delay position is occu-
pied before contact is made with the advancing f. The mission assigned the brigade may require
enemy. In such cases, security elements are sent that the enemy be delayed for an extended period
forward to establish contact and delay the enemy in an area of little depth. Under these conditions,
advance toward the initial position. Long-range the brigade may be required to risk decisive
artillery and units in the initial delay position engagement. Maximum' use is made of nuclear
take the enemy under fire at maximum range. weapons. Carefully planned and violently executed
This fire inflicts casualties on the enemy, causes counterattacks are used to disrupt the enemy at-
his early deployment, and requires him to take tack, inflict casualties, and cause additional delay.
other time-consuming measures to close with the
position. . g. The brigade may retain a reserve when con-

ducting a delay on successive positions, particu-
d. Each position occupied by a frontline unit larlyif none is held at division level. This reserve

is defended by that unit until the enemy threatens frequently will be small and composed primarily
decisive engagement or envelopment. When maxi- of tanks. The reserve may be employed as a
mum delay has been achieved and it becomes ap- counterattack force, to protect a threatened flank,
parent that further occupation of the.. position to secure vital rear areas, or to provide over-
will result in:decisive engagement, the withdrawal watching fire to a withdrawing unit. The reserve
begins. When the? enemy attack approaches the will frequently be employed to assist a closely
point at which fires from ,individual weapons engaged unit disengage by executing a counter-
become effective, or when the commander at each attack. Such counterattacks may take the form of
echelon considers he is in danger of losing free- a tank sweep, In this action, the counterattack
dom of maneuver, it may be considered that the force strikes the enemy flank immediately in rear
unit is in danger of being decisively engaged. of the area of contact. The counterattack force
Withdrawals may be initiated in accordance with usually. does' not attempt to secure terrain; in-
prearranged plans, to prevent decisive engage- stead, the momentum of the attack is maintained
ment, or on order of the higher commander. to carry the' unit through the enemy columns and
Each withdrawal is coordinated with adjacent back into friendly terrain. The violence and
units. shock effect employed in such attacks result in

considerable damage and delay being inflictede. When the Order to withdraw is received, a
part of the affected ui'.it displacs d y to te on the enemy: Counterattacks designed to strikepart of the affected uniit displaces directly to the the enemy flank and to place direct tank fire onrear and occupies the next designated delay posi-

tion. The remainder of the unit maintains con- the advancing enemy columns may also be usedto cause the damage and delay required. Figure
tact with the enemy and continues to inflict delay 9-8 illustrates brigade delay on successive posi-
between the first position and the next rearward tions.
delay position employing all favorable terrain.
Forces remaining in contact should be composed
primarily of tanks. The armor-protected firepower
and high degree of mobility of such tank-heavy a. When operating'on a narrow front, or when
forces enable them to cause considerable delay. delay positions are reasonably close together, q.g.,
These units, when threatened with decisive en- within maximum effective range of tank main
gagement, withdraw toward the next position armament, the brigade may elect to delay on

alternate positions. Employing this technique, theusing fire and movement. When tfie eiiemy is
within range of tlhe rear delay positioiis, they brigade is divided into two elements. The first
are subjected to fire by the elements occupying element occupies the initial delay position and

engages the enemy. The second element occupies
these positions. These units provide overwatching
fire to the delaying elements that have remained and improves the second delay position.
in contact. When forced back by the enemy, the b. Units occupying the initial delay position
forces that have remained in contact rejoin that delay the enemy by employing continuous delay
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techniques. They delay on the initial delay position c. In a delay on alternate positions, the brigade
land between it and the second delay position. does not normally maintain a reserve as such. The
When the units arrive at the second delay posi- forces not in contact, while organizing the next
tion, they withdraw through or around the units delaying position, are available to the brigade
that prepared and are occupying that position. commander to function in any of the roles ex-
After withdrawing through or around the second pected of a reserve during the conduct of the
delay position, the units proceed to the third delay delay.
position and begin preparing and occupying that
position. Responsibility for delay of the enemy is d. Delay on alternate positions has the advan-
assumed by the units on the second delay position
when the first element has withdrawn through tage of providing more time for the improvement

of delaying positions and the performance of
their position. The delay procedure is then re- I p
peated, with each element being alternately in maintenance on materiel. It also provides troops
contact and responsible for obtaining the required with periods of relief from combat. However,
delay. When not in contact, each element is re- this technique renders the brigade more vulner-
sponsible for improving and occupying rearward able to nuclear attack because of troop density
positions and for providing overwatching fire for during the rearward passage of lines. Figure 9-9
the withdrawal of the element that is in contact. illustrates delay on alternate positions.

Section V. RETIREMENT

9-20. Definition body. During the initial stage of the r~etirement,
control may be decentralized to subordinate com-a. A retirement is a retrograde operation in

which a force not in contact marches away from distance between itself and the enemy, the brigade
the enemy according to its own plan to avoid commander resumes centralized control.

combat under.theexistingcondio. commander resumes centralized control.combat under the existing conditions.
c. Security for the main body is similar to the

b. A retirement may be made following a with-
drawal or when there is no actual contact with vided by advance, flank, and rear guardsWhen
the enemy. When a withdrawal precedes the re- the retirement is preceded by a withdrawal from
tirement, the retirement begins after the main action, a tank-heavy rear guard supported by
forces have broken contact with the enemy and
maforcs have b roken contact with the enemy and field artillery, air defense artillery, and tactical

air support will normally be required. The rear
guard uses delaying action techniques to slow the9-21. Conduct of the Retirement
advance of the enemy and prevent interference

a. In a retirement, the brigade is organized in with the movement of the main body.'The brigade
a manner inverse to that employed in an advance commander must be alert for attempts by the
to contact. enemy to envelop his force. He employs tactical

b. The brigade assigns definite routes and air force reconnaissance and army aviation over
march objectives or rearward positions to each the enemy force to obtain early information of
of the major commands moving with the main such enemy attempts.

Section VI. RELIEF OPERATIONS

9-22. Types of Relief drawal through a rearward position. FM 17-1
discusses relief operations in detail.

Conservation of fighting power, maintenance of
effectiveness, and the tactical plan may require
the periodic relief of committed units. The 9-23. Relief in Place
armored brigade may participate in a relief op- a. A relief in place is a combat operation in
eration, or it may direct and control any or all which, by direction of higher authority, all or part
of these operations internally. Relief operations of a unit is replaced in a combat area by an
are the relief in place, passage of lines, and with- incoming unit. The responsibilities of the replaced
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elements for the combat mission and the assigned the integrated use of both units, and their con-
zone of operations are transferred to the incoming trolled phasing.
unit. The incoming unit continues the operation g. Relief operations increase troop density,
as ordered. The purpose of this operation is to hence vulnerability to CBR attack, which neces-
continue the defense or to prepare for a subse-
quent attack. Continuation of the defense requires sitates prudent scheduling to present minimum

coenformt oc. men, wenuaonsf units, aefende disp- density targets and to avoid detection and attack.conformity of men, weapons, units, and disposi-
tions of incoming and outgoing units until relief
completion. Preparation for a subsequent attack 9-24. Passageof Lines
allows relief on an area basis with dispositions a. A passage of lines is an operation in which
made to facilitate the attack. Relief in place should an incoming unit attacks through a unit which
be used when the relieved units are required is in contact with the enemy. Sub-units of the
elsewhere; passage of lines is not tactically ac- unit being passed through remain in position until
ceptable; and the attacking force requires greater their fires have been masked, at which time they
knowledge of the terrain and enemy. may remain in place or be committed to another

mission. The purpose of this operation may be tob. The warning order specifies the start and
completion time of the relief. Normally, the opera-
tion is conducted during darkness or periods of continue the attack. It should be used for a sub-
reduced visibility. Upon receipt of the order, the sequent attack when time precludes a relief in
brigade issues its orders and establishes liaison, place; when formation flexibility, continuous of-

fensive pressure, speed, and maximized force
c. The incoming and outgoing units coordinate capabilities are desired; and when massed fire

all existing intelligence, dispositions, and defen- support and a significant change in the direction
sive plans, including fire support, barrier, and of attack are planned. Passage of lines may also
counterattack plans. If the sequence of relief and be required in the execution of a linkup operation,
passage of command criteria have not been speci- a raid, or in establishing a security echelon.
fled, then they are mutually'agreed upon by the

incoming and outgoing commanders. Sequence b. The passage of lines has similar proceduresincoming and outgoing commanders. Sequence to relief in place operations. Upon receipt of the
of relief is normally executed by stages; either to relief in place operations. Upon receipt oT theof relief is normally executed by stages; either warning order, the brigade organizes planning
rear to front or front to rear, based upon con- warning order, the brigade organizes planning
sideration of the mission, strength, combat effec- with the unit in contact. Coordination includes
tiveness, size and types of units involved, plus
terrain and enemy threats. Passage of command intelligence; tactical plans and SOI's; reconnais-
occurs at specified times or circumstances- sance and security measures; areas of passage and
normally when the incoming forward defense guides; routes, priorities, and traffic control; time
area commanders assume responsibility for their and circumstances of passage of command; and
area and the brigade commander has positive fire support, combat service support, and CBR
command, control, and communications estab-
lished. All incoming and outgoing units are under c. If practical, areas of passage should be un-
control of the brigade commander having overall occupied areas between or on the flanks of units
command at any given point in time. in contact. The incoming unit has priority of

d. Detailed reconnaissance, cover, and security routes; however, traffic control is exercised by
measures are executed through all phases of the the unit in contact until passage of command.
operation to insure maximum deception and de- d. Passage of command procedures are similar
fensive capabilities. to relief in place. Normally, the incoming unit

e. Movement control is coordinated by a single assumes command prior to or at the time of at-
traffic control headquarters which has purview of tack. Upon passage of command, the incoming
routes, priorities, assembly areas, guards, and commander assumes control of both units until
transportation. passage is complete.

f. Fire support planning is critical and is based e. Fire support by the unit in contact is nor-
upon the principle of maximum, constant fire mally indirect due to control, maneuver, marking,
support availability. Plans are executed by having range, and effectiveness problems. This support
incoming artillery units prepared for fire missions should be utilized to the maximum in the control
prior to withdrawal of outgoing artillery units, phases of the passage and attack. The incoming
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artillery commander controls all fires after the between or on the flanks of units in position, ani
passage of command. avoidance of locally prepared defensive positions.

f. The passage of lines is desirably executed (3) Configurations of defensive positions,
during periods of reduced visibility with strict fire plans, security, vulnerability, and subsequent
timing to insure that no forward assembly areas missions.
are required. To reduce density of units and (4) Coincident boundaries and minimal
traffic, reserves of units in contact adjust their points of passage to facilitate control. The unit
locations. Physical passage should be within the being passed through designates and controls
lateral boundaries of a major subordinate unit multiple routes and the withdrawing unit specif-
of the unit in contact to facilitate movement, ically identifies its last element(s).
control, and combat service support.

(5) The probability of CBR attack and ap-

9-25. Withdrawal Through a Rearward propriate preventive measures.
Position b. Passage of command procedures are similar

a. A withdrawal through a rearward position to those of other relief operations with the units
is an operation in which a unit conducting a in position normally assuming control at a specific
retrograde movement passes through the sector time or during an operational phase; for example,
of a unit occupying a rearward defensive posi- in the delay, the withdrawing commander's re-
tion. The purpose of this operation is to relieve sponsibilities terminate upon passage.
an overcommitted or depleted unit; as part of a
withdrawal operation; or to allow the withdrawn c. In the conduct of the withdrawal, units with-
unit to accomplish another mission. The planning, draw straight to the rear at a specific time,
procedures, and detailed coordination are similar usually under conditions of reduced visibility,
to those of other relief operations; however, the avoiding assembly areas. Normally, combat serv-
following factors deserve special attention: ice support units are withdrawn first. The with-

drawing unit should, if possible, clear the rear
(1) Mutual recognition signals. boundary of the unit in position prior to starting
(2) Passage areas that are unoccupied areas lateral movement.
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CHAPTER 10
OTHER TACTICAL OPERATIONS

(NATO STANAG 2082, CENTO STANAG 2082, SEATO
SEASTAG 2082, ABCA SOLOG 49R)

Section I. INTRODUCTION

10-1. Introduction of other tactical operations and, where appropri-
ate, amplifies the discussion of other manuals to

The armored brigade may be required to operate cover subjects peculiar to the armored brigade.
in geographic portions of the world that offer It references doctrinal publications written to
variations of terrain and weather. Topographic provide guidance to commanders and staffs faced
variations in terrain become important factors in with the conduct of other tactical operations to
the brigade's operations. The armored brigade assist in the development of a specific operation.
may operate in conjunction with or in support of
other specialized operations. Regardless of the 10-3. General
mission and operational environment, the princi-
ples are the same for all tactical operations; The term "other tactical operations" implies,
however, the techniques used in applying these correctly, a deviation from normal tactical opera-
principles may vary. tions. Consequently, the armored brigade's intelli-

gence effort in other tactical operations will be
10-2. Scope directed toward production of detailed intelligence

required to facilitate the employment of the ar-
This chapter does not discuss other tactical opera- mored brigade under conditions peculiar to the
tions in detail. It describes the general nature specific operation.

Section II. JOINT AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS

10-4. General b. Amphibious operations are complex and re-
quire extensive and detailed planning, prepara-

a. The armored brigade normally participates tions, and interservice coordination. Adequate
in an amphibious operation as part of a larger amphibious lift vessels of suitable type are re-
force. It may be employed as part of an am- quired for the brigade to participate. Armor units
phibious operation launched for any of the follow- also require suitable beaches to permit landing

ing purposes: on a wide front and capable of accommodating
(1) An assault to obtain lodgment areas from combat service support operations that will per-

which to carry out further combat operations mit rapid inshore movement of tanks, armored
ashore; or operations to obtain advanced air, personnel carriers, and wheeled vehicles.
naval, or logistical base areas; or to deny certain
areas to the enemy. 10-5. Types of Amphibious Operations

The brigade may participate in any of the follow-
(2) Raids to destroy enemy installations, ing types of amphibious operations:

test enemy dispositions, obtain intelligence in-
formation, or capture and evacuate individauls or a. An amphibious assault to establish a landing
formateriel.n, or capture and evacuate individa or force on a hostile shore to conduct further combat

operations, to obtain a site for an advance naval
(3) Attack of enemy forces to exploit a or air base, or to deny the use of an area or

vulnerable sea flank. facilities to the enemy.
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b. An amphibious withdrawal for the purpose port of the brigade ashore, particularly as it
of redeployment or evacuation. moves deeper inland. When establishment of on-

shore logistical support facilities may not be
c. An amphibious demonstration conducted todeceive Ane a nemphibio dmstration onducit toe desirable or feasible, supply and casualty evacua-deceive the enemy by a show of force, with the tion of the brigade may have to be made entirely

expectation of deluding the enemy into a course by air. When establishment of beach support op-
of action unfavorable to him. erations is planned, multiple beach support activ-

d. An amphibious raid involving a swift in- ities must be provided and use of amphibian and
cursion into, or a temporary occupancy of, an air transportation for distribution of supplies
objective followed by a planned 'withdrawal. The directly to assault units from ships must be con-
purposes of such raids are to inflict loss or damage sidered. This is necessary to eliminate dependence
on the enemy, secure information, create a diver- on any one beach. This contingency also requires
sion, or capture or evacuate individuals and/or alternate plans in the event of loss of any beach.
materiel.

e. For details on the training and employment
of small armor units in amphibious operations,

10-6. Tactical Considerations see FM 17-1. For planning and execution of am-
a. In amphibious operations against a defended phibious operations, see FM 5-144, FM 17-1, FM

shoreline, the armored brigade, as the assault 31-11, FM 31-12, FM 60-30, and FM 61-100.
echelon of a larger force, should land on a wide
front. Nuclear and nonnuclear fires and armored 10-7. Organization for Combat
amphibians should be used to achieve rapid at-

a. As in other operations, the brigade is or-tack momentuim at the shoreline and to supporttack momentuim a-t the shoreline and to support ganized for the amphibious operation in accord-
the sustained drive of widely dispersed battalion gazed for the amphibious operation ln accord-
task forces toward assigned objectives. Early ance with the requirements for the land mission.
removal of obstacles from the beaches and the When the brigade is part of the assault echelon,removal of obstacles from the beaches and the

organization will provide for cross attachmentrapid development 'of additional routes -inland
to form company landing teams and battalion
landing teams before embarkation. Battalion land-

b. During the initial stages of the assault land- ing teams of the brigade to be landed first will
ing, the brigade will be dependent upon naval and normally be mechanized infantry-heavy. As part
air forces for both nuclear and nonnuclear fires of the assault echelon, the brigade is combat
and air defense. Attached air defense and field loaded on assigned shipping, and unit integrity
artillery should be put ashore as rapidly as assault is maintained.
elements can secure adequate firing positions in- b. Artillery, engineers, signal, and combat serv-
land. Dispersion in both assault landings ahd sub- ice support elements are frequently attached at
sequent. operations, including such 'minimum battalion landing team level for early use of their
beach support activities as may be required, is facilities ashore and to disperse those facilities
essential in the face of an enemy nuclear capabil- throughout the amphibious lift. For the movement
ity. Amphibious operations require highly central- phase of the operation, the brigade command ele-
ized planning, with concurrent coordinated plan- ment is echeloned for dual command capabilities.
ning at all levels. Execution of the assault phase Such echelonment ceases as soon as both elements
is decentralized. Centralized control is reestab- are ashore
lished as soon as possible.

c. Attachments to the battalion landing teams
c. Rapid movement inland is necessary to pre- and the brigade landing team will remain in effect

vent undue congestion in landing areas. Airmobile until such time as adequate control can be exer-
operations conducted immediately following naval cised by parent headquarters ashore or when
gunfire preparation may precede the landing of attachment is no longer desired or needed.
armor units. This will facilitate the landing of
the heavier units and achieve dispersion in depth. 10-8. Embarkation
Airmobile landed elements may be from mecha-

a. Before embarkation, planning will includenized' infantry battalions, less vehicles, or from
the brigade for this purpose. formation of battalion landing teams and com-units attached to the brigade for this purpose.

pany landing teams by cross attachment. Battal-
d. Detailed plans must be prepared and means ion landing teams may have an engineer platoon

made available for the continuous logistical sup- in support. Planning will include combat loading
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of vessels to maintain battalion landing team and nishes the appropriate transport commander with
company landing team integrity. Loading will data concerning landing teams, sequence of land-
provide for discharge in the sequence required ing of units, and other requirements he may have
directly onto the beach in the lodgment area. in executing the ship-to-shore movement. The
Planning will also include early unloading of commander of units to be debarked and the trans-
artillery. port commander jointly prepare debarkation

b. The brigade headquarters and headquarters schedules. For further details, see FM 31-12.
company will be echeloned in at least two ele-
ments, each loaded on a different vessel. Both 10-10. Operations Ashore
should be combat loaded for discharge immedi-
ately behind the task force. Each echelon should The maneuver battalions of the brigade, appro-
be organized to command and control if the other priately reinforced, form the assault landing
echelon is lost. teams of the assault echelon of the force. Ground

tactics during the operations ashore after the
10-9. Debarkation beachhead has been secured are substantially the
The commander of units to be debarked fur- same as for any ground operation.

Section III. LINKUP OPERATIONS

10-11. General mored vehicle launched bridges may be required
in addition to those organic to the tank battalions.a. A linkup operation entails the juncture of

two ground units. Linkups may be required in b. A communication plan is prepared for use
connection with airborne or airmobile operations, between the linkup force and the force to be met
for relief of a cutoff force, in the breakout of or relieved. The plan should provide for radios
an encircled force, or in the convergence of sep- with long range capability and. for assignment
arate forces. of frequencies and codes.

b. The initial phase of a linkup will generally
correspond with normal offensive operations. The c. Logistics elements are attached to the brigade
actual linkup requires careful planning, coordina- according to the estimated duration of the opera-
tion, and control. It must provide for carefully tion, distance involved, and the capability to sup-
defined communication capabilities and restric- port the operation by ground or aerial supply
tions on fire and maneuver by the linkup force. means.

c. Armor units are normally employed as a
linkup force because of their mobility, speed, and 10-14. Conduct of the Linkup
firepower.

In the initial phase, the conduct of the linkup
operation is the same as for any offensive opera-

10-12. Planning Considerations tion. Linkup operations frequently will require a

When the brigade is employed as the linkup force, passage of lines. Once through the friendly lines,
it employs the same planning considerations as the brigade moves as in an exploitation to effect
the division. For a detailed discussion of com- the linkup. The action is characterized by speed,
mand relationships, coordination measures, and aggressiveness, and boldness. Enemy forces that
considerations, see FM 17-1 and FM 61-100. threaten the successful accomplishment of the

mission are destroyed. Others are bypassed and
reported. Depending on the tactical situation, nu-10-13. Organization for Combat clear weapons may or may not be fired. As far

a. As a linkup force, the brigade is organized as possible, the linkup force avoids interferences
for an exploitation and is normally tank heavy. with its mission and concentrates its effort on
Engineer support is attached, with particular completing the linkup. For details of establishing
attention to anticipated requirements for bridg- contact with, joining forces, and actions after
ing and for rapid movement of the brigade. Ar- linkup, see FM 17-1 and FM 61-100.
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Section IV. RAIDS, FEINTS, DEMONSTRATIONS, AND RUSES

10-15. Raids not be diverted from its primary mission by be-

A raid is an attack to accomplish a specific pur- coming otherwise decisively engaged.
pose within the enemy position with no intention b. Once having reached its objective and ac-
of holding the invaded territory. Purposes of raids complished its mission, the raid force can antici-
may be to- pate vigorous enemy reaction in the area through

which the raid force has passed. For this reason,
the withdrawal of the raid force will usually be

b. Obtain or free key civilians such as scientists over alternate routes. Brigade forces should avoid
or political leaders. principal routes of communication and should

consider using routes for attack and withdrawal
c. Destroy specific enemy material or installa- not usually considered feasible for armored move-

tions, including nuclear delivery means. ment.

d. Obtain information of enemy forces. c. Once the brigade raid objective has been
achieved, no time is wasted in returning to
friendly territory. The longer the withdrawal is

f. Complete the destruction caused by nuclear delayed, the greater the chance the enemy has of
fires. defeating the raiding force.

g. Support uncoventional warfare activities. d. Withdrawal over alternate routes is also pre-
planned. Careful planning and prior coordination

10-16. Organization will facilitate passage through friendly lines. In
this phase of the raid, the operation corresponds

The raid operation is appropriate to the armored to techniques used during linkup.
brigade because of its capabilities for shock,
speed, mobility, and firepower. When available

10-18. Feints, Demonstrations, and Rusesforces permit, the brigade is organized with tank
heavy battalion task forces and such additional a. Feints. A feint is a show of force intended
combat, combat support, and combat service sup- to mislead the enemy and draw his combat power
port as the time and distance of the raid require. away from a main attack. It may vary in size
Normally, raids are so short in both time and from a small raid to a sizable supporting attack.
distance that supplies are limited to what can be The feint is most effective when it appears as a
carried on the combat vehicles. Maintenance sup- definite threat to the enemy, when the enemy has
port is confined to the ability to make minor re- a large reserve that he has been committing
pairs. Medical evacuation is to be by combat vehi- early, when there are several feasible courses of
cle o rair. Every effort is made organizationally to action open to the attacker, and when the feint
provide a fighting force with minimum equip- is of adequate strength and composition to cause
ment to execute the raid. Careful coordination the desired enemy reaction. Some of the desired
with friendly fire support means is necessary to reactions are to force the enemy into improper
avoid bringing friendly fires down on the raiding employment of his reserves, attract supporting
force. fires away from his main attack, force him to

reveal defensive fires, or to make him become ac-
10-17. Conduct of the Raid customed to shallow attacks in order to gain sur-

prise with a deep main attack. For timing and
a. The raid operation corresponds to the ar- location of feints, see FM 61-100.

mored brigade linkup, frequently requiring a pas-
sage of lines in a carefully coordinated effort. The b. Demonstrations. A demonstration is an
raiding armored brigade moves into the exploita- attack or a show of force in an area where a deci-
tion quickly and concentrates on its assigned ob- sion is not being sought. There is no advance
jective. It seeks to achieve the greatest possible against the enemy by maneuver forces. Demon-
degree of surprise and, capitalizing on surprise stration forces use fires, smoke, sonic devices, and
to advance rapidly, avoids all possible enemy in- decoy equipment. FM 61-100 describes the con-
terference with its mission. The brigade should duct of demonstrations in detail.
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c. Ruses. Ruses are tricks used at all levels to dust of a larger force are examples. The intention
achieve deception. False movements of a few is to divert enemy attention from critical opera-
vehicles towing chains or brush to simulate the tions.

Section V. COMBAT AT RIVER LINES

10-19. General a. A deliberate crossing is conducted when a

When unfordable rivers are encountered during hasty crossing has failed or is impractical, and is
exploitation operations by the armored brigade, characterized by some delay in execution and by

every effort must be made to continue the advance use of extensive crossing means. Delibrate river
without pause or significant concentration on crossings in nuclear warfare will require higher
either bank. Subordinate units are directed to headquarters action and concurrence and detailed
seize crossings in zone. The river should be ap- planning at all levels so that multiple crossings
proached with maximum speed and on a broad and deception operations can be carried out. A
front. When bridges cannot be seized intact, hasty bridgehead supported by only a single crossing
crossings should be made on a wide front, capi- site is extremely vulnerable.
talizing on the amphibious characteristics of ar- b. In any river crossing operation, it is impor-
mored personnel carriers, underwater fording kits
for tanks, organic and attached helicopters, tant that multiple crossing sites be placed in oper-for tanks, organic and attached helicopters,
special fires, and other means. The hasty crossing ation as soon as possible. The bridgehead should
is characterized by speed and surprise. As a river
crossing creates a defile, reconnaissance must in- Nuclear fires should be carefully planned and
clude consideration of all routes leading into and used to neutralize critical enemy defenses and to
out of the crossing site. Planning for alternate rapidly develop a superiority of combat power on
routes is essential. Preparation of the crossing the .far shore while employing widely dispersed
site for passage is normally done at night or assault units. For details on combat at river
during periods of low visibility. lines, see FM 17-1 and FM 31-60.

Section VI. COMBAT IN DIFFICULT TERRAIN AND BUILT-UP AREAS

10-20. General 10-21. Combat in Fortified Areas
a. Although it is sometimes required because The armored brigade is not normally used to at-

of a shortage of infantry or time, commitment tack a fortified area. When so required, it is
of the armored brigade to combat in difficult organized as infantry heavy with large amounts
terrain is undesirable. It serves to minimize the of artillery. Principles and techniques discussed
mobility of the combat battalions. Besides slow- in FM 17-1, FM 31-50, and FM 61-100 apply for
ing armor momentum, very difficult terrain may combat in fortified positions.
act to canalize the brigade, with a resulting in-
crease in vulnerability to nuclear attack. In some
instances however, obvious disadvantages may be 10-22. Combat in Built-up Areas
offset by surprise, and difficult terrain may pro- Combat in built-up areas is normally considered a
vide natural concealment and cover nuclear mission for dismounted infantry because of the
effects. necessity for house-to-house fighting, limited fields

b. Increased requirements for engineer sup- of fire for tanks, and lack of tank maneuver
port, use of field expedients to assist in the move- space. The armored brigade may be required to
ment of armored vehicles, and increased main- perform this type of combat to clear a defended
tenance and logistical requirements generally town and continue its advance, to keep critical
typify armor operations in difficult terrain. These land lines of communication open, or because
requirements must be taken into account in plan- of the nonavailability of dismounted infantry. For
ning. details see FM 17-1 and FM 31-50.
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10-23. Attack however, small wooded areas in open terrain are
easily neutralized by fire, smoke, or automatica. The brigade attacks cities and towns with an

enveloping force and a direct-assault force. The weapons. Whenever possible, heavily wooded
areas, swamps, and lake areas are bypassed. Inenveloping force maneuvers to surround and iso-

late the town by securing dominating terrain on such instances, these areas may be neutralized by
nuclear fires. If woods, swamps, and lake areasthe flanks and rear, sealing off entrance and exit nuclear fires. If woods, swamps, and lake areasare ordered cleared, they should be surroundedroutes, and destroying enemy forces trying to

enter or escape. The enveloping force usually con- fantry supported by tanks.tains a preponderance of tanks and the direct-
assault force a preponderance of mechanized in- b. For additional details, see FM 17-1 and FM
fantry, supported by tanks. 101-31-series.

b. The maneuver of the enveloping force may
be accomplished by both nuclear and nonnuclear 10-26. Combat at Defiles
artillery fires on the town in preparation for at-tack . In, planin frtemplymea. A defile is any terrain feature, natural or

artificial, which tends to constrict the passage of
fires, careful consideration must be given to the
probabilities of creating conditions that may ad- a minefield, a river crossing site, a bridge, or ana minefield, a river crossing site, a bridge, or anversely affect the direct-assault force. Such con- area between two radiation areas are all defiles.
ditions may include the blocking of routes through Reconnaissance must include consideration of all
the town with rubble resulting from blowdown possible routes. Planning for alternate routes is
or intense high explosive shelling and the crea- essential. Preparation of a defile for passage musttion of high-intensity radiological hazards. be done during periods of low visibility or at

night.! Traffic control must insure that the flow
10-24. Defense of vehicles is constant, without halts or grouping

a. Built-up areas are obstacles to the move- in the defile area. Units may be moved to a hold-
ment of friendly counterattack forces as well as ing area prior to entering the defile target area
the attacking enemy. Consideration should be and directed from there through the defile target
given to defending outside the built-up area. area. Absolute control in the target area must
Under some conditions, elements of the brigade be maintained. Units plan for movement into an
may hold towns while the remainder counterat- attack position or a holding area after clearance
tacks in the open. of the defile target area. Every effort must be

made to secure the flanks of a defile on the broad-b. The defense of a built-up area is organized est possible front before attempting to pass thearound key terrain features that preserve the in- main body of the brigade. Organic and attached
tegrity of the defense and provide ease of move-
ment to the defender. Subterranean systems may army aircraft .
menfacilitate the modefender. Subterranean systems may both to facilitate reconnaissance and surveillancefacilitate the movement of dismounted forces and of critical areas and to transport light elements
provide shelter against nuclear attack. Maximum in the air landed seizure of such areas. Air de-

use is made of rubble and other obstacles. De- t fense artillery should be deployed to protect the
fenses are prepared in depth. For further details, defile. Figure 10-1 illustrates a defile target area.
see FM 17-1.

For further details of combat at defiles, see F.M
5-29, FM 5-135, and FM 17-1.

10-25. Combat in Woods, Swamps, and Lake
Areas b. Tactical Considerations.

a. Armor operations in woods, swamps, and (1) Offense. When the brigade must pass
lake areas are in some respects similar to those through a defile, armored cavalry elements nor-
in towns and fortified areas. Extended areas oT mally precede the main body and reconnoiter the
this nature are an obstacle to the armored bri- entire, surrounding area. If the immediate area
gade, affording the enemy concealment and cam- is clear, tanks and mechanized infantry are dis-
ouflage but limiting visibility and fields of fire. patched rapidly through the defile and establish
These areas favor enemy raids and guerrilla oper- a defense, securing enough maneuver room to
ations and require adequate support of tanks by permit the main body to emerge from the defile
dismounted infantry. Some woods, swamps, or unhampered. If the area is defended, enough space
lake areas are naturally strong defensive areas; must be secured to permit the maneuver of the
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Figure 10-1. Defile target area.

main body. The employment of nuclear fires dur- all major elements of the higher headquarters
ing this phase may speed up operations. Move- forward of the defile. Nuclear weapons may be
ment of the brigade through the defile shoulU7 be employed in conjunction with any of these meth-
planned so that vulnerability to nuclear attack is ods, or they may be used to deny access to, or
minimized. of, the defile by enemy ground forces.

(2) Defense. The defense of a defile by the
brigade may be conducted using several methods:
In a single position with flanks refused and pro- veillance. In operations at a defile, reconnaissance

tected by the obstacles behind the defile; by delay- and area surveillance are of utmost importance.
ing action, with leading elements well forward of It is imperative that the command be warned of
the defile to gain time and space for the main the presence or approach of the enemy at the
body to pass the defile and development for any earliest possible moment and at the longest ranges
action required; or by a mobile defense, with possible.

Section VII. COMBAT IN EXTREME TERRAIN AND WEATHER CONDITIONS

10-27. Combat in Snow and Extreme Cold and bogs; lack of maps, difficulty of navigation,

a. Operations are influenced by snow, ice, ex- difficulty of radio transmission, arctic whiteout

treme cold, sharp variations in weather, long and forests. During periods of extreme cold, the
periods of daylight or darkness, and seasonal firing of weapons produces ice fog which renders
transitions. Peculiarities of the subarctic and observation for direct firing difficult and reveals
arctic are sparse settlement, lack of roads and locations of weapons. During thaws, streams and
railroads; numerous lakes, waterways, swamps, other bodies of water present serious obstacles.
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Under summer conditions, certain streams and (3) For employment of nuclear weapons
lakes are arteries for water transportation. Rivers under these conditions, see FM 101-31-1 and FM
and lakes adequately frozen over in winter may i01-31-2.
offer excellent arteries for movement. Deep snow
and ice impede cross-country movement. Under 10--28. Desert Areascertain conditions, snow may provide concealment
and deception. In open terrain, snow may make Desert areas may be characterized by a wide
camouflage and deception difficult. Hasty field variety of terrain, including areas of loose sand
fortifications are difficult to construct in frozen and dunes, boulder-strewn areas, mountains,
ground. In the arctic and subarctic, permanently broken terrain, salt marshes, and rolling or
frozen subsurface soil (permafrost) frequently relatively flat hard surface areas. Well defined
exists and prevents surface water from draining roads are generally scarce, but trails or desert
into the subsoil in summer. In relatively flat tracks generally .exist between water sources.
areas, where drainage is limited, this condition Desert areas comprised mainly of loose sand and
results in a soft spongy surface interspersed sand dunes or boulders can seriously impede
with numerous lakes and ponds, which make armor movements. However, in rolling or flat
movement extremely difficult and often impossible. hard surface desert, a greater freedom of move-
In such areas, water and air transportation means ment is afforded than in normal terrain, and
may be used, but land transportation means have roads are of decreased significance. Most desert
not yet been satisfactorily developed to traverse areas are also characterized by sparse vegetation
the muskegs and tundras. In extreme cold, more and few prominent landmarks, as well as ex-
time must be allowed for all types of operations. tremes of temperature or climatic conditions.
Armor operations under the foregoing conditions These conditions can result in difficulty in con-
may be generally typified by- cealment and maintenance of direction, and can

(1) Increased requirements for vehicle and impose difficult physical conditions on personnel.
equipment maintenance and special maintenance All of these factors should be considered in plan-

equipment maintenance and special maintenance ning.
equipment.

(2) Trafficability problems caused by snow
and ice in winter and mud and water in summer. 10.29. Combat in Desert Regions, Tactical

(3) Increased fuel consumption and special Considerations
lubricant requirements for all vehicles. a. Basic tactical doctrine and fundamentals for

(4) Additional engineer support. desert operations are essentially the same as those
set forth in previous chapters and in FM 100-5.

(5) Substitution of special arctic vehicles and Armored brigade operations in desert areas are
equipment for standard vehicles and equipment. influenced by the following factors:

(6) Special training in arctic survival, health
practices, and arctic field expedients.

b. Combat in Snow and Extreme Cold, Tactical (2) Less restriction on maneuver, but greater
Considerations. restrictions on location and use of ground lines

of communication.
(1) The fundamentals of offensive and defen-

sive operations set forth in chapters 7 and 8 (3) Increased need for security and combat
apply to armored brigade operations in extreme deception measures due to difficulty of conceal-
cold and deep snow, subject to the limitations ment.
imposed by weather and terrain. For further (4) Increased emphasis on attaining surprise
details, see FM 17-1, FM 31-70, FM 31-71, and by rapid movement.
FM 61-100.

(2) Tactical operations in snow and extreme (5) Increased problems of combat service
cold depend more on effective administrative sup- support.
port than do operations in normal temperate zone (6) Increased vehicular and equipment main-
conditions. Exposure to extreme cold and deep tenance requirements due to sand, gritty dust,
snow results in lowered combat efficiency. Under rocks, and temperature variations.
such conditions, both individual and unit rotation
during combat and readily available heated shelter b. For additional details on combat in desert
for all will be required. regions, see FM 17-1 and FM 31-25.
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10-30. Operations in Riverine Areas b. Riverine operations include all military ac-
a. A riverine area is a land environment dom- tivities designed to achieve and maintain control

inated by .water lines of communications with an of a riverine area by destroying hostile forces and
extensive network of rivers, streams, canals, restricting or eliminating hostile activities. Op-
swamps, paddies, or muskeg extending over broad, erations are characterized by the extensive use of
level terrain, parts of which may be inundated joint watermobile forces together with ground-
periodically or permanently. It may include mobile and airmobile forces.
sparsely populated swamps or forests, rivers and
streamns that have steep banks densely. covered c. The armored brigade could be called upon
with tropical trees or bamboo, and relatively flat to perform any operation discussed in this manual
and open terrain. A large population may con- in support of or in conjunction with riverine
centrate along the waterways. Tides may affect operations. FM 17-1 and FM 61-100 provide
riverine areas near the ocean or far inland. additional discussion of riverine operations.

Section VIII. AIRMOBILE OPERATIONS

10-31. Introduction 10-32. General
a. The armored brigade has the capability and

In an airmobile operation, combat forces and their may be given or develop the requirement to em-
equipment move about the battlefield in aircraft ploy an airmobile force. Sources for such a force
under the control of a ground force commander will depend on the organization and support of
to engage in ground combat. The size of an air- the brigade at the time of the requirement.
mobile operation is contingent on availability of b. For reconnaissance or combat missions re-
aircraft. The forces in an airmobile operation quiring a large force, the brigade may mount a

mechanized infantry platoon or company in air-may vary from one squad to one or more battal-
craft provided by higher headquarters. For a dis-

ions. cussion of planning factors and execution of air-
mobile operations, see FM 57-35.

Section IX. UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE

10-33. General are organized as paramilitary or military forces
to reduce the combat effectiveness, war potential,Unconventional warfare (UW) is the application

Unconventional warfare (UW) is the application and morale of their enemy. The guerrilla combatof selected aspects of subversion, political war-
operations include interdiction and diversion.fare, guerrilla warfare, psychological operations, Raids and ambushes are the principal offensiveand economic warfare to support national objec- techniques. Combat operations are integrated

tives. By current U.S. Army definition, it includes with psychological operations, evasion and escape,
the three interrelated fields of guerrilla warfare: psychological operations, evasion and escape,passive resistance, reprisal, subversion, sabotage,
evasion, escape, and subversion; as well as other and intelligence activities. Guerrillas may operateand intelligence activities. Guerrillas may operateactivities normally associated with general war- with friendly conventional forces and special
fare. Unconventional warfare operations are con- forces as dictated by the political climate. This
ducted within enemy or enemy-controlled territory

factor must be a prime consideration of the U.S.by predominantly indigenous personnel, usually commander planning the commitment of hiscommander planning the commitment of his
supported and directed in varying degrees by an forces.
external source such as the U.S. Army's uncon-
ventional warfare force-special forces. The bri- b. When the brigade area of influence overlaps
gade will normally concern itself with unconven- an area in which U.S.-sponsored guerrillas are
tional warfare activities that fall within its area operating, the brigade may request that the guer-
of operations and/or influence. rilla forces execute missions to assist its opera-

tions. When linkup with U.S.-sponsored guerrilla
10-34. Unconventional Warfare Operations forces becomes imminent, the U.S. commander in

a. Indigenous personnel operating as guerrillas the area normally has operational control of the
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guerrilla forces. If the guerrilla force operates sion level, but may, in unusual circumstances,
with a special forces detachment, operational be given to a brigade. In the later event, the
control is normally exercised through a special brigade commander would coordinate directly
forces liaison detachment attached to the division with the guerrilla force commander and provide
from the special forces operational base (SFOB). a liaison party with adequate communications to
When linkup occurs, the operational control of the maintain contact.
affected guerrilla force is normally transferred c. FM 31-21 discusses the employment of guer-
to the tactical command concerned. Such control rilla forces to assist the brigade before, during,
is usually not given to a headquarters below divi- and after linkup.
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CHAPTER 11

COLD WAR OPERATIONS

Section I. INTRODUCTION

11-1. General c. Deter or thwart aggression.
a. Cold war is a state of international tension d. Reinforce a threatened area.

wherein political, economic, technological, socio-
logical, psychological, paramilitary, and military . r
measures short of overt armed conflict involving
regular military forces are employed to achieve f. Maintain or restore order.
national objectives.

b. The doctrine, tactics, and techniques for 11-4. Types of Cold War Missions
employment of armor units, as discussed else- a. Missions assigned forces conducting cold war
where in this manual, are equally valid for cold operations include the following:
war operations. Additional discussion of cold war (1) Show of force.
operations may be found in FM 17-1, FM 31-16,
FM 31-23, FM 61-100, and,FM 100-20. () International police action.

(3) International police action.
11-2. Characteristics of Cold War Operations (4) Legal occupation.

(5) Stability operations.Cold war operations are necessitated by a direct
threat to U.S. interests by acts of a hostile power. b. Specific operations within these missions may
These acts include illegal occupation, subversion, include parades, maneuvers, demonstrations, po-
or coercion of friendly countries; a show of force; lice and patrol duty, operations against irregular
or the establishment of hostile military forces forces, and reinforcement of a threatened area.
within range of U.S. territory. Such actions by a
hostile power may be, for example, the seizure 11-5. ConcurrentTasks
or control of a friendly government, the occupa-
tion or intimidation of a weaker country, or the Psychological operations (PSYOP) and civil
defeat of friendly elements within a country. affairs operations are integral parts of all cold
Military operations in cold war may include both war operations. The commander must consider
incidents between regular forces and actions these tasks whenever the brigade is involved in
against irregular forces during stability opera- cold war operations. They are discussed in detail
tions. in FM 17-1, FM 31-16, FM 31-23, FM 33-1,

FM 33-5, FM 41-5, FM 41-10, and FM 61-100.
11-3. U.S. Forces Participation
United States participation in cold war operations 11-6. Employment of the Armored Brigade
may result from alliances or coalition agreements, a. The armored brigade may be employed either
or such operations may be taken unilaterally. independently or as part of an armored division
United States military forces participate in such or larger U.S. force in cold war operation
operations only by specific order or responsible or larger U.S. force in cold war operations. Itsground mobility, ability to cover large areas, andU.S. Government authority. Within the broadbroad wide range of available combat power allow the
scope of cold war operations, military actionsscope of cold war operations, military actions brigade to adapt itself to the variety of conditions

which will be encountered in this type of opera-
a. Encourage a weak and faltering government. tion. The brigade is usually task organized to cope
b. Stabilize a restless area. with the conditions of the area of operations.
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b. The brigade operating in a cold war environ- organizational capabilities of subordinate units
ment will be confronted with a wide range of and be willing to adapt and improvise to meet the
unpredictable factors. These factors include the unusual conditions posed by a specific situation.
local political conditions in relation to indigenous
and United States national policies; attitudes of 11-7. Capabilities of the Armored Brigade
local populations, law enforcement agencies, and The armored brigade retains the capabilities and
native armed forces; potential enemy covert and limitations discussed elsewhere in this manual
overt capabilities; terrain and other envioron- when conducting cold war operations. Addition-
mental conditions; and command arrangements. ally, the massive appearance of the tank makes
No normal employment can be prescribed; how- armor units especially capable of conducting show
ever, the concepts, tactics, techniques, and pro- of force operations.
cedures for the employment of the brigade con-
tained elsewhere in this manual basically apply 11-8. Brigade Missions
to cold war operations when adjusted to fit the
particular operational environment. This demands The armored brigade may be required to accom-
the utmost flexibility and imagination in planning plish any tactical mission discussed in previous
by the commanders and staffs of armored bri- chapters when it is conducting cold war opera-
gades. All must fully comprehend and exploit the tions.

Section II. STABILITY OPERATIONS

11-9. General armored brigade in tactical operations must take
advantage of superior flexibility, communications,
and mobility to locate and eliminate an unusually

ternal defense and internal development opera- and mobility to locate and eliminate an unusually
tions and assistance provided by the armed forces
to maintain, restore, or establish a climate of b. The ultimate objective in operations against
order within which responsible government can an insurgent force is to eliminate the insurgency
function effectively and without which progress and prevent its resurgence. When the insurgency
cannot be achieved. involves active guerrilla warfare, the armored bri-

gade normally conducts offensive operations to
b. This section provides a guide for the employ- locate and destroy guerrilla elements. These op

ment of the armored brigade in stability opera- locate and destroy guerrilla elements. These op-
tions. It discusses definitions, employment, tactical erations must insure the m aximum use of mobility
operations, missions, and training aspects appli- and commun ication capabilities to control the
cable to stability operations. As stated in section and communication capabilities to control the
I, other tasks, to include psychological operations action.
and civil affairs operations, are integral parts of c. The following characteristics apply to tacti-
all stability operations. The commander must cal operations against guerrilla forces:
consider these tasks whenever the unit is involved (1) The majority of tactical operations
in stability operations. against guerrilla forces consist of small unit

actions.
c. Armor units may be required to provide (2) Tactical operations against guerrilla

tactical support to host country or allied forces in forces are generally offensive in nature.
stability operations. (3) Tactical operations against guerrilla

forces are designed to minimize the strength of
11-10. Employment of the Armored Brigade the guerrillas and to exploit their weaknesses.

a. The doctrine for employment of the armored (4) The relationship between the population
brigade in conventional offensive and defensive and the guerrilla force requires that action be
operations applies to stability operations. These taken to separate the guerrillas from the people.
operations complement other actions taken by a , d. The following specific factors in addition to
government to defeat an insurgency. Specific tac- the normal factors of METT are considered in the
tics and techniques must be modified to fit the commander's estimate:
special requirements of the operational environ- (1) Motivation and loyalties of segments of
ment and the nature of the insurgent threat. The the population, identification of hostile and
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friendly elements, vulnerability of friendly popu- d. Reserves. Reserves are maintained by bri-
lation and friendly military elements to coercion gade and battalion task forces to rapidly reinforce
by terror tactics, and their susceptibility to enemy elements gaining contact with guerrilla forces.
and friendly propaganda. The inherent mobility, firepower, and armored

(2) Existing policies and directives regard- protection enjoyed by the armored brigade units
ing the status and treatment of population and may allow committed units to double as reserves
guerrilla force members. when the enemy threat is relatively weak.

(3) Resources available to the insurgentforce. 11-13. Conduct of Offensive Operationsforce.
(4) Extent of the insurgency as a whole and a. General. Offensive operations inflict damage

specifically the guerrilla force operation. on, seize, disrupt, or destroy an objective-either
terrain or hostile guerrilla forces. Because offen-

(5) Communication facilities available to sive operations are normally of short duration
allow effective control of forces engaged in sta- (generally from one day to several weeks), other
bility operations. activities are pursued only to the extent that they

assist the brigade force while it is in the area of
11-11. Operations in Support of Stability operations. Offensive operations may be conducted

Operations in support of internal defense and development
operations, but generally they are conductedThe armored brigade conducts both offensive and operations, but generally they are conducted

defensive operations when operating in a stability against local guerrilla forces and bases. The ob-defensive operations environmen operatinginastt.ab y jective of offensive operations is to harass or
destroy guerrilla forces and normally entails no
intent to remain permanently in the area of op-

1 1-12. Characteristics of Offensive Operations erations. The brigade is normally assigned a large
Offensive operations are primarily characterized operational area and in turn assigns operational
by brevity and are conducted in an assigned area areas to subordinate commands. Separation of
of operation to find, fix, and destroy or capture tactical units from parent headquarters is nor-
the guerrilla. mal in counterguerrilla operations; however, they

must operate as part of a well-coordinated plan
a. Area of Operations. The brigade is normally and be prepared to concentrate rapidly. To facil-

assigned a specific area in which to conduct offen- itate the rapid concentration of forces, the use of
sive operations. The brigade commander will airmobile or airborne forces is emphasized.
normally subdivide his area and assign an opera-
tional area or zone of action to each subordinate b. Operations. Intensive reconnaissance and re-
task force. In assigning operational areas, the bri- liable intelligence are required to develop the
gade commander pays careful attention to terrain situation, to include determining the size and
trafficability. location of guerrilla forces. Once located and

fixed, the units maneuver to destroy the guerrilla
b. Combat Bases. Occupation of an area of forces. The guerrillas' ability to hide weapons

operation is characterized by the establishment and assume noncombatant roles in attempting to
of multiple combat bases from which to conduct avoid capture will require maneuver forces to
offensive operations. In establishing combat bases, conduct a thorough search of the area. In plan-
the separation of tactical units from their parent ning offensive operations, commanders and staffs
headquarters is normal. Units occupying and must allow sufficient time for thorough search
operating from separate combat bases must op- operations.
erate as part of a well coordinated plan and be
prepared to reinforce each other as required. FM c. Raid. A raid is an operation, usually small-
17-1 discusses the organization and establishment scale, involving a swift penetration of hostile ter-
of combat bases. ritory to secure information, harass the hostile

guerrilla force, or destroy his installation. It ends
c. Objectives. Terrain objectives are seldom in a planned withdrawal upon completion of the

assigned in offensive operations. Operations are operation. Inclement weather, terrain considered
normally oriented on destroying guerrilla forces impassable, and heliborne assault are used to
and bases. Once guerrilla forces have been located, achieve surprise. The raiding force may vary in
the brigade places priority of all available com- size from a squad to a reinforced battalion. For
bat power to destroy or incapacitate the guerrilla. additional information on composition and or-
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ganization of raid forces, see FM 7-20 and FM smaller units normally possess insufficient person-
21-75. nel strength and command and control capability

to conduct encirclements except against small,
d. Reconnaissance in Force. A reconnaissanced. Reconaisanc in Fr. A concentrated guerrilla forces. All units of the

in force is a limited-objective operation to dis-ts o nbrigade may participate in encirclements con-
cover and test the enemy's positions, locations,
and strength, and to gather information. In sta- ducted by a larger force.
bility operations, its objective is collection of in-
formation on the enemy and the destruction of 11-14. Defensive Operations
his units and facilities. The primary aim is Defensive operations are often characterized by
reconnaissance; however, the commander must be long duration anid are conducted in an assigned
prepared to exploit meeting engagements by con- area of responsibility to provide a secure area in
ducting a coordinated attack (chap. 7) to de- which positive effort can be devoted to internal
stroy discovered enemy units and facilities. The development.
committed force may conduct the operation as a a. Plans for defensive operations must be de-
unit,. or only selected subordinate units may be tailed and provide for long range commitment of
committed on a limited scale. Reconnaissance in both personnel and material resources (military
force operations may be conducted during offen-sive
sive or defensive operations in guerrilla-controlledareas.-~ operations, an assessment of the area must beareas. made to determine military and civilian resources

e. Movement to Contact. Movement to contact requirements. Plans must be coordinated fully
in counterguerrilla tactical operations is basically with all agencies which will be involved in the
the same as in limited and general war operations operation. Required resources to implement de-
(see chap. 7 for discussion of movement to con- fensive plans must be available for commitment
tact). Movement to contact in a counterguerrilla to the area prior to initiation of the operation.
atmosphere dictates that strong precautions be

b. Initially, offensive operations are stressedtaken against ambush. When the brigade moves and other internal defense and development op-
by ground to the operational area, and on sub- erations are subordinated to the tactical mission.
sequent unit maneuvers, tactical movements must These operations require a high degree of fire-
be employed to prevent ambush of counterguer-be employed to prevent ambush of counterguer- power, security, and speed in execution. They may
rilla forces, to gain or reestablish contact, or to be mounted directly from friendly controlled

be mounted directly from friendly controlled
develop guerrilla force dispositions. areas or from other secure sites. A flexible com-

f. Pursuit. The pursuit is an operation against munication system must be employed to insure
a retreating hostile force. It may consist entirely a high degree of control and coordination. The
of direct pressure forces (as in a frontal attack) purpose of these operations is to destroy or clear
or a combination of direct pressure and encircling guerrilla forces from the area.
forces (as in an envelopment). It occurs when
the guerrilla attempts to disengage and has as its c After eliminating guerrilla units from the
primary purpose the destruction of the guerrilla area, the brigade organizes its defense to prevent

force. A h n itheir return and to provide a security shield be-
force. Although terrain objectives may be as- hind which other aspects of internal defense and
signed, the primary objective is the guerrilla
force itself. When direct-pressure forces and en- development can take place. Normally, the form
circling forces are employed, the direct-pressure of defense employed will be neither an area de-circling forces are employed, the direct-pressure fense or mobile defense as described in chapter
force maintains constant pressure on the guerrilla 8, but a combination of the two including the
as he withdraws. The encircling force should extensive use of mounted and dismounted patrols.
have a mobility advantage over the guerrilla. These operations provide a secure environment
Both the direct-pressure force and the encircling for-
force employ all available fire support to assist in (1) Locating, identifying, and destroying
the accomplishment of the destruction mission. underground elements and sympathizers.

g. Encirclement. Encirclement offers the best (2) Replacing insurgent political, economic,
possibility for fixing guerrilla forces in position social, civic, and psychological functionaries in
and achieving decisive results. The brigade, bat- the local government.
talion, and (to a limited degree) the company d. FM 17-1 and FM 31-16 discuss in detail the
may conduct encirclements. The company and requirements of the brigade during these opera-
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tions and present examples of brigade organiza- a. Road opening.
tion in a type defensive area. b. Route security.

c. Convoy escort.
1 1-15. Maintaining Lines of Communication

d. Counterambush.
The armored brigade is well suited for maintain-
ing lines of communication. The techniques for 11-16. Combat Support and Combat Service
performing specific operations in support of main- Support
taining lines of communication are discussed in The principles discussed in chapters 5 and 6 apply
FM 17-1 and FM 31-16. When assigned this type to cold war operations. Additional planning con-
of mission, any or all of the following operations siderations for stability operations are contained
may be required. in FM 17-1 and FM 31-16.
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